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ON SEEING VISIONS

It Is the prophet Joel who reminds us that old men shall dream
dreams and young men shall see visions.
Your Editor Is not an old man—Heaven forbid—but sometimes

he allows himself to dream dreams, of the past; and, as a young man,
he often saw visions. Visions which, unlike many others, have
materialised. The materialisation of visions is a thrilling experience.
There have been three red letter

moments in the life of

Kearsney.
The first, obviously, was the day when It was founded, in mid1921, with a roll of 12 boys. We wonder what vision Sir Liege
Hulett had that day. He housed the boys in his own home, a tiny
school for the sons of local residents, of whom eight shared his own
surname. He did not live long enough (for he died in 1928) to get
more than the merest glimpse of what his littie experiment was
likely to lead to.

The second was the day when the decision was made to close
down the old quarters and start courageously afresh at some new
site—Botha's Hill, as it happened. From that moment there was
no looking back.
The third must be the present moment, when the new House
brings our boarding enrolment to near the 300 mark. From 12 to
300! From dilapidated quarters to magnificent buildings, new and
up-to-date! We have come a long way since 1921.

Those were pleasant days at the old school. They were the
foundation on which later progress has been built. There was a
friendliness, an "atmosphere", an intimacy between young and
old, created by our very smallness, our living under one roof, our
remoteness from the outside world, such as can never be attained

in a larger school. The lasting character of the school was created
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In those early days. Conditions of life were crude. Classrooms
were where we could make them, dark, leaking like a sieve; the

lab. was a stable, with rats running along the rafters: staff quarters
were tiny and distinctly Spartan; there were few comforts and
amenities. But buildings alone do not make a school. And what
lovely surroundings! Sir Liege had an eye for beauty. Spacious
gardens, magnificent avenues, orange and mango groves, bananas,
tea, sugar—it was a fairyland of beauty and romance. And always
there were walks and picnics and glorious bathing pools in the most
picturesque scenery imaginable.

Unfortunately schools progress, not on romance, but on finance.
Our numbers were not sufficient to pay our way. The time came,
in the mid-thirties, when the School Council felt that we should

close. Had that happened, Kearsney would have died, and been
no more than a memory to those few who had known it. This was
where the Vision began. The Staff resisted. They felt that some

how—they could not yet see how—Kearsney would become a great
school. To close it was to admit defeat.

Great sacrifices were

made, to keep it from foundering on the rocks of insolvency. The
crisis passed and the Vision took more concrete form in the decision
to abandon the old and much-loved quarters and start afresh else
where. That meant courage as well. The move could so easily
have failed. We needed a suitable site and we needed a lot of money.
Both were forthcoming.

We opened in Botha's Hill at the beginning of the War with 96
boys, quite our biggest enrolment to date, and at the beginning of
1940 we had 120 boys, with both houses full. There was a minimum
of buildings, the barest nucleus: two houses, a dining hall, a classroom
block. The hilltop was bleak and uninhabited; grounds were not
laid out, nor even paths. It was cold and wet and exposed, and as
different from the beauty and cosiness of the previous school as

anything could be. How often we wished we were back!
Since then there has been nothing but progress. Today, under

the guidance and vision of Board and Headmasters, we have reached
a peak unimaginable years ago.

We repeat—from 12 to 300., From crude and isolated quarters
to a school equipped in almost every respect. Through a dark

period when only courage and hope kept us from closing, to a day
when we can begin to make claims to greatness. We hardly dare
look further. Vision can foresee only an assembly hall, a music
block and an art block.

Of one thing there can be no doubt. This has not been done
without Divine Guidance—non sine consilio numinibusque deum.

No-one in 1921 could have known what the tiny seed would blossom
into. It was the will of God that dangers should be overcome.
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The decision to move was not taken without deep thought and earnest

prayer. That we have now reached a point where our name is

established and our influence a vital one is living witness to the power

of Faith, Courage, Vision, and the direction of the Hand of God.

SCHOOL NOTES

We welcome the following on to the staff: Mrs. Reece, who
returns after some ten years' absence: Mrs Hough, whom we knew

(as Miss Buss) on the staff of the Stanger School; Mr H. J. Viljoen,
returning after a year's study absence; and Mr. T. Metcalf, Old Boy,
coming to join his brother here. We wish them all much happiness
in our midst.

The following members of the Staff have gone on leave: Mr.
V. Clegg (January to July), Mr. R. Quarmby (Easter to Michaelmas).
Mr. Clegg has bought a cottage at Uvongo, near Margate, and has
spent his leave there, putting house and grounds into order. We
hear that he and Mrs. Clegg and family have been making the most

of bathing and holiday facilities there, and are looking forward to
returning to work as keenly as any average schoolboy. Mr. Quarmby
is back In his native Yorkshire. We have no doubt that he is spending

his time equally between Celebrity Concerts, the Leeds cricket

ground, and the nearest observatory, and we look forward to his
impressions of England on his return.

We congratulate the following on their new acquisitions:

Mr. and Mrs. Burger, a daughter (Laura), and Mr. and Mrs. Storm,
a daughter (Renee).
The Methodists of the school all attended the Methodist

centenary celebrations in Durban, and took part in the Procession
of Witness on Sunday, April 22nd They led the column, 5,000
strong, from the Esplanade to the City Hall, to take part in a com
memorative service there. We should like to express our most

cordial thanks to those many Durban friends who not only sent their

cars up and took the boys down, besides bringing them back, but
who also entertained them all in their private homes for lunch.

The John Wesley film was shown on June 10th. This proved to
be a first-rate production, the sound track being one of the clearest
ever heard here. As a film with a moral, a good deal of it was

devoted to Wesley's attempt to find God. Having relied unsuccess

fully on"good works", he at last discovered that the only solution
lay In an Inward act of faith. From then onwards his ministry
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flourished, and we were given many interesting glimpses of the
vicissitudes he experienced as he covered England from end to end
over a period of 40 years.

The Sixth Form Dance was its usual success, on June 23rd.

The walls were decorated with large silhouettes of dancing couples—
projected through the epidiascope on to large sheets and there
traced and blacked in. The Band produced chords and discords,

and the dining hall has never been so crowded with dancers. Dreamy
looks over the week end were, we believe, only partly caused by
late nights.

Mr. H. Williams brought up a delightful concert-party on June
2nd and gave us a rare feast of vocal and instrumental items. Messrs.

Eric Voysey (tenor) and Michael Griffin (bass) sang solo and together,

as did Misses Mavis Hockin (soprano) and Gloria Hansen (contralto),
offering both serious and light entertainment. Nor can we forget
the absurd ease with which John Butt played violin solos which in

the score looked frighteningly difficult. The hall was already
decorated for the Sixth Form Dance, and the general festivity came
as a welcome relief after ten days of exams!

On 17th March, Mr. J. S. M. Simpson, the Editor of the"Daily
News" gave a talk about his experiences in Australia and New
Zealand. He attended an international press conference there
as a South African representative.
On 12th May, Mr. J. Bradshaw, a Kearsney Old Boy, gave an
account of his work as a member ofthe Antarctic Whaling Expedition.

His talk was very much enjoyed by the boys, who subjected him to
quite a barrage when it came to Question Time.

On 26th May, Mr. Morris, the Public Relations Officer for the
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, showed a number of most

excellent films in the series"This is My Country ". They included

travel and big-game hunting films, and a most entertaining story
designed to teach road safety to Africans.
The old maroon school tie has now been abandoned in favour

of a much more attractive blue one, with maroon and silver stripes.
The Sixth Form have a distinctive tie with maroon and double silver
stripes.

At a concert given on behalf of the Methodist Church in the

Kloof Public Hali on March 13th, the following items were presented
by Kearsney boys:—
Impromptu: Coleridge Taylor

David Pike

Pastorale from Sonata in D Minor:

Scarlatti

Peter Reece
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Dante (Nut-Cracker Suite):
Tchatkowsky
Valse In D flat: Chopin

Christopher Coggin
Anthony Hoad

A. Hoad was one of a number of divisional finalists in a nation

wide talent-spotting competition, and his rendering of Chopin's
"Minute Valse" was broadcast.

He also represented the school as speaker In the Hofmeyr
Memorial Speech Contest, and came second in his section, choosing
as his topic: "Leisure may be a blessing or a curse."
In the course of a little over a day, a bull-dozer (I) carved out a

large gap in the bank near the Pavilion, where an underground
storage room for sports equipment is to be built: (2) cleared away
most of the bush below the classrooms, where a recreation field

is to be laid out;(3) cleared a playground below Junior House: and

(4) pushed up large quantities of soil from the edge of Chapel Road,
to widen the cricket oval. If a hundred natives with a hundred

barrows toiled for half a year, would they have done the same?
One of the problems brought about by our increase in numbers

this year (290 boarders) has been the dining-hall accommodation.
Alterations made there have proved highly satisfactory. The tables
are now laid lengthwise, joined two by two. Boys sit by Houses,
and the heads of tables remain permanently in the same places.
Accommodation is so finely adjusted that if we accepted one further
boy, he would have to dine off the window-sill!

The foundation members of Kearsney will hear with regret of
the death, at the age of 81, of Mr. Pyne-Mercier, who was our first

Headmaster. He was engaged by Sir Liege Hulett in 1921 to open
Kearsney College, but resigned in favour of Mr. Matterson in 1922.
All his later years have been spent in the O.F.S., and he died in
Bloemfontein.

We stiil have one foundation member of Kearsney with us—
Moonsammy, the cook. Older Old Boys will remember the rattle

of the oven doors as he began the day's baking at 2a.m. Moonsammy
has served the school most loyally these 35 years, but now heart
trouble has meant his going into semi-retirement, from which he
emerges for just an hour or two daily to do a little light kitchen work.

The "backroom boys" (and girls) seldom achieve the limelight,
and while the names of athletes, scholars and the like achieve the
pubiicity of print, others—the real backbone—blush unseen. We

therefore pay tribute to one"backroom girl ", Mrs. Goldman, who
ceaselessly pursues her task of "feeding the brute". She holds
the school's most responsible post, and we are glad here to thank

her for all she does. Similar tribute should be paid to our Matrons,
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who silently and efficiently look after the health, clothes, and comfort
of the boys.
We very much enjoyed a visit from Mr. Arthur Newton, South
Africa's greatest long-distance runner in by-gone days. Mr. Newton
only began running seriously after the age of 40 and at one time
held ail the world records from 15 to 100 miles.

It was difficult to

imagine this frail old man grinding away the miles, and quite astound
ing to learn that last year, at the age of 71, he ran the 3,000 miles
required to make his grand total 100,000 miles!

CHAPEL NOTES

The annual service for the recognition of new members was
held on Sunday morning. May 6th, and was conducted by the Presi
dent of Conference, the Rev. S. B.Sudbury, whom we were honoured
to have with us. Some two dozen boys made their affirmations,
and a large number of parents and friends also attended the service.
The spirit of fellowship was very evident.

The Bishop of Natal paid us a welcome visit on the first Sunday
evening of February and preached at the evening Service.

The Infant daughters of Mr. and Mrs. G. Burger and Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Storm were baptised at the Sunday morning Service on

May 13th. The Service was entirely In Afrikaans and was conducted
by Dominie Odendaal who was Invited to come up from Pinetown
for the purpose. The proud parents entertained the Staff and a
large number of relatives and friends to tea afterwards in the Pavilion.
A large number of boys went to Durban on Sunday afternoon,
April 22nd, to join the celebration of ISO years of Methodism In
South Africa. They took part in a procession to the City Hall,
where an impressive service was held.
The twelve additional pews ordered through the generosity
of Mr. R. T. Polkinghorne have now arrived, and we again assure
him of our most grateful thanks. The appearance of the Chapel Is

greatly enhanced, and all boys who at various times have been
called upon to carry chairs from the Hall for special occasions will
be thankful that such duty is a thing of the past—except perhaps
for Remembrance Sunday and Carol Service!
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Organ Recitals;

I9£/i February. Mr. G. M. Oram. Sonata in D major (Gulimant), Spring Song
(Hollins), Two Trumpet Tunes and Air (Purcell).

I8t/i March. Mr. G. M. Oram. Sonata In B flat (Mendelssohn) and FInlandIa
(Sibelius).

27th May. Mr. G. M. Oram. Sonata No. 6, Chorale and Variations (Mendels
sohn), Romance In D flat (Lemaire), March in A (Choveaux), Choral Song
(Wesley).

17th June. Mr. Brian Goodwin, A.R.C.O. Introduction and Toccata (Walond).
A Little Tune(Felton), Air and Gavotte(Wesley),Concert Variations(Bonnet),
Mrs. Charmlon Carter contributed four songs.

EXAMINATION RESULTS, 1955

Matriculation:

First Class: V. H. Dawes (Maths).

Second Class: K. L. Brazier, N. R. Cross, J. A. Cunningham, J. T. Giles, G. V. Green,
U. G. Groom, D. G. Cox, S. B. A. Longhurst, V. C. Milne, J. C. Pettit, T. A.
Polklnghorne, W. A. Whitward.

Third Class: P. Court, C. J. Dukes, D. W. Francis, C. C. Groenewald, P. J. Ryan.
School Leaving Certificate:
Second Class: B. L. Cohen.

Third Class: E. A. Fearnhead, R. G. C. Ford, D. C. I. Jenkins.
Junior Certificate.

First Class: ♦M. J. R. Castleden, *1. M. Chalmers, J. A. Cole, D. W. Cross, C. M.
Downle, R. N. Grafton, *E. A. Hermanson, *D. B. Homer, A. Kinsey, J. A. H.
Lowe, J. P. Rens, *R. j. Robblns, J. Shave, D. V. Thompson, D. H. Thresher.

Second Class: C. Coggin, N. M. de Jongh, N. P. Dunscombe, R. J. L. Edwards,
R. N. Hagemann, N. G. Polklnghorne, G. D. Spargo, N. C. H. Stott, M. J.
Wepener.

Third Class: I. S. Alexander, W. J. Badsey, C. F. Bauer, L. R. Bawcombe, H L
Bouman, M. D. Cohen, P. S. de Wet, M. N. W. Hulett, P. G. B. Hulett, A. C.
Hutchison, P. H. Immelman, K. G. Lewis, J. A. Plenaar, N. Pike, M. T. Scott.

D. J. Taylor. A. P. Stiebel, R. F. Williams.

*These boys obtained Natal Provincial Bursaries.
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APPOINTMENTS

Head Prefect: T. A. Polkinghorne.

School Prefects: T. A. Polkinghorne (Pembroke), H. K. Timm (Finningley), J. M.
Nelems (Junior), C. C. Foxon (Gillingham).

House Prefects: Finningley: H. K.Timm, B. G. P. Murray, W.S. Robb, J. R. Tedder,
R. W. Voysey.

Gillingham: C. C. Foxon, E. H. Besson, D. W. Benporath, D.
Deenik, P. R. Russell.

Pembroke: T. A. Polkinghorne, A. P. Dowdle, M. E. Manning,
R. A. Parkes, C. R. Moses.
Junior: J. M. Nelems, A. R. Schruer, A. J. McKeown.

Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain

of Rugby: H. K. Timm.
of Cricket: M. N. W. Hulett.
of Swimming: D. G. Spargo.
of Tennis: B. G. P. Murray.

Bell: C. M. Downie.

Gestetner: N. Polkinghorne.

Projector: A. C. Gage.
Drum Major: A. I. McKeown.
Chapel Committee: T. A. Polkinghorne, H. K. Timm, C. C. Foxon, R. W. Voysey,
M. E. Manning, A. Hoad.

VALETE

H. Alexander (53), C. F. Bauer (52), W. J. Badsey (52), K. L. Brazier (53),
L. R. Bawcombe (54), P. Court (49), D. G. Cox (51), A. H. Chaplin (52) J. A.

Cunningham (52), N. R. Cross (52), B. L. Cohen (52), P. Cosgrove (55, left Easter
56), C. J. Dukes (50), V. H. Dawes (52), N. P. Dunscombe (54), E. A. Fearnhead
(51), D. W. Francis (SI), R. G. C. Ford (51), G. V. Green (SO), U. G. Groom (50),
C. C. Groenewald (52), J. T. Giles (52), C. H. Garnett (54, left Easter 56), J. Q.
Hopkins (51), G. H. Haworth (52), N. Hayward (52), G. C. Hayward (54), C. C.

Hopkins (54), D. C. I. Jenkins (52), A. Kinsey (52), S. B. A. Longhurst (51), V. C.
Milne (52), J. E. Miller (54), H. Ovenstone (52), J. C. Pettit (51), J. Pienaar (53,
left Easter 56), P. J. Ryan, 53, left Easter 56), M. T. Scott (SO), S. Schreuder
D. B. (53), Smith (55), D. J. Taylor (53), W. A. Whitward (55), J. W. Williams
(52), I. C. Y. Young (50).
SALVETE

C. M. Anderson, M. S. Adams, D. S. Adams, G. S. Barker, L. H. Bauer, P. T.

Bishop, D. L. Brown, J. G. A. Burness, C. S. Bryden, I. M. Burne, G. B. Bennett,
D. B. Banks, A. N. Chalmers, A. Chalmers, G. R. Crowe, M. H. Coventry, J. M.
Crickmay, D. M. Drysdale, D. G. N. Dale, A. E. Dawson, G. M. Edwards, G. J. A.
East, I. J. S. Evans, B. L. Eastman, M. J. C. France (day), O. R. Faick, J. Gebbie,
P. S. Gibson, G. A. Holden, C. J. Hewitt, D. F. T. Hathrill, B. C. Hathrill, F. R.

Hagemann, J. R. W. Hulett, M. R. Horner, A. T. W. Haley, C. A. Home (day),
A. J. Home (day), A. E. Hooper, R. G. Henley, C. E. Hingst, T. A. Hoskings, W.J.
Hind, R. C. Haines, J. A. Johnstone, G. M. Jones, C. E. Knightsbridge, G.T. Koopal
F. H. le Lievre, R. W. G. Lyne, V. R. C. Lund, W. N. Lederle, R. P. Law, A. E.

Lockyer, C. L. Lockyer, A. P. Meyer, A. H. Munger, P. Mackinlay, I. S. Mackay,
J. C. Mulraney, B. D. L. Meyer, B, Martens, M. J. Mayne, A. R. Mathison, D.
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Maccullum, E. C. liassam, T. F. Osborn (day), N. J. Plen, J. A. L. Price, D. R.
Proctor, W. L. Pfuhl, R. C. Rhodes, F. D. Ryman, B. S. Roberts, J. K. Rodda,
P. J. H. Short, M. P. E. Scott, A. C. Cockburn-Smlth, I. F. Silson, H. E. Stent,
J. F. Shire, R. J. Stranack, T. C. Stokoe, J. R. Somers-Vine, R. D. Staniland, J. M.
Stacey, G. A. Turrell, C. W. Truscott, W. J. Travis, W. F. Taskes, K. van Eeden,

F. E. van Eeden, B. G. van Rooyen, P. G. van Rooyen, P. B. Walsh, H. R. Wade,
F. B. Walker, C. S. Walker, G. D. Wiseman, B. R. Williams, T. M. Webb, R. L.
Whipp, K. J. Wooller, A. F. Zurcher.
STATISTICS

The following statistics may be of interest;

Present boys come from the following Provinces: Natal (200), Transvaal (54),
Cape (16), Northern Rhodesia (15), O. F. S.(8), Southern Rhodesia (5), Basutoland
(4), Swaziland (I), South West Africa (I).
They belong to the following denominations: Anglican (144), Methodist

(105), Presbyterian (19), Jewish (9), Christian Science (8), Roman Catholic (5),
Baptist (4), Dutch Reformed (4), Congregational (2), Full Gospel (2), Lutheran
(I), French Protestant (I).

PEMBROKE HOUSE

Pembroke House was officially opened (after being in use for
a term)on 28th March,the last day of the first term, by the President
of the Conference of the Methodist Church of South Africa, Rev.

S. B. Sudbury. It was a pleasantly sunny day, and a good crowd of
parents and friends were present for the occasion.
The following description of the House is taken from "The
Natal Mercury
"Young Tom Brown, the character from Thomas Hughes' 'Tom Brown's
Schooldays,' would have blinked and rubbed his eyes with disbelief had he been
present at the opening ceremony of Kearsney College's £50,000 Pembroke House
at Botha's Hill yesterday morning.
"For the 80 odd boys who will be accommodated in the building will be

living in surroundings that Tom could not have imagined in his wildest daydreams.
"Pembroke House is of modern design. It is built around an open courtyard
for maximum sunlight and ventilation. The dormitories are upstairs and each
has a different colour scheme.

"As In the modern home of today, the walls and ceilings of each room are
in pleasantly contrasting pastel shades. Each bed is equipped with the latest
in rubber foam mattresses.

"In the wash rooms, the showers are separated from the wash-hand basins
by plastic, dove-coloured, corrugated partitions.
"Also in the building are two large common-rooms and two reading rooms.

There are quarters for a married housemaster and two single masters. Finally
there is the sick bay and medical examination room."

After the School Chaplain, Rev. J. V. Cantrell, M.A., had de
livered a most apt opening Prayer of Dedication, the Chairman of

the Board of Governors, Mr. Philip Hind (K.C. 25-30), presented the
following address before formaily introducing the President of the
Conference:
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"Mr. and Mrs. Sudbury, Ladies, Gentlemen and Boys,
"On behalf of the Board of Governors, the Principal and Staff, i take this

opportunity of extending to you ail a very warm welcome.
"Our guests of honour, Mr. and Mrs. Sudbury, have during their comparative
short stay in Durban, endeared themselves to ail who have had the opportunity
of getting to know them. Thus I believe that today's ceremony should be a very
happy occasion as both are well-known to so many of us. Mr. and Mrs. Sudbury,
we are delighted that you are able to be with us and hope that you will feel the
warmth and sincerity of our welcome and company.

"It is also very gratifying to us that the opening of Pembroke House and the
official handing over of this building to The Methodist Church, should fall during
Mr. Sudbury's Presidential year. As a Board Member, Mr. Sudbury has con
tributed much to the overall planning of this tremendous project which has cost
over £50,000. Thus your presence here today, Mr. Sudbury. as the official
representative of the Methodist Church of South Africa, seems a fitting tribute to
the part you have played in this development.
"The importance of today's ceremony cannot, however, be measured in pounds,
shillings and pence but rather does it mark a new chapter in the history of our
school, and here i like to think that the first chapter covers the life of the school
whilst situated at Kearsney, the second chapter its life at Botha's Hill from 1939
to December, 1954, and now we see the start of a third chapter, which I believe

is designed to play a very important part in this school's development.
"i don't, however, intend to spend time this morning in perusing the life
history of the College, but I do believe that we should pause for a few minutes
to pay tribute to those who were responsible for the establishment of our school
and for its development.

"The first name that springs to mind is that of Sir Liege Huiett who conceived
the idea that the Methodist Church should have its own boys' school situated

in Natal, and who was prepared to back this ambition by lending his house at
Kearsney to the Methodist Church for this particular purpose. This dream of
his is just another example of his far-sightedness, for if it had not been for his
far-sightedness and generosity i very much doubt whether we would have had
a Methodist boys' school in Natal. We should always remember his name with
much gratitude as the founder of the College.
"Coupled with Sir Liege's generosity, the school was fortunate in securing
the services of Mr. R. H. Matterson, who occupied the principaiship of Kearsney

almost from its inception until his retirement in 1946. Mr. Matterson certainly
laid the foundation which has earned for his school a wonderful reputation. That

foundation, ladies and gentlemen, was built on a moral code in which he tried
to infuse into the boys of Kearsney, a desire to lead lives of service, i know
that there are many old boys today who cherish the thoughts and ideals which he
so often stressed at his Sunday evening talks. His guidance and advice to those
boys who were about to leave school has helped many in planning their lives.
Ail this, i believe, has had a very important bearing on our growth,for the majority
of boys leaving here are proud of their association with Kearsney and are grate
ful for the opportunity of having attended the school, resulting in the fine prestige
which Kearsney enjoys today in the eyes of the general public.

"In talking to a man last week who was down from Johannesburg and who has
had a tremendous amount to do with young fellows, he mentioned that he had

never yet come across a Kearsney boy who had let down his school. High praise
indeed for the ideals started by Mr. Matterson and which has been faithfully
carried out by staff ever since.

"My thoughts now turn to the old staff who believed that Kearsney had some

thing different to offer in the way of education and who were prepared to back
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this faith by agreeing to accept a reduction in salary in order that the school
should continue. This sacrifice was made during a critical financial period through
which the school was passing, if it had not been for their generosity, i am afraid
there would have been no Kearsney today. This wonderful gesture on behalf
of the old staff, should not be forgotten.
"Then i think of the courage and wisdom of the Board under the able chair
manship of Mr. W.J. Williams, who decided Kearsney should be moved, believing
that the only reason for Kearsney's lack of growth was its situation. What a
wise decision that has been,for since this move the school has grown from strength
to strength.

"Each chapter possesses its own benefactor, in the first chapter we had Sir
Liege; the start of the second was made possible by the generosity of Mr. John
Crookes, who financed the building of the complete house. A magnificent
gesture. Nor should we forget Mr. Clem Stott for the considerable help he
gave by selling to the Board this property for a mere £1,000. Without this help
the Board would have been unable to consider the move.

"Then three years ago the Chairman of the Board, Mr. Clem Woods,advocated
a progressive policy of expanding our school buildings, the result of which we
witness today.

"Behind the scenes I am reminded that if it were not for the co-operation of
our Principal, Mr. Osier, and his entire staff, who might I say share the same
enthusiasm and loyalty for Kearsney College as did their predecessors, we would
not have had the numbers to warrant this extension. Here i would like to express
the Board's thanks to the staff for their co-operation at the beginning of this term
in getting Pembroke House ready—without that co-operation things would have
been chaotic; Instead the boys returned on due date and entered the new House
with a minimum of inconvenience.

"We as a Board, appreciate to the full the sacrifices our staff and their wives

are still prepared to make that the school may continue to grow. In Mr. Osier
we have a head who possesses a wide vision of life and all that it means; thus the

educational policy which he dictates is very much appreciated by parents, ample
evidence of which is seen by the many letters received from them, expressing
their gratitude for what Kearsney is doing in modelling their sons' characters.
"But surely the greatest recognition of the value people ascribe to a school
can best be measured in numbers. The first chapter started with 13 boys; when
we opened the new school at Botha's Hill we had approximately 90 boys. This
year we have 302 boys. Many applicants unfortunately could not be accepted
with the result that we still have a waiting list. A real indication of the high
esteem in which the public hold our school.

"Still behind the scenes i would like to pay tribute to Mr. H. W. Haley who
has acted as Secretary/Treasurer for the school for many, many years. He held
this post prior to the school being moved to its present position, if it had not
been for Mr. Haley's wise guidance, his conservative sanctioning of capital expen
diture, our finances would never have been in such shape as to allow us to even
contemplate such development. No one will ever know the true value of his

services but may i say that if it had not been for his help, we as parents, would
have been playing higher fees than we are today.
"As in the first and second chapters, so in the third we had our benefactor.

Here I refer to the late Mr. A. H. Smith for his generous response to our appeal.
Mr. Smith, hearing of our plans, immediately sent a cheque for £5,000. Further

sums followed at regular intervals and were largely responsible in enabling the
Board to raise the necessary loan to finance the building of this new House. We
should always remember with much gratitude, the many kindly acts and generous
gifts which Mr. Smith bestowed on us.
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"In paying tribute to Mr. Smith, I would also like to express our very sincere
thanks to our many friends who have helped make possible the financing of this
development. To mention you by name would be embarrassing, but to you all
who have given, and here I Include parents of old boys, parents of present boys,
Methodist friends thouthout the Connexion, old boys In their individual capacity,
the Old Boys' Club—to you all we express our warmest thanks. But don't get
me wrong here; we have still a long way to go before we are out of the woods,
i.e. from the financial point of view. Nevertheless, I do believe that If we can
continue to give the service we have done In the past, all will be well.

"Then a personal word of thanks to Mr. W. N. Cornelius for his untiring
efforts on my own behalf. Mr. Cornelius has visited the school each week
during the erection of this building In order to be at hand to discuss and confer
on all problems. I do appreciate this help very much Indeed and would like
my thanks recorded for the invaluable assistance Mr. Cornelius has given me.
"Last but by no means least In these tributes, I express a word of congratu
lations to our architects, Messrs. Payn & Peyton, on an excellent plan. To our

Builder, Mr. Sauer, go our congratulations on a tip-top job. Shortly, you will
have an opportunity of inspecting this building and here I am sure that you will
agree that It is a House which we can be justifiably proud to possess.
"It now falls to my pleasant duty to ask Mr. Sudbury In his capacity as President
of the Methodist Church of South Africa, to accept on behalf of the Board, this
building. In asking him to accept the building, I would like Mr. Sudbury officially
to open Pembroke House after which I would be glad If he would unveil the two
plaques—one commemorating Mr. Smith's generosity, the other the gift of the
Old Boys' Club, which amounted to £1,000.

Replying, M. Sudbury said:
"Mr. Chairman, members of the Board of Governors, staff and students,

"There are three kinds of people In the world; the wills, the won'ts and the
can'ts. When these new building were first contemplated there were no won'ts
and no can'ts on the Board; with unanimity they said'We will'and it Is always
the 'will's' who are the men and women of achievement.

"As the official representative of the Methodist Church of South Africa
I want to congratulate the college upon this further extension, this magnificent
block which has made provision for another eighty boys to enter this school.
Whatever may have been the cost In pounds, shillings and pence of this scheme
(and In these days all new buildings are costly) there is no doubt In our minds that
the dividends in balanced personality, trained minds and Christian citizenship
will be of Incalculable worth.

"You, Mr. Chairman, have reminded us of the debt we owe to the men and

women of earlier years who planned wisely and who gave of time, talents and
substance to make this college possible. We pay tribute to them today and
rejoice that some of them are still with us, sharing In this celebration. I fancy
that their reward and perhaps their monument would be In this glowing picture
of youth, as fine a group of young people as can be seen anywhere In our country.
But we owe not only a debt to the men of past days. I should like to have the
privilege of expressing to you,s Ir, the appreciation of the college and the church
for the great service you have rendered in carrying this scheme through to Its
conclusion: to Mr. C. Woods who brought his drive and vision to the service of
the college in the inception of this scheme, to Mr. Osier, whose enthusiasm and
co-operation on the Board, and whose leadership In the school has meant so much
to Kearsney In recent years, and to the staff for their devotion.
"This worthy and useful addition to the college, Is surely proof. If proof were
needed,that the day of the church school Is by no means over. While we rejoice
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in the high standard of the State schools of our country, I am fully convinced
that the church school has a distinctive part to play and a special witness
to bear In the educational system,

"Contemporary conditions of life are making it Increasingly imperative
that stress should be laid upon the moral and spiritual basis upon which our
civilisation depends. The latest outburst of moral and social delinquency amongst
adolescents and teen-agers, has come as a shock to our country. I do not believe
that these outbursts are typical of youth, but they are a warning, and they bear
eloquent testimony to the fact that if education and religion were divorced, the
whole community is morally and spiritually impoverished. You cannot banish the
spiritual values from life and expect to maintain a morally clean or mentally healthy
society. Civilisation without religious values is like a car without petrol: it won't go,
except downhill. The insipid deadening paganism, which, for too many, turns life
into merely a round of staling incidents without motive or purpose, the lowered moral

tone, and the almost nihilistic philosophy amongst some of the intelligentsia are
symptoms of the loss of absolute values which comes from a religious faith.

"I would not plead for any increase In merely sectarian teaching but I do
plead that religion in its broadest sense should go hand in hand with education.
As Arthur Bryant has said,'We need to put back into the classrooms of our

country the great words of a living religion: Words like Faith, Love, Duty,
Honour, Sacrifice, God; for these are the words which have made men and
nations great.'

"I am happy to know that this is the outlook and the practice here at Kears-

ney College and that within these walls sound learning and religious values go
hand In hand. That Is the reason for this college, and as long as the imperishable
things are acknowledged, so long will there go forth from this school young men
who will adequately and effectively serve their day and generation.

"To the boys I would say that I hope you will work out for yourselves the
implications of the wills, wonts and the can'ts, and should it ever happen that
you find yourselves getting amongst the wonts be warned, for they soon de
generate into the can'ts. Nothing is ever achieved without effort, and education

without tears is a myth. I doubt if there is anything worth having which does not
cost something, so pay your tribute in hard work to the shrine of knowledge and
she will never let you down. But remember too to pay tributeto that other
shrine, the altar of God, for He is one who will never fail you.

"With great pleasure and with a sense of privilege I declare these buildings
open. May many happy and lasting friendships be formed within these wails,
may good fellowship abound, and may the blessing of God rest upon all who dwell
here."

After his address. Rev. Sudbury unveiled a memorial plaque
to the late Mr. A. H. Smith, O.B.E., whose continued generosity to
the School has made so much development possible, and plaques
commemorating the gift ofthe two reading rooms, at a cost of £1,000
from the Old Boys of the school.

The speakers were suitably thanked by the Headmaster, and
this was followed by a tour of inspection, and then tea on the lawns.
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HOUSE TROPHIES

It is unusual in the Public School system to have Houses averaging
as many as 100 boys in each, and five houses of 60 would afford better

inter-house competition than three of 100. Obviously nothing can
be done about this, but the addition of the third House now affords

the opportunity for inter-house rivalry on a more interesting and
methodical scale than before.

While trophies and cups continue to be awarded for individual
sports, it has now been decided to have two main Trophies, to be
awarded at Prize-Giving, and to be suitably displayed against the
names of the winning Houses. These will be a Sports Trophy and
a Scholastic Trophy. The awarding will be based upon the details
given below.

Scholastic Trophy
The total marks obtained in the school examinations, averaged
out per boy.
Result of June Exams.:

1. Gillingham
2.

Pembroke

3. Finningiey

53.7%
52.2%
50.7%

LEADING SCORERS

Finningiey
Via Tedder, J. R
Schruer, A. R

Form Average
VIb Gage, A. C

Giiiingham

Pembroke

65
60

Siiburn, M
Deenik, D

65
62

Perry

61

Moses, C

59

56

Form Average

54

Form Average

53

48

Joubert, H

43

Besson, E
Haines, L

53
48

Otter, G
Chambers, B

48
45

Form Average

38

Form Average

43

Form Average

40

Robblns, R
Downle, C

69
60

Chalmers, 1
Cross, D

Form Average

72
59
55

Form Average

72
62
56

v. Eeden, K
Brown, P

45
44

54

Homer, D
Grafton, R
Form Average

Vb Spargo, D

51

Wepener, M

51

Cohen, M

5i

Groom, G

47

41

Form Average

40

Form Average

41

66

Williams. B
Pike, D

75
72

Coleman, P
Allen, L

68
66

Form Average

62

Form Average

59

Va

Form Average
iVa Reece, P

Kapp, A
Form Average

60
56
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Gillingham

Finningley

53
52

Forbes, B
Moon, M

55
54

Form Average

46

Form Average

50

Pfuhl, W
Lowe, J

47
39

Massam, F
Home, A

.43
41

Form Average

37

58
57

Wade, D
Nalson, S

Form Average

47

IVc Collingwood, G

43

IVb Roberts, B
Newlands, G.

Lawrence, A
Form Average

36
30

Pembroke

-

Form Average

37

Chalmers, A

76

56

Mulraney, S
66
Form Average „....57

Form Average

58

55

Hulett, R

69

Form Average

44

Form Average

50

Crickmay, J
Form Average

56
49

lllc V. Rooyen, P
Form Average

56
44

Ila

86
8!

Ilia Woods, D

66

Form Average
■lib Faick, 0

Cantreil, A
Bouman, R

none

Home, C

66

Form Average

42

Watson, E

75

Wooller, K

74

62

Form Average

65

Form Average

63

Form Average

lib Mackay, M
Form Average

71
54

Law, R

69

Stewart, M

64

Form Average

57

Form Average

55

Barker, G

73

Form Average

59

Macklnlay
Form Average

73
60

Meyer, A
Form Average

82
68

I

Sports Trophy
1. Each House to compete against the other two.
2. Two points for a win, one for a draw, in each match. The
House gaining most points, to score as below.
First

Second

Third

RUGGER 1st XV
.....
2nd XV .....
Under IS

12
6
6

6
3
3

0
0
0

CRICKET 1st XI

.....

10
5
5

5
3
2

0
0
0

.„

20

10

0

16

8

0

6
4

3
2

0
0

Senior
Junior

6
4

3
2

0
0

Total Possible

100

50

0

2nd XI
Under 15

ATHLETICS

....

SWIMMING

TENNIS

Senior
Junior

SHOOTING

.....

100

DRAMATIC SOCIETY NOTES

The Kearsney College Dramatic Society undertook as Its major
project for this year the production of a full-length Afrikaans play,
"Die Wlldsboudjie
This has been In rehearsal for some months
now, and is due to be staged about the middle of August.
On June 8th and 9th the Society produced Scenes from Shake
speare. Forms III, IV, and VI chose scenes from their own set plays,
"Macbeth", "Henry V", and "Richard II" respectively, which
were acted by members of the forms concerned. The evening was
a great success, very much enjoyed by a small but appreciative
audience.

Members of the Society have had two outings during the half
year.

On March 23rd about 60 boys travelled up to Hilton to see
their excellent presentation of" Macbeth ", and on 27th June about
the same number saw the Vth Form at Epworth acting "The Tem

pest". We are delighted to see our sister school embarking on
Shakespeare productions, and wish them every success.
R. R-S.

SCENES FROM SHAKESPEARE

When the late decision was made not to stage "Charley's
Aunt", too little time seemed available for a full play production.
The decision, therefore, to present scenes from three of Shakespeare's

plays, by the forms who were studying them, was Interesting, and
Incidentally very successful.
The experiment was Interesting In that It Involved three separate
producers, and no fewer that 54 characters, so permitting a distri
bution of time and toll, and a reduction In rehearsal hours.

On the

other hand It obviously Involved heavy work with costuming and
make-up, and to those who so readily lent costumes and helped with

the general preparation, great credit Is due. Staging was simplified
by having the same setting for every scene.
It was ambitious to place Macbeth In the hands of Standard VII

boys, but so completely does the play stand or fall by the performance
of Macbeth himself that Its success must depend almost entirely

on one boy. We congratulate Bath on so admirable a performance:
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for one inexperienced in acting, his control of the character was
excellent, and the tenseness of the dagger scene was well transmitted
to the audience. He did not once lose grip of himself by hurrying
his words or his actions. The subordinate characters played their
part by in no way intruding upon the scene through unnecessary
movement or gesticulation.

The scenes from Henry V were well contrasted. The meeting
of the three rogues was made the more entertaining inasmuch as
three less rogue-like characters could hardly have been chosen. We
could deal with them in a dark street. The following session between
an excitable Irishman and an equally excitable Welshman (both
striving hard to reproduce the accent of their forbears), supported by
a more phlegmatic Englishman and Scotsman, was hilarious though
brief. By contrast, the other scene was all Henry. Again, for an
inexperienced actor, here was a long and difficult speech to make,
and Syminton did well. His delivery could not have been clearer
and more convincing, though a little melancholy in its utterance.
King Richard II was in the hands of well-established actors.
Swinton and Parkes always inspire confidence. Parkes is happiest
when he can flash his eyes and become angry, spitting fire. He will
make a good politician. His savage abruptness contrasted well with
Schruer's more cynical crawl. Russell and Henderson were also
very sure of themselves. At one stage so many gages were being
thrown about that the floor began to resemble the aftermath of a
jumble sale. But the main honours were carried by Swinton, as
the harassed, worn, and disillusioned Richard, ready to hand his
throne over to Bolingbroke. It was a fine and sensitive piece of
work, in which the agony of the man was so real that it had no
appearance of mere acting: he spoke with the sincerity and feeling
of one who is living his part, and he strongly stirred the emotions
of the audience.

The plays were presented largely for "home" consumption.
Coinciding with a bitterly cold night, they did not attract a very
large crowd, but all who braved the weather were delighted.
Each year, as these plays are staged in mid-winter, one realises
more and more the inadequacy of our dining-hall for this sort of
production. It is a cold room, both in temperature and atmosphere,
and the acoustics are bad.

It is difficult in the extreme for actors

and audience to become properly in sympathy with one another.
If public performances are to be staged in mid-winter, we most
earnestly hope that the day is near at hand when our assembly and
concert hall is built, one that will provide some degree of intimacy,
and, for Heaven's sake, some heating system.
J. F. R.
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MACBETH

Dramatis Personae:

Duncan, King of Scotland
Malcolm
\ ..
Donalbain
J

A. N. Chalmers

{

Macbeth

A. Chalmers

L. G. van Heusden
A. E. Bath

A.

Lady Macbeth
Banquo

H.

Munger

J. F. Shire

Fleance, his son

H. E. Stent
C. S. Keen

Ross

T. K. G. Terblanche
R. D. Stanlland

Lennox

Angus

M. G. Harvey

Caithness

S. W. Stott

Servant to Macbeth

C. W. Truscott

Murderer

Act I, Scene 4

Duncan's Palace. The King crowns his son Prince of Cumber
land, receives Macbeth and Banquo returning from the wars,
and decides to visit Macbeth at his castle of Inverness.

Act I, Scene 6

Before Macbeth's castle at Inverness. Duncan and his train

Act II, Scene I
Scene 1
Act III, Scene 4

arrive and are received by Lady Macbeth.
Banquo and Fleance speak with Macbeth in the courtyard.
Macbeth goes to murder Duncan and sees the ghostly dagger.
Lady Macbeth waits for Macbeth's return.
Macbeth, as King, receives his guests at a banquet in the Palace
Banquo's ghost disturbs the Banquet.
Produced by: Mr. R. RUTHERFORD-SMITH

KING HENRY THE FIFTH

Dramatis Personae:

Bardolph
Nym

Pistol

"j

B. B. Whittle

y Soldiers in King Henry's Army

J

Boy

Fluellan

Macmorris

Jamy

{

"|

W. M. Giles

J. V. Crewe
J. B. Dacam

P. W. Mudie
C. D. Bate

f

D. L. Pike

j

H. W. Thomas

Act III, Scene 2:

France, before Harfleur.

{

Duke of Exeter, Uncle to the King
Earl of Salisbury
Earl of Westmoreland
King Henry V
A1ont;oy, a French Herald
Duke of York, cousin to the King

D. M. Lees
T. N. Dewis

B. S. Roberts
I. J. Evans

P. M. Talmage-Rostron
J. G. Syminton
A. C. Kapp
J. A. Kelly

Act IV, Scene 3: The English Camp at Agincourt.

Produced by: Mr. J. H. HOPKINS
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KING RICHARD THE SECOND
Dramatis Personae:

King Richard the Second
John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster
Henry Bolingbroke, Duke of Hereford
Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk

M. D. W. Swinton

D. W. Benporath
R. A. Parkes
A. R. Schruer

Duke of Surrey

A. C. Gage
J. B. Sheasby

Bagot, former Minister of King Richard
Earl of Northumberland
Henry Percy

C. R. Moses

B. S. Chambers
A. J. McKeown

Lord Fitzwater

Bishop of Carlisle
Duke of York
Duke of Aumerle
Lords temporal and spiritual

A. Henderson

J. R. Tedder

P. R. Russell

P. I. Baynash, D. G. Lamb, R. G.
Tlmm, B. G. P. Murray, B.
McDougall, T. D. Richards, R. C.
Richardson, G. J. Otter, R. W.
Voysey.

Pages ....

F. S. Simpson, A. W. Lefson

Soldiers

H. E. Middieton, W. S. Robb

Act I, Scene I

Windsor Castle.

The quarrel between Bolingbroke and Mowbray.
Act IV, Scene

Westminster Hall.

A number of Lords accuse Aumerle of being responsible for
the

Duke of Gloucester's death.

Richard

renounces the

throne to Bolingbroke.

Produced by: Mr. G. M. GRAM
Stage Assistants: C. M. Blackburn, T. H. Moffett, C. B. Witherspoon, P. J.
Reece, S. M. Nalson, N. M. McDonald, C. J. Molyneux, J. P. Frolich, D. A. Wade,
J. M. Barnes, B. G. Williams, R. G. Brown, C. D. Gray, D. J. Cogen, J. J. Dowdle.
Lighting Staff: N. Pike, J. P. Rens.

FINNINGLEY PHANTASY

1956 opened with our losing to Pembroke House some of our
former housemates. Our loss is Pembroke's gain. Though we
suspect a nostalgic eye Is sometimes turned to us, we know that
Pembroke is enjoying the individed loyalty of its members from both
Gillingham and us. We wish Pembroke a long and happy future
rivalry with the parent Houses.
Our prefects this year are H. Timm (Head Boy), Murray, Robb
and Voysey. Nelems and Schruer are prefects in Junior House.
We were pleased to welcome Ryan back for the first term. His
keenness in work and play was an example to all. We congratulate
him on passing in Mathematics in the supplementary examination
in March,
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The highlight in the first term was our success in the Swimming
Gala. (All good Finningleyites know this word is pronounced
"gayla".) We have thus the honour of winning the first of the
triangular contests Finningley, Gillingham and Pembroke are to enjoy.
The good team spirit prevailing under Spargo's leadership went a
long way towards our reaching our goal.
It was a big disappointment to us that, once again, the Athletic
Sports had to be postponed to the third term. We trust that when

they are held in September every member of the House will pull
his weight.
Ryan was chosen to represent Natal Schools in athletics at

Easter for 100 yards, 220 yards and the relay. Robbins was chosen,
too, as a long jumper in the Junior event. Millar played in the
Coastal Schools Under 15 side.

Finningley has its share of honours in School sport: Spargo is
Captain of Swimming, Murray Captain of Tennis, and H. Timm

Captain of Rugby. Hagemann, R. N., Murray and H. Timm played
in the 1st XI and Craven, Gage, Immelman, Nelems, Newlands
(Joe III), Tedder and H. Timm all played in the 1st XV.

Hoad won second place in the Durban Schools Speech Com
petition, and he has also been heard on the air in a pianoforte compe
tition, the prize for which is a piano.

Several of our House took part in the Scenes from Shakespeare
presented this term. This was a most enjoyable evening, and we
congratulate producers and players alike. Forms III put on scenes
from "Macbeth ", Forms V some from '* Henry V ", and Forms VI
some from " Richard II

Some remarkable talent was revealed.

Swinton, of Pembroke, was magnificent as Richard II; we congratu
late him.

A new emphasis, we are pleased to note, is being laid upon
achievement in academic work which will contribute to the position
of Houses in the Inter-House Competition for "Cock House ".
We have started badly in this, being last on the June examination
results. We hope we are slow starters, and that the Trials in
September, and the End-of-Year Examination will tell a different

story. Sport, sportsmanship and work can, and should, go hand-inhand. It is fallacious to suppose that to be a good sport is synony
mous with being a loafer in work. "Up, Finningley, and at 'em"in
school as well as in games.
We are pleased to welcome Mrs. Sambrook back, and trust

she will enjoy many a year as Matron. Our good wishes go to
Sister Anderson in her new sphere in Pembroke House.
Mr. Quarmby has taken six months' leave to sharpen up his
Yorkshire dialect.

He confesses that when he arrived home he
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was quite unable to make himself understood to the natives of his

dales. "Eee lad, it'll be reet champion to welcoom thee baack."

Finningley, and indeed the whole school, has enjoyed good
health this last quarter. Bennett departed suddenly to have his
appendix out and is back with us none the worse. We trust that

Fisher, who had to leave us during examinations, will soon be fit
again to sit out the long, happy hours in the desks.

We welcome the following new members of our House:—

Bennett, Burne, Burness, Coventry, Faick, Hagemann, F., Hooper,
Hoskings, le Lievre, Mayne, hunger, Roberts, Stokoe, van Rooyen,
B., van Rocyen, P., Walker, Williams, and Blackburn (i) as a boarder.
The case-hardened Junior House contingent to come to us this year
consists of Bouman (ii). Green, Hinch, Lacey, Mackay, McFarlane,
Preston, Syminton (ii), Turvey, van Heusden, and Woods; we
welcome them.

In Memoriam—Deon van den Heever

Deon van den Heever came to us in January, 1955. He was a
most cheerful boy, and, sometimes, a mischievous one. He made

many friends here. Towards the end of the third term he developed
serious knee trouble. Little could be done to alleviate the pain
which he bore most stoically and hopefully. His brave front, and
his cheerfulness, endeared to all those who were able to visit him

whilst he lay in hospital. He died in February. Our sympathy goes
out to his sorrowing parents and sister. We remember him as our
brave friend.

KEARSNEY PARLIAMENT

Office

SPEAKER
DEPUTY SPEAKER
SECRETARY
PRIME MINISTER

LEADER OF OPPOSITION
PUBLICITY OFFICER

Name

Constituency

J. F. Reece

Roodepoort

T. A. Polkinghorne

Port Alfred

A. Lefson
D. Deenik
J. D. Winder

Lydenberg

I. M. Chalmers
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Danlelsrust
Wlllowvale
Cato Manor

Office

Name

Constituency

Government:

Dep. P. Min., External Affairs

A. R. Schruer

Finance, Commerce & Mines

S. Cohen

Swaziland
Carolina

Transport, Posts & Telegraphs

H. E. Middleton

Education, Arts & Science

J. A. H. Lowe

Defence & Labour

D. Benporath

Bloemfontein

Health & Social Services

Frankfort

Justice

L. Fisher
C. R. Moses

Lands, Agriculture & Food

M. Swinton

Stellenbosch

Native Affairs

A. J. W. Hoad

Humansdorp

Opposition:
Deputy Leader

P. I. Baynash

Baynesfield
Blackridge

D. P. Black

Mapumulu
Loskop
MIddelburg

C. M. Downle

Doonslde

C. C. Foxon

FIshhoek

R. N. Hagemann

Harding

D. B. Homer

Hermanns

D. H. Perry
F. S. Simpson

Plumstead

Slmonstown

R. G. TImm

TIgerkloof

PROGRAMME

lOth February;

Election of officers

24th February:

Motion of no confidence In the Government, proposed by

9th March:

the Leader of the Opposition.
Motion proposed by the Hon. Member for Blackridge:"That
If South Africa is to maintain proper industrial progress,
non-Europeans must be accepted Into skilled occupation."
Lost.

23rd March
27th April:
lOth May:
22nd June:

Motion proposed by the Hon. Member for Baynesfield: "That
the death penalty In South Africa be abolished." Carried.
Motion proposed by the Hon. Member for Leopoldville:
"That South Africa takes Its politics too seriously." Lost.
Motion proposed by the Hon. Member for TIgerkloof: "That
Import Control In South Africa be lifted." Lost.
Motion proposed by the Hon. Member for Slmonstown:
"That Professional Boxing in South Africa be abolished."
Carried.

Parliament is having another good year, with membership about
sixty. The bulk of the speaking comes from the more experienced
orators in the Government and opposition Benches, where some
of the members are developing a considerable fluency and no little
political vigour. Meetings are kept lively by the interjections
of opponents across the floor, though this should not be allowed to
get out of hand. It has been interesting to see that more newcomers
than usual have been prepared to add their quota to the debates,

and there is no doubt that once the ice is first broken, later speeches
come more easily.
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The motion of no confidence in the Government at the opening
meeting v^as carried. This should have meant its immediate resig
nation, but Kearsney Government know better than this! On
the whole the Cabinet Ministers have not been fluent speakers, the
exceptions being the Prime Minister himself, the Minister for Finance,
and occasionally the Minister for Native Affairs. Other leading
orators have been the Leader of the Opposition, and the members
for Baynesfield, Blackridge and Simonstown.
The Minister for Native Affairs represented the School at the
Hofmeyr Memorial Speech Competition in Durban and came
second in his section. He chose as his topic, "That Leisure can be
a curse or a blessing ".
The term's happy thought,"Man cannot live on bread and dry
water."

AFRIKAANSE VEREENIGING

Ampsdraers vir 1956:—^
President: S. G. Osier, M.A.

Voorsitters: Mnre. J. W.Storm en G. E. Burger
Sekretaris: D. Deenik.

Bykomende Lede: S. Cohen (Vorm VI), L. Fisher (Vorm V) en
P. Mudie (Vorm IV).
Die Afrikaanse vereniging het nie met 'n groot ledetal begin
nie maar,soos in die verlede, het hierdie klein bende meer as vergoed
vir die gebreke aan getalle met hulle getroue bywoning van vergaderings en die geesdrif waarmee hulle aan besprekings deelgeneem het. Skrywer wil die hoop uitspreek dat lede vir hulle
moeite beloon sal word, in hoe 'n geruige mate ook al.
Werksaamhede:

i4 Februarie
2 Maart
16 Maart
11 Mei

18 /Wei

Verkiesing van nuwe bestuur.
Debat: „ Dat Vorm VI 'n speslale das moet kry."
Debat: „ Dat 'n gemengde skool verkieslik Is bo 'n skool net
vir seuns of net vir dogters."
Debat: „ Dat lugvervoer, In die toekoms, had en spoorvervoer
heeltemal sal vervang."
Debat:,, Dat daar by Kearsney te veel tyd en aandag aan sport
gewy word."
G. E. B.
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CHOIR

The choir is having quite a good year. The heavy Influx of
junior boys into the school has given us better volume for the
trebles, and the enthusiasm of tenors and basses (who join quite
voluntarily) has made progress all the more rapid.
The two terms have been spent in fairly routine manner, learning
part-songs, and anthems, and giving a general lead in chapel singing.
During the remainder of the year we expect to apply that polish
which will be necessary before Concerts and Carols can be put on
for the public.
I should like to pay tribute to the keenness of the singers, and,
while he is enjoying a well-earned holiday in England, I should also
like to express my appreciation for all the musical service Mr.
Quarmby has rendered to the Choir during the past five years.
He has most thoroughly upheld the tradition of good singing which
the school has for so long been proud about.
Items learned: Anthem,"Seek ye the Lord ", Anthem,"While
the earth remaineth", Part-songs, "Fairings", "Night-time on
the Volga"(Andante Cantabile,)"Down in a Flow'ry Vale," "Passing
By ".
J. F. R.

THE MUSIC SOCIETY

Chairman: D. Homer.

Secretary: A. J. Hoad
Committee: H. R. Timm, R. Timm, N. Polkinghorne

The Music Society had its usual two meetings this term. The
membership has doubled since last year and now stands at 66.
The first meeting was held in the pavilion on Saturday,5th May.
Despite the competition of the film"Julius Caesar" most members
attended and in addition we had the pleasure of Mr. and Mrs. Best's
company. A light programme was provided by some ofthe members,
including several tenor solos by R. G. Timm, by the K.C. jazz band
and the Music Society choir. The most enjoyable part came at
nine o'clock when tea was served, provided partly by funds, and

partly by Mrs. Goldman, to whom our sincere thanks are due.
The second meeting was held at Epworth on May 19th, where
a programme was provided by Kearsney and Epworth. It was a
pleasant evening of light music, and ended with tea in the Hall after
a few games.
A. J. H.
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SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY

On the evening of May 31st, Dr. R. F. Lawrence,fornner director
of the Natal Museum, gave an interesting talk to the Scientific
Society on his recent trip to Madagascar.
Dr. Lawrence spoke firstly about islands in general. He said

that very few mammals live on oceanic islands, which were usually
the remains of old volcanoes. The insect inhabitants of such islands

often have no wings since if they tried to fly, the wind would blew
them out to sea. Another curious fact about islands is that the

snakes are seldom poisonous. However, gigantism is a common
feature of islands, and large constrictor snakes are found.

The largest mammal found on Madagascar is the lemur, of

which there are 38 species. This interesting animal lives high In
the trees of the Madagascan forests, and is distantly related to the
African bush baby. Its size varies from that of a small rabbit to that
of a medium-sized dog. The young of the lemur are carried on the
front of the female, which has different markings from the male.

Dr. Lawrence had brought with him a souvenir of his trip, a
large chameleon. George, as this animal is called, is about 18 inches

long, though this is not outstanding on an island where giant chame
leons are found.

After his talk. Dr. Lawrence showed a number of colour slides

taken on the tour. It was interesting to notice that many of the
houses had their windows boarded up, a precaution against the
strong summer winds. Some of the photographs illustrated the dense
nature of the undergrowth in the forests, while others showed the
gay houses, shops and clothing of the native inhabitants.
After the last slides had been shown. Dr. Lawrence answered the

many questions which were put to him, and which revealed the
interest which his visit had aroused.

R. G. T.

CHESS

The Chess Club has met regularly in the last two terms under the
direction of Mr. Viijoen.
The main event to report concerns the Inter-Schoois chess
championships held in Durban. Daniel Deenik and Leonard Lewin

were to represent Kearsney, but as the former could not go Anthony
Hoad took his place. The results are encouraging considering how
little practice Kearsney gets at this sort of competition. Lewin
won 5 out of his 9 games and Hoad 3, and they came I ith and 15th
out of the 22 boys representing several schools from the Durban
district.

Our hearty thanks are due to Mr. Viijoen and John Winder,
especially the latter, who has the difficult job of extracting subs from
reluctant school boys. Thanks to the energetic way in which he
went about it the Chess Club is now well established. Daniel Deenik

has proved a very able and efficient chairman.
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A. J. H.

THE YACHT CLUB

The Club has progressed no end this half-year and Is beginning
to get Into its stride.

At the beginning of the year we had to battle along without
anywhere to keep our gear, but now through the kindness of Mr.
Nel we have a special room in the basement of Pembroke House.
It is just right for our needs and we thank him for his kindness
towards us.

As Bill Badsey left us at the end of last year we were one Com
mittee member short, and elections were held one Monday afternoon
to elect a new member. I am very pleased to say that we now have
Michel Storm on the committee with us.

The members have worked well and have learnt a great deal.

There can be no doubting that they are all extremely keen and should
turn out to be good yachtsmen after a little practical experience.
A fair amount of knowledge has been taught to them by means
of models. There are several of these In the Club Room but at the

moment only one Is in working condition. The other two are
undergoing extensive repairs. Many of the members are going to
bring up their own models next term and we might be able to hold
Model Yacht Regattas in the swimming bath. This should help
members when they come to do actual yacht racing.
Mr. Osier has arranged many lectures for us, all of which have
been most beneficial, helping the club members In the boat building
and racing side of yachting. We cannot sufficiently thank the men
who have come up here to talk to us,for what they have done for the
club. It was in fact Mr. Collins and Mr. Fairbairn who while, lecturing

to us, gave us the Idea of building the Olympic Monotype"Finn
There Is little doubt that the general tendency In yachting to-day
is towards craft that can be handled by smaller crews, and the singlehanded craft is the ultimate in this respect. All who have handled
them are loud in their praises, for although the"Finn"Is primarily
a single-handed boat, it is also suitable for cruising with two or
three persons aboard. The"Finns"are not difficult to build, and
to those with some knowledge of woodwork this offers the oppor
tunity of acquiring a first-class craft at a comparatively moderate
figure. Dr. Stott has very kindly donated the money for building
the mould and purchasing the necessary tools which will be required
during their construction. The plans have already been sent for to
Finland and everything Is being prepared for the building of these
superb yachts next term.
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The members greatly enjoyed the outing arranged for them
for them on Durban Bay on June 27th, and returned keener than
ever on yachting.
J. S.

ART

Art was transferred before Easter to Mllner House.

We owe

a debt of gratitude to Mr. Haley in granting us the use ofthe Method
ist Youth Camp's refectory for several years. Miss Desseiss, our
Pottery Mistress, being on leave visiting Japan, Mrs. Randies rejoined
us for that period. She taught Art at Kearsney College as Miss
Lutley before her marriage, and has been happy to work amongst
us again.

A mid-year Exhibition of 97 selected pictures, posters, still life
studies, abstract designs and a set of illustrations for Jonathan Swift's
classic story, Gulliver's Travels, was arranged for end of term.
Pottery is reserved until December's Exhibition, but mention should
be made of good work in modelling by Michael Harvey and also by
a newcomer to our classes, J. B. Otten.

Mrs. Randies has concen

trated her teaching on poster design, with good results, as could be
seen by well-handled posters done by Massam, Bath, Williams and
others who have talent in this direction. Of abstracts, much has

been said to the effect that they are a"waste of time and of paint,"
but they have been introduced with a definite purpose—the teaching
of line and colour and the application of paint—a serious purpose

perhaps belied by the gaiety and eccentricity of some efforts which
emerge! However, attractive, well balanced patterns, suitable for
fabric designs, and even quite dramatic pictures eventuate, often
stimulating interest in the mostapathetic"involuntary" Art students.
Still life studies were well represented in the Exhibition, well
drawn and carried out, as also were original drawings.
We feel that the general attitude towards Art in the School
is now more rewarding and also that those students whose real
interest lies in this direction can find among our several activities
some medium in which to express themselves. This might easily
stand them in good stead later when no longer young enough to
play rugger, cricket and other games.
A. E. L.
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FIRST KEARSNEY COLLEGE SCOUT TROOP

This year we have been very fortunate In having Mr. T. Metcalf

as Acting Scoutmaster and we are Indebted to him for helping us
to keep the troop running.

We have had some most successful outings, the first being to
the Durban County District Gala at the Beach Baths on the night
of February 17th. It was a pleasant surprise when, as winning troop,
we were presented with the Dad Shore Memorial Cup, which has

been held by Malvern for the last two years. Congratulations to
Travis on becoming the County Junior Champion.
Our next effort was to represent the County, whose team
consisted mostly of Kearsney boys. In the Natal Divisional Gala. In
this we gained fourth place.

Sunday, 26th February, was B.P. Sunday and some of the troop
attended the Church Parade In memory ofour founder at the Burman
Bush Camp site, Durban.

Four boys went to collect the certificates gained by our troop
In the gala, at the braalvlels held at the new camp site at Northdene
on April 28th. They thoroughly enjoyed themselves and were
sorry when It was all over.

Our special thanks to A/S/M France of the Kloof Troop for
providing the transport for us so as to make it possible to attend
these functions.

Troop Leader E. A. H.

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY

Although Mr. Quarmby, the mainstay of the society. Is at
present overseas, and has taken his 6-Inch lens with him, the society
has had regular meetings over the 1st term with, I think, considerable
benefit to Its 12 members.

Owing to the lack of a telescope the meetings have of necessity
been of a theoretical nature and the subjects discussed so far range
from our nearest heavenly neighbour, the moon, to the furthest
bounds of space.

I fear that at times we have got a little beyond ourselves In
discussions touching on matter, and the nature of space, but In

general the society Is virile and gives the boys an opportunity to
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increase their knowledge in that direction. Mars has been one of
the chief subjects of discussion as it is now coming within 35m. miles
—the closest that it comes for many years—and we only regret that

we have no telescope, as instruments all over the world will soon
be focused there.
A. J. H.

SCHOOL STATUTES

A friend sent us a copy of the following Statutes of Manchester
Free Grammar School, 1515:

Item: No Scholar, being at School, wear any dagger, hanger, or other

weapon Invasive, nor bring Into the School, staff or bat, except their meat knife.
item: That no Scholar there make any affray within the same School upon
the Master, the Usher, or upon any other Scholar of the same School, upon pain

of leaving off his said School by one month—-and If any Scholar there make two
frays as above Is said, then to leave the same School by the space of two
months—and If any make a third, he to be banished the same School for ever
without any favour.

Considerable research into the archives of our own school
has revealed further similar items of our own:
item: That no Scholar do bring into Examination Hall any Cribbe, be It upon

piece of Paper, upon shirt Cuffe, or on back of ye Hande, upon pain of being
banished ye Hall, if found out.

item: That no Scholar, being of idle and Heathen Disposition, shall sleep during
ye reading of ye Sermon by ye Priest, nor shall he carve his Name nor repre
sentation of Ye Devil upon ye Seat before.

item: That no Scholar, being given the Blessing of Wide Scholarship afforded by
the Studye of ye Latin Lingua, shall by Subterfuge or otherwise seek Refuge
behind the Cloke of Lesser Pursuits.

item: That no Scholar, being rebuked by ye Master of ye House for Wanton
Behaviour, shall make any fray upon said Master, by bat, broom, or aforesaid
meat-knife, nor shall he wantonly invade his Flower Garden nor make breakage
of his Windows, upon pain of being confined In ye Stocks from Cock-crowing
unto ye Sunsettlng.
item: That no Scholar shall demean himself by Idle and Useless Pursuits, such

as kicking of ye Balle, or smiting of ye Corke by Willow-staff, nor shall he bring
Plague to Health and Life by total immersion In ye Water.
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SPORTS COMMITTEE

Work has been started on a new sports store-room, which Is
being built into the bank of the Oval on the northern side of the

Memorial Pavilion. The room will be a concrete structure, approxi
mately 20 ft. by 20 ft., which will provide much needed storage
space for housing sports equipment.

The project will cost approximately £250, towards which an

Old Boy has very generously promised £50.
While the mechanical equipment was on the site, the Committee
decided to take the opportunity of filling in two ends of the Oval.
As a result there will be a larger playing area for cricket, an increased

num ber of lanes for the athletic track,and eventually, when operations
are complete, the Oval will be large enough to accommodate a full
sized rugby field on which it is proposed to play 1st XV matches.

It is hoped that a start will also be made this year on the
hardening of the tennis courts, but as this is a costly undertaking,
much will depend on the funds available.

HONOURS AND TEAM COLOURS AWARDS, I9SS

The Headmaster has confirmed the following Honours Awards for 1955:—
Athletics: P. J. Ryan.

Cricket: U. G. Groom, M. N. W. Hulett, D. E. Perry.
Rugby: K. L. Brazier, P. J. Ryan.
Swimming: N. L. Cross

The Headmaster confirmed the following Team Colours Awards for 1955:—
Athletics. Re-awards—P. J. Ryan, E. S. Schreuder. New Awards—H. Beckett.
K. L. Brazier, J. E. Craven, R. G. C. Ford, C. C. Groenewald, S. B. A. Longhurst, V. C. Mline, H. Ovenstone, M. D. W. Sllburn.

Cricket. Re-owords—K. L. Brazier, C. I. Dukes, U. G. Groom, M. N. W. Hulett,
S. B. A. Longhurst, D. E. Perry, P. J. Ryan. New Awards—G. R. Groom,
D. H. Perry, H. K. Timm.

Rugby. Re-awards—S. B. A. Longhurst, P. J. Ryan. New Award—K. L. Brazier,
A. H. Chaplin, B. L. Cohen, V. H. Dawes, E. A. Fearnhead, C. C. Groenewald,
U. G. Groom, M. N. W. Hulett, P. G. B. Hulett, J. C. Pettit, J. Plenaar.

Swimming. Re-awards—N. L. Cross, E. A. Fearnhead, D. G. Spargo. New
Awards—B. L. Cohen, K. G. Lewis, P. J. Ryan.
Tennis. Re-award—P. Court. New Awards—C. C. Groenewald, M. N. W.
Hulett.

The Headmaster confirmed the following SPECIAL HONOURS AWARD In
June, 1956:—

Rugby. P. G. B. Hulett.
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CRICKET

The general standard of cricket Is not as high at Kearsney this

year as It was last year. There are fewer "stars", especially in the
senior teams, and experience Is lacking. M. N. W. Hulett was

appointed Captain of cricket, a position he has filled very well Indeed.
B. G. P. Murray was appointed vice-captain.
In the 1st XI, Hulett carries most of the batting responsibility,

but Is being fairly well supported by the team generally. Perry and
Henderson are developing into sound opening batsmen, and Murray,
Timm, Hagemann and Lowe show promise of good batting to come
In the near future. Groom has developed into an accurate seam

bowler and Is more dangerous when the ball has lost some of its
shine. Cole, a newcomer to the team, should develop into a
useful bowler when he realises that accuracy Is more Important

than speed. Beckett has shown considerable skill as an off-splnner,.
and Polklnghorne has filled gaps In the side with determination.
The team's fielding is very good, and an exceptionally high standard
has been set by the captain.

The demands made by the 1st XI on the 2nd XI have been heavy'
and the 2nd XI has suffered as a result. This team, however, im

proves with every match,and some of its members are making serious
bids for Inclusion In the 1st XI.

The Junior teams, like so many other junior Xl's, depend on

two or three players. Stokoe, Stott and Webb of the Under 14
XI are showing real promise and should do very well in the near

future. N. Polklnghorne, of the Under 15, will develop Into a good
opening batsmen when he holds his bat correctly, to enable him to
put power into his strokes.
U. G. Groom and M. N. W. Hulett were Invited to represent
Natal Schools at Bloemfcntein In the Nuffield Cricket Week, as

replacements. Their services were, however, not required when
it was learned that military leave had been granted to the players
selected originally. Our congratulations to them on their gaining
their Natal Schools Cricket colours.
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FIRST Xi

4th February

vs. DURBAN TECHNICAL M.S.

At Durban

Won by 95 Runs

The pitch that had been prepared for this match was rendered unplayable
because of rain, and Kearsney opened the batting on a newly prepared pitch,
after a delay of an hour and a half. The first six batsmen all batted well but the
tall collapsed badly against the opponents' spin bowling. The one off-spinner
turned the ball about eighteen Inches, which upset the lower batsmen and Kears
ney was eventually dismissed for 171.

Technical High School showed little resistance against accurate, attacking

bowling by Beckett, Pienaar and Groom, and only Hales and Goldstone showed
any real confidence.

KEARSNEY: 171 (Hulett 43, Murray 39, Cross 26, Perry 24).

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL: 76 (Beckett 5 for 19, Pienaar 4 for 23)

llth February

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

at Pletermarltzburg

Lost by an Innings and 21 runs

This match produced a startling collapse by Kearsney in their second innings.

Kearsney, put in to bat, struggled against good bowling by McLarran and Wessels,
and only Polkinghorne, batting at No. 9, showed any confidence. He batted
exceptionally well, and but for his efiort, the Kearsney total would have looked

very bad indeed. Downs batted very well indeed for College, and his innings
was mainly responsible for College being able to declare with a fair total on the

board.

Kearsney's second innings had to be seen to be believed. Perry, at No. I

batted well, but that was all. No run was scored while the last six wickets fell,
and College richly deserved their big win.

KEARSNEY: (1st Innings) 65 (Polkinghorne 22*)
(Second Innings) 49 (Perry 17)
COLLEGE: 135 for 6 wkts. declared.

I8th February

vs. HILTON COLLEGE

at HILTON

Draw. (Rain stopped play).

Hulett and Perry were the only Kearsney batsmen to succeed in this game,
and they held the side together. All the other batsmen failed badly. The pitch
was very wet througout the game, and conditions were difficult for both sides.
Further rain made conditions impossible, and when the Hilton batsmen could

no longer find a foot-hold, and the Kearsney fielders could not hold the ball,
the umpires called the game off.

KEARSNEY: 116 (Perry 39, Hulett 38)
HILTON 78 for 3 wickets.

22nd February

vs. Mr. MURPHY'S XI

at Kingsmead and Track

Lost by 5 wickets.

This game made cricketing history. It was started on Kingsmead Main, but

heavy rain at 1 1.30 a.m. drove the players off the field. An early lunch was taken,
but conditions for play were very bad indeed. It was decided, however, to con

tinue play on the Track ground. Mr. Murphy had fielded a very strong side
and at lunch, Kearsney had scored 70 for 4 wickets. At the Track ground, after
lunch, it was decided that one very short leg boundary would be four runs only,
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and no six would be counted. This decision proved very costly to Hulett.
Hulett played a nnagnlflcent innings of 82* and declared the Kearsney innings
closed after 2f hours batting, leaving Mr. Murphy's XI just over 2 hours in which
to score the runs. This team made no bones about trying to get them,and Messrs.
Solomon, Lamb and Wesley batted exceptionally well. The Kearsney score was

passed shortly before 5.30, mainly through powerful hitting by Wesley, who
treated ail the bowling alike, and scored at will.

This game proved to be so enjoyable that a return fixture was arranged
to be played at Kearsney on March 14th.
KEARSNEY: 177 for 7 wkts. declared (Hulett 82*, Lowe 19, Timm
18) (Mr.Rindel 3 for 45).
Mr. MURPHY'S XI: 193 for 6 wickets. (Groom 4 for 96) (Mr. Lamb
60, Mr. Wesley 54)
10th March

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

at Kearsney

Lost by 2 runs
The ball tended to keep very low during this game, which was played on

a new pitch at Kearsney. Both sides struggled for runs and the bowlers were
on top throughout the match. D.H.S. fought hard against an accurate attack
for their 66 runs, and then excitement mounted as the Kearsney score approached

the target. Hagemann, suffering from a strained back, batted No. I i, and played
an excellent innings. Timm and Beckett batted well, but the game was so tight
that both sides had to battle hard. Each batsmen paid the penalty for his first

mistake. Amidst D.H.S. jubilation, the last Kearsney wicket fell to R. Dumbriii,

to give the visitors victory by two runs. This was an extremely interesting
match, which held everyone's attention throughout.
DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL: (1st Innings) 66 (Beckett 4 for 13, Groom
3 for 22).
(2nd Innings) 61 for 6 wkts. (Groom 4
for 24).
KEARSNEY: 64.
14th March

vs. Mr. MURPHY'S XI

at Kearsney

Lost by 9 wickets

Mr. Murphy's Xi dominated the game in their return match, and demon
strated the valued of experience. The pitch was again difficult, and with the

exception of Perry, who batted exceptionally well, the batting failed badly.
Messrs Frank Smith and D. Bestaii bowled very well indeed, and Mr. J. Atkinson

was very unlucky not to hit the stumps on many occasions. Steady bowling by
Kearsney, especially by Groom and Beckett, assisted by very keen fielding, kept
the visitors in check, but the final outcome of the game was never in doubt.

At the end of the game Mr. Murphy presented a cricket bat to the school
player who had put up the best performance of the day. This bat went to Perry,
who had batted so well in both Kearsney innings.

This is indeed a most enjoyable and popular fixture, and one which we hope
will continue to be played for many years to come. We are indeed grateful to
Mr. Murphy and his very happy band of cricketers for giving up so much of their
time to play against the Kearsney XI.
KEARSNEY: (1st Innings) 54 (Perry 24) (Messrs F. Smith 4 for 15,
D. Bestaii 4 for 12).

(2nd innings) 68 for 3 wickets (Perry 29*).
Mr. MURPHY'S Xi: 108 for 4 wkts. deci. (Groom 2 for 39, Beckett

2 for 36) (Messrs. Lee 30, Stewart 25, Throssel
24*).
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Second Xi

4th February

vs. NORTHLANDS H.S.

at Northlands

NORTHLANDS H.S.: 123 (Cole 6 for 36, Don-Wauchope 3 for 25)
KEARSNEY: 124 for 9 wickets (Moses 25, Edwards 24).
Won by 1 wicket.

18th February
vs. HILTON COLLEGE
HILTON: 106 (Newlands 4 for 19, Robbins 4 for 38).
KEARSNEY: 70 (Dowdle 23).
Lost by 36 runs.
23rd February
vs. UMHLALI C. C.
UMHLALI: 106 (Cole 6 for 41, Hulett P. 2for 6)
KEARSNEY: 77 (Henderson 35).
Lost by 29 runs.
lOth March

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

at Hilton

at Umhiall

at D.H.S

KEARSNEY: 97 (Dowdle 31, Cole 29)

DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL: 175 (Jardlne 4 for 41, Cole 3 for 51).
Lost by 4 wickets.
Third Xi

4th February

vs. DURBAN TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

at Kearsney

KEARSNEY: 49

DURBAN TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL 76 for 9 wickets. (Lees 5 for
33, Jardlne 4 for 35).
Lost by 2 wickets.
lOth March

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

KEARSNEY: 1st Innings 72(Lowe 16, Lees 14).
2nd Innings 18.
DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL 162.

Lost by an innings and 72 runs.
UNDER 15

There has been a gradual improvement since the beginning of
the year, but the team will never achieve a great deal until the bats
men learn to attack the bowling. All too frequently the loose ball
is patted back down the wicket, whereas a little enterprise in foot
work and stroke-play would produce some of the runs that are

usually so badly needed. Several of the batsmen are able to keep
a good straight bat; they must now put more power into their
strokes. N. Polkinghorne, the Captain, has been the mainstay of
the batting, supported chiefly by J. Crewe, who has probably shown
most Improvement among the batsmen.

For the most part the bowling lacks variety and accuracy, but
both R. Hulett and R. Osborne have bowled well on occasion.

In the field C. Jewitt has been the best performer.
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4th February

vs. TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Home

KEARSNEY; 66 (Polkinghorne 27, Crewe 15, Fockens 4 for 9).
TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL: 38 for I wkt.

Rain stopped play.
Ilth February

Match drawn.

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Away

COLLEGE: IBS (Bourquin 51, Brooke-Thomas 56, R. Hulett 5 for 65).
KEARSNEY 148 (Polkinghorne 68, Jewitt 26).
Lost by 37 runs.
18th February

vs. HILTON

Away

KEARSNEY: 51.

HILTON: 82 for 4 wkts (Dunn 27*, R. Hulett 3 for 25).
Lost by 6 wickets. Rain stopped play.
lOth March

Home

vs. D.H.S.

D.H.S.: 206 for 4 declared.(Ivons 50, Donellan 46).
KEARSNEY: 92 (Polkinghorne 33, Crewe 26).
Lost by 104 runs.

UNDER I5B

15th February

Away

vs. HIGHBURY

HIGHBURY: 91 (B. Hulett 31)
KEARSNEY: (1st Innings) 37 (B. Hulett 5 for 19).
(2nd Innings) 43 for 8 wickets.
Lost by 54 runs on the first innings.
J. H. H.

UNDER 14 A

3rd February

vs. NORTHLANDS HIGH SCHOOL

at Northlands

NORTHLANDS: (1st Innings) 95 (Horner 4 for 16, Crewe 3 for 15).
(2nd Innings) 47 for 6 declared.
KEARSNEY: fist Innings) 50.
(2nd Innings) 46 for 5 wkts.
Lost by 45 runs on the first innings.
8th February

vs. HIGHBURY PREP. SCHOOL

at Highbury

KEARSNEY: (1st Innings) 34.
(2nd Innings) 48 for 4 wkts. (Stockil 17).
HIGHBURY: 1 17 for 5 wickets declared (Wiseman 3 for 12).
Lost by 6 wickets on the 1st Innings.
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Nth February
MARITZBURG COLLEGE
at Maritzburg
KEARSNEY: (1st Innings) 1 14 (Stock!! 27, Stott 25, Stokoe 22).
(2nd Innings) 36.

COLLEGE: (1st Innings) 149(Stokoe 4 for 27).
(2nd innings) 3 for 0 wicket.
Lost by 10 wickets.

18th February

vs. HIGHBURY PREP. SCHOOL

at Highbury

KEARSNEY: 89 (Wllklns 37, Dyer 18).

HIGHBURY: 1 13(Homer 4for 36, Stokoe 3 for 35).
Lost by 3 wickets.

29th February

vs. WESTVILLE GOVT. SCHOOL

at Kearsney

KEARSNEY: 38(Webb 22)

WESTVILLE: 42 for 9 wickets(Horner 4 for 6).
Lost by 2 wickets.
lOth March

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

at D.H.S.

D.H.S.: 246 for 4 wickets declared.

KEARSNEY: 124(Webb 60, Stokoe 39).
Lost by 122 runs.

13th March
vs. HIGHBURY PREP. SCHOOL
KEARSNEY: 106 for 7 wkts declared. (Stokoe 61*)
HIGHBURY: 38 for 6 wickets (Horner 3 for 8).

at Kearsney

Draw. Rain stopped play.
16th March

vs. WESTVILLE GOVT. SCHOOL

at Kearsney

WESTVILLE: 96 (Stokoe 4 for 1 1, Horner 3 for 22)
KEARSNEY: (1st Innings) 20.

(2nd Innings) 136 for 5 (Stokoe 83, Webb 42).
Lost on 1st Innings by 76 runs
UNDER 14 B

15th February

vs. HIGHBURY PREP. SCHOOL

at Highbury

KEARSNEY: (1st Innings) 22

(2nd Innings) 36 for 2 wkts.(Wood 23*)
HIGHBURY: 64.

Lost by 42 runs.

15th March

vs. HIGHBURY PREP. SCHOOL

HIGHBURY: 86 (Dyer 4 for 18, Lumley 3 for 7).
KEARSNEY: 121 for 7 wickets(Dyer 58, van der Post 20).
Won by 5 wickets.
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at Highbury

UNDER 13

With not a great many to choose from, and all very small, the
side did not enjoy much success. But all are keen, and with growth
and experience should form the nucleus of more senior teams in
years to come. Most of the matches were against Kloof, who
proved too good for us; but a match against Highbury was easily
won, and the Under 14 "B" well defeated.

Thompson appears to be the best bat. The surprise of the
season was the sudden promotion of Simpson, the captain, from
wicket-keeper to opening bowler. In his first match, versus High
bury, he took 9 wickets for 2 runs, and followed up with 5 for I
against the Under 14 "B".
We cannot omit to record the excellent bowling against us by
Scott, of Kloof, who in one match bowled unchanged for 1^ hours, his
fi nal analysis being: 12 overs, 12 maidens, 0 runs, 8 wickets.
The fact that our batsmen did not score off him in 1^ hours is proof
sufficient of our main weakness—the batsmen can play reasonably
correctly, but have no power whatever in their stroke-play.

CAKE DIVISIONS

Sincere thanks to Messrs. Tedder, Viljoen, P. and T. Metcalf
and R. Rutherford-Smith for the time and interest shown in the

Cake Divisions. These games were all played in the keenest spirit,
and appeared up to Test Match standard for willingness and effort,
even if the standard of play did not reach that height. These teams
certainly know how to enjoy their games, and it is a tonic to watch
them play, giving nothing away, and expecting nothing to given to
them.

Points

Pembroke

Gillingham

Finningley

Senior

10

8

2

Middle

6

6

12

II

10

5

27

24

19

Junior

Total

......
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SWIMMING

Committee for 1956: D. Spargo (Capt.), K. Lewis, R. Parkes, N.
de Jongh.

Fortunately polio did not affect swimming this year and we can
report on a full and successful first term.

It took us a long time to get through with the heats because of

Increased numbers, but the third House made competition very keen
and the Gala day very interesting. It was felt, however, that heats
were weighted too highly as it was possible to win the Gala before
Gala day. Third place in a race should count more than standard,

therefore the House Points obtained during heats were divided by
three, to make competition on the day keener.
For the first time we had an Old Boys versus School Polo
Match. This event proved very popular and we hope it will stay
on the programme.
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL GALA—RESULTS

50 yqs. Free Style (Open):
1st—Spargo
2nd—Shave

3rd—Swinton

Time; 26 sees,

(New Record)

50 yds. Free Style (Under 16);
1st—Lewis
2nd—J. Symlnton
3rd—Russell
SOyds. Free Style (Under 15):
1st—A. Home
2nd—Polklnghorne
3rd—Jewitt
One Length Free Style (Under 14);
1st—v.d.Post
2nd—D. Symlnton
3rd—C. Home
One Length Free Style (Under 13);
1st—R. Bouman

2nd—Chalmers

3rd—Wade

Diving (Under 15);
1st—Lumley
2nd—A. Home
3rd—Nalson
100 yds. Free Style (Open):
1st—Spargo
2nd—Gage
3rd—Edwards

Time 27.0 sees.

Time 29.0 sees.
Time 19.0 sees.
Time 20.3 sees.

Time 58.7 sees.

(Record)
One Length Breast Stroke (Under 14);
1st—V. Lund

2nd—Bennett

100 yds. Free Style (Under 16);
1st—Lewis
2nd—Symlnton
50 yds Breast Stroke (Under 15);
1st—Jewitt

2nd—Millar

Time 26.5 sees.
3rd—Russell

3rd—Bryan

Time 61.6 sees.
Time 40.0 sees.

50 yds. Free Style (Under 14);
1st—v.d.Post

2nd—C. Home

3rd—Symlnton

Time 31.1 sees.

SO yds Free Style (Under 13);
1st—Bouman
2nd—Chalmers
3rd—Haley
Old Boys 50 yds.
1st—McCarthy
2nd—Hopewell
3rd—Rodda
50 yds Breast Stroke (Open):
1st—Parkes
2nd—De Jongh
3rd—Edwards
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Time 33.0 sees.
Time 27.9 sees.
Time 37.1 sees.

50 yds Breast Stroke (Under 16);
1st—Thomas

3rd—Bate

Time 41.5 sees.

3rd—Bryan

Time 69.8 sees.

2nd—Kelly

100 yds Free Style (Under 15):
1st—Home

2nd—Jewitt

Diving (Under 14);
1st—Turvey
2nd—Stott
3rd—Symlnton
Diving (Under 13);
1st—Arnold
2nd—Chalmers
3rd—Lacey
200 yds. Free Style (Open):

2nd—Lewis

3rd—Gage

Time 2 min. 19.1 sees.

50 yds. Back Stroke (Open):
1st—Spargo
2nd—Shave
50yds. Back Stroke (Under 16);

1st—Spargo

3rd—Pitts

Time 32.6 sees.

1st—Lewis

Time 32.5 sees.

2nd—Williams

Diving (Under 16);
1st—Lewis

2nd—Rodseth

Diving (Open):
1st—Ryan
2nd—De Jongh
House Relay Race (Under 13);
1st—Finningley
House Relay Race (Under 14);
1st—Gillingham
House Relay Race (Under 15);

3rd—Hermanson

3rd—McKeown
Time 92.5 sees.
Time 86 sees.
Time 79.6 sees.

1st—Pembroke

House Relay Race (Under 16);
1st—Gillingham
House Relay Race (Open):
1st—Finningley
One Length Non-finalists (Under 13 and 14);
1st—Lund

2nd—v.Heusden

Time 75.5 sees.
Time 70.2 sees*

3rd—Faick

Polo Match, Old Boys vs. School
Draw:

2—2.

Events Previously Decided:
Plunge (Open):
1st—Cole

2nd—Dowdle

3rd—Richards

Distanee 49 ft. 5 ins.

Plunge (Under 16);
1st—Bate

2nd—^Williams

3rd Castledon

Distanee 40 ft. 6 ins.

Finningley
D. Spargo
D. Spargo

Inter-House (L. F. Forsyth Rose Bowl)
Best Performance (Ian Tirrell Shield)
Open (Robertson Cup)
Under 16 (Spradbrow Cup)
Under 15 (Motterson Cup)
Under 14 (van Gorkom Cup)
Under 13 (Fearnhead Cup)
Diving (Arthur Levitt Cup

K. Lewis
A. Home

A. V. d. Post
R. Bouman

P. Ryan

Durban and District Schools Championship Gala:
The Kearsney team gave a good account of themselves and gained
third place with a total of 17 points. On these results four boys
were selected to swim for Durban and District In the Natal Schools

Gala in Marltzburg. Here V. Lund came second In the Junior
Breast Stroke, P. Arnold won the Junior Diving and A. v. d. Post
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and D. Spargo both swam in the Durban Relay Teams which won.
P. Arnold was then selected to represent Natal as Junior Diver
at the South African Schools Championships at Bloemfontein In

which event he came second In the country. Congratulations!
Life Saving:

Life Saving Competitions were held In April. The Senior
Teams lost heavily on waterwork. They could not beat the time

limit set for the different strokes, partly because they could not do
any waterwork for five weeks before the competition. The Junior

Team won the Mllner Smyth Shield with exceptionally high marks
(In this competition there Is no time limit): Roberts 122, v. d. Post
1 19-^, Shire 1 12 and Chalmers 1 10(max. 160). The highest from the
other schools was one boy with 1 10^. The senior boys, especially
Spargo and de Jongh, who did most of the coaching, deserve full
credit for this fine result.
Certificates:

A number of 1st and 2nd Class Certificates were also taken and

a Staff versus Boys polo match drew a big crowd.
J. S.

RUGBY FOOTBALL

Captain: H. K. Timm

The First XV played quite well, although the results do not

Indicate this. The team was the smallest and lightest for many
years, and collapsed under sheer weight In many matches. (The
only solution to this appears to be to run a post-Matric course, or else
persuade the best players to fail their exams more often.—Ed.) We
were most unfortunate over injuries, especially In the back line,
and only once played our full side, against Glenwood. When the
bigger numbers In the junior school reach the senior forms. It will
be much easier to find replacements for crocks.

Congratulations to Lewis and Thomson on being selected for the

Coastal XV to play in the Natal Trials, and to B. Hulett on being
awarded his Rugby Honours.
MATCHES

28th April

vs. NORTHLANDS HIGH SCHOOL

Home

Lost 9—11

This was not an encouraging start. There were one or two weak positions
and against the wind it surely was not politic for the fiy-half to kick the bail every
time he received it? The second centre touched the ball only once in the second
half. Kearsney scored first from a movement started by Lewis and Groom, and

ended by Hulett. Then Northlands were awarded a free kick, and Kearsney
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forwards were caught napping by a short punt from which a score resulted.
Before half-time Hulett M. had scored an unconverted try, and Northlands a
goal (6—8). In the second half we were winning the scrums and line-outs, but
could make little use of this advantage, and a penalty by Timm was counterbalanced
by a Northlands try.
5th May

vs. MARITZBURG TECH.

Away

Lost 8—14

Kearsney's superiority in the scrums was counterbalanced by Tech's advantage
in the line-out. Their captain played particularly well and was responsible for
most of the scoring. Hulett B. scored two tries, one converted by Timm, but
defensive errors let the Tech. through four times, one try being converted.
lOth April

vs. PLUMTREE SCHOOL

Home

Won 8—3

We were given an object-lesson in hooking in this match. Although our
hooker is no mean performer, Plumtree took nearly every scrum, tight head
or loose, and the ball went out like a rocket to their fly-half. By comparison
our forwards were ail feet. This fact, and the weight of the opposing pack meant
that our backs rarely saw the ball at all—but when they did, they were far more
penetrative than Plumtree. With a reasonable share of the ball we should have
mounted up a large score. Another feature of the game was the swift following
up of our forwards, and it was from such a movement that Winder raced to score
between the posts—the winning goal, as it happened.

12th May

vs. VOORTREKKER

Away

Lost 0—27

We were completely outweighted in this match, and were up against a very
good team. Weak tackling was our undoing, and try as they would, Kearsney
could not get going at all. A disappointing game found us well beaten.
19th May

vs. D.H.S.

Away

Lost 0—35

The extraordinary thing about this defeat was that for most of the first half
Kearsney were the better side and were seldom out of the D.H.S. half. In spite
of this, we were down 0—10 at half time. In the second half there was only one
team in the game. D.H.S. got the ball from scrum after scrum, and scored
almost at will.

26th May

vs. PORT NATAL

Home

Lost 6—11

Played in very wet weather. Nevertheless both teams handled the ball
well. Kearsney opened from a penalty by Timm, but Port Natal retaliated with
two tries. Then Lewis broke well, and from a loose ball Groom managed to
touch down. The second half was even, with both teams attacking and defending

weil, but a converted try by Port Natai found no answer from Kearsney, and ieft
us the losers.

31st May

vs. OLD CROCKS

Home

Lost 10—22

As usual, our very welcome visitors were not old, and by no means crocks.
Their weight and speed, and rugby-craft, was a reveiation to us, and aithough
none of these piayers now officialiy plays rugby any more, they were all very fit.
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The back line especially revealed speed and penetrativeness, and it was easy to
see why most of these players had gained Provincial honours. Monopolising
scrums and line-outs, the Old Crocks took a lead of 1 1—0 by half-time. In the
second half Lewis scored two tries which were converted by Timm, and Old
Crocks scored when they thought fit. It was an open and enjoyable game, and,
we hope, instructive.
9th June

vs. GLENWOOD

Home

Won 9—3

On the coldest day of the year we were at last able to field a full team. An
enjoyable game resulted. Hulett B. broke well, let the ball out to Don Wauchope,
who cross-kicked for Winder to round up a brilliant movement by scoring in the
corner. Glenwood equalised in the second half, but shortly afterwards a quick
heel by Kearsney got the ball to Hulett M., who passed to Lewis, who ran strongly,
gave it to Don Wauchope, who in turn reverse passed, for Hulett B. to score.
Just before the end Groom scored a penalty.
16th June

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Home

Lost 5—29

In size we seemed like a junior team, by comparison. It was obvious how
the result would go, but credit is due to the team for putting up such a good
show in the first half. In fact, although we were down 0—8, we had had just as
much of the play as College. Then Don Wauchope and Lewis were crocked,
and in the second half the side split open, and College scored almost at will.
Nevertheless we did not give up fighting, and towards the end Newlands scored
between the posts, for Timm to convert.
23rd June

vs. DURBAN TECH.

Away

Won 16—6

Early activity on the part of Tech. forwards led to their scoring within a few
minutes. After this, Kearsney improved as Tech. tired, and our back line put
up a penetrative performance. Hulett B.took a gap, and passed the ball to Moses,
who scored far out.

Then Groom started a movement which resulted in Moses

scoring again and being converted by Timm. (We are glad to hear this. Timm is
the son of our ex-Chapiain.—Ed.). In the second half we quite out-hooked Tech.,
and the backs had plenty of work to do. From another overlap Moses scored again
in the corner. A final dummy by Hulett B. found Winder in attendance to score
between the posts. Timm converted.
26th June

vs. UNION HIGH SCHOOL, Graaff Reinet

Home

Won 6—3

Union were by far the heavier team, and used their weight to advantage in
the forward line, but their backs could never really get going. Our back line,
with two absentees, looked far more dangerous, and after a movement which
proceeded sideways, Moses spun at right angles and scored in the corner. Terri
torially the game was fairly even, though their backs handled (and mishandled)
far more frequently than ours. From a free kick near the touch line, Timm put
a perfect cross-kick straight into the arms of Hulett B., who drew the full-back
and gave the ball to Moses, with an open line. He obliged by scoring. The

game was noteworthy for some strong running by Groom.
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28th June

vs. BISHOPS

Home

Lost 0—59

There was nothing we could do about this. The team was greatly weakened
by Injuries and boys leaving early for their holidays. In addition our scrum half,
Hulett M., and forward Coetzee had to be carried from the field. Quite apart
from this It was early evident why Bishops should be considered one of the strong
est teams In the country. Their heavy forwards gave us no chance, and their
backs moved with a speed and precision which left us grasping thin air. We might
as well have tried to stop a runaway tank. It was a brilliant display of rugger,
such as we have not seen here before, and the theme-song of our back-line was
"That's their fly-half—that was." Against the wind In the first half Bishops
scored 40 points; with the wind, and against 13 men,we began to look up statistical
cricket records, but strangely enough they scored only nine more points until a
moment or two from the end, when there came two quick goals. This Is the
highest score—by far—ever put up against a Kearsney first team.
Second XV
vs. NORTHLANDS

Won 16—8

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

Drew 3—3
Lost 3—23
Won 11—0
Lost 8—11

KINGSWAY 1st XV
D.H.S.
PORT NATAL
GLENWOOD

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE Lost 8—14

vs. DURBAN TECH.

Won 30—3

Under ISA
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

NORTHLANDS
P.M.B. TECH.
VOORTREKKER
D.H.S.

Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost

3—6
3—17
3—17
0—22

vs. PORT NATAL

Lost 8—1 1

vs. D.H.S. Combined A & B

Lost 0—12

vs. GLENWOOD
Won 6—3
vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE Lost 3—29
vs. DURBAN TECH

Lost 5—9

Under I5B
vs. D.H.S. Combined C & D Lost 0—II

Congratulations to Nalson, Millar, Pike and Dawson on having been selected
for the Durban and District Under IS team.

G. E. B.
Under 14
vs.

NORTHLANDS

vs.
vs.

HIGHBURY
HIGHBURY

vs.

D.H.S.

vs.
vs.

D.P.H.S.
GLENWOOD

vs.

MARITZBURG COLLEGE Lost 3—18

vs.

DURBAN TECH.
HIGHBURY

vs.

Lost 0—26
Won 11—9
Won 13—5
Lost 11—12
Won 31-0
Lost 0— 18
Won 31—0

Won 12—8

J. W.S
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Under 13

Although the Under 13 XV has had a good term, there Is still
much to be learned In the type of game played. Good rugby Is
more Important than the result.
This team will do even better when It has gained more ex
perience In some of the finer points, such as passing the ball at the
right time, and constantly backing up. There Is little doubt, how
ever, that there will be much Improvement by the end of the season,
as the players are intensely keen to learn.
vs. WESTVILLE

Lost 6—14

vs. KINGSWAY H.S.

Won 12—5

vs. KINGSWAY H.S.

Won 9—6

vs. HIGHBURY 2nd XV

Won 14—3

vs. HIGHBURY 2nd XV

Won 20—0
J. H. H.

CADET NOTES

The strength of the Detachment has Increased this year to 215.
Appointments:

Student-Officers: Tlmm H. K., Parkes R. A., Schruer A. R., Nelems J. M., Baynash
R. 1., Winder J. D., Groom G. R.

Sergeant-Majors: Polkinghorne T. A., De Jongh N. M.
Sergeants: Murray B. P. P., Moses C. R., Manning M. E., Beckett H., Chambers
B. S., Swinton M. B., Tedder J. R.

Corporals: Cohen S., Perry D. H., Bentley J. J., Benporath D. W., Thompson
D. v.. Cole A. J., Richards T. D., Kukle E. H., Gage A. C., Shave J., Horner
D. B., Voysey R. W. Deenik D., Hoad A. J. W.,Immeiman P. H., McDougall B.
Band:

Drum-Major: McKeown A. J.
Staff-Sergeant: Russell P. R.
Sergeants: Dowdle A. P., Hulett M. N. W., Henderson A.
Corporals: Black D. P., Coetzee E. L., Edwards R. J. L., Polkinghorne N. G.
Lance-Corporals: Lowe J. A. H., Pike N., Spargo D.
Courses:

Sergeants Winder, Chambers and Baynash attended a StudentOfficers' and Senior N.C.O.'s Course at Natal Command Head

quarters In January. Lieutenant J. W. Storm and 2nd-Lt. P. E.

Metcalf are attending promotion courses at Bloemfontein in July.
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Shooting:

With the Increased number it Is difficult to give everybody

adequate practices, but there is a keen group among both seniors
and juniors who have persevered in spite of difficulties. Mr. R.
Rutherford-Smith is again giving invaluable help at the Range this
year.

The Natal Bisley and the Petiet Cup Competitions which were
to; have been held in May were washed out by rain and so our teams
weire robbed of valuable experience. The Bisley has since been
fired on the various School ranges. Two teams were able to take

part in the R.D.L.I. Sergeants' Memorial Brick Competition in
Durban.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
President: L T. Polkinghorne, P.O. Canelands.

Secretary: P. E. Metcalf, Kearsney College.
Treasurer: M. Rodda, 24 King's Lynn Flats, St. Andrews St., Durban,
Durban Branch

Chairman: F. R. Chick, P.O. Kloof

Secretary: B. Theunissen, 25 Jersey Road, Sherwood, Durban.
Johannesburg Branch

Chairman: D, G. Gardner, 1 Margaret Court, 224 Louis Botha
Avenue, Orange Grove.
Secretary: I. H. D. Lund, 120 De Korte Street, Clifton.

Pietermaritzburg Branch
Chairman: G. G. Ballard, 10 Bank Street.

Secretary: P. Rodda, Natal University.
BUTTONS AND TIES

A new supply of flat, crested buttons has arrived at Payne Bros.
(West Street, Durban) and is on sale at 1/6 per button (large and
small sizes).
Please do not write to the School for these buttons—deal with
Payne Bros, direct.

The new Old Boys' Tie is being made and should be available

during July—price about 15s. Od.—again, direct from Payne Bros.
Durban Branch

Old Boys' Dinner:

The Old Boys' Dinner, held at the Royal Hotel on May I Ith,
was an even greater success than last year, no fewer than 81 people
sitting down to an excellent dinner. This is a further tribute to

the Press-gang tactics of the secretary, B. Theunissen, and other
regional secretaries are asked to take note!
For long beforehand reunions were established and reminis

cences flowed thick and fast; no club could have had a pleasanter
gathering. Even the Press photographer was present.
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F. R. Chick acted as Toast Master, and made a most apt speech

of welcome to young and old, boys and staff, and visitors. Brief

speeches were made in reply—but this was no time for public

oratory, nor was it the time for showing respect for former mentors.
Once an Old Boy,age and honours fall by the wayside, and all become
one.

Those who attended are listed below, in order of coming to
Kearsney.
L. T. Polkinghorne

1921—25

G. E. Burger (Staff)

G. Hulett
R. H. Matterson
P. H. Jackson

1921—26

G. C. Richardson

1945—
1946—49

1921—26

VV. C. Hopkins
A. T. Winship
R. A. Piper

1922—26

D. Rich
M. Rodda
W. N. Rock

1946—50
1946—50
1946—51

1923—24

L. C. Tedder (Staff)

1946—

1923—25

P. Roberts

1947—50

J. H. Howarth

1924—29

T. Prankish

1947—50

G. M. Oram (Staff)

P. Haley
S. G. Osier (Head)

1947—53
1947—

J. H. Hopkins
J. F. Reece (Staff)

1924—
1925—28
1925—30
1926—32
1926—33
1927—

R. H. Theunissen
N. Reeves

1929—37
1931—35

N. R. More
J. Barker

K. W. Dyer

1931—36

R. C. Best (Staff)

T. Chick

P. Court

J. H. Hopkins (Staff)

1933—38
1934—39
1936—39
1936—41
1937—41
1938—42
1939—

G. G. Ballard

1939—41

A. H. Doidge
D. N. Johnson

1939-^1
1940—42

J. R. M. Bull
D. Murdoch

1951—54
1951—54
1951—54

E. van der Schyff

1940—43

J. Pettit

C. D. Nathan

1940—43

D. Cox

R. H. Dale

1940—45
1941—44

W. A. Whitward
D. Francis

1942—45
1943—48
1944—47

J. Copeland

1952—54

C. Groenewald
V. H. Dawes

1952—55
1952—55

K. L. Brazier
A. Howarth
S. Schreuder

1952—55
1953—54

P. Metcalf (staff)
C. C. Hopkins

1954—

M. H. Beckett

P. H. Hind
J. S. Bertram

D. Monro
A. Lee
P. Lee

F. R. Chick
B. Theunissen

K. C. Nelson
R. W. Woods
B. Stewart
H. Groom

1922—24

P. E. Metcalf

1944—47

J. J. Alexander

1944—47

N. McLuckie
G. Goodwin

1945—48

E. K. Dowse

B. N. Francois

1948—51

D. Hopewell
M. G. Thompson

1948—53
1949—52
1949—52
1949—53
1949—54
1949—

M. Brand

R. Tolken
U. Groom

1949—55
1950—55
1950—53
1950—54
1950—55

F. J. Carter

1951—52

C. Cullingworth

1951—54

T. W. Downard
J. Goodricke

D. Beatty

P. J. Francois

1945—50
1945—50

Visitors:

A. Griffiths, Kingswood

M. Noyce, Hilton.
H. G. Chapman, Michaelhouse
L. C. Theobald, D.H.S.
Total at Dinner 81

D. Damp (1941—44) paid us a visit during the evening.
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1951—55
1951—55
1951—55
1951—55
1952—54

1953—55
1954—55

OLD BOYS' NEWS

Marriages
E. Cole, A. G. Frolick, H. A. Groom, N. Kitchin, J. A. Smith.
Engagements

J. Atkinson, R. N. Cordes, E. C. Dowse, A. J. Tedder, J. A.
Voysey, F. R. Chick.
Births

G. L. Brokensha (daughter), P. R. Charter (son), J. Cowie (son),
L. A. Dixon (son), P. A. Foss (son), F. R. C. Groom (son), G. Harrison
(son), L. Hume (son), P. R. Jonsson (son), K. M. Oliver (daughter),
H. Pennefather (daughter), N. G. Pottow (daughter), C. Pope
(daughter), J. D. Raw (daughter), A. V. Trentham (daughter).
The editor will print all news he receives in writing, but
cannot guarantee to reproduce verbal information.

J- Atkinson (47-50) was selected to play for Natal against Western Province

in the Currle Cup match at Pietermaritzburg. With his fast bowline he took
several quick wickets.

J. Bradshaw (49-54) spent some months on a whaler and gave the school an
Interesting account thereon. We were wrong In stating that he was the first
Kearsney boy to have had this experience; many years ago W. H. Aitchison
(31-32) did the same—and survived.

B. J. Beck (47-50) has taken his B.A. (Hons. Psychology) and U.E.D., and

plans to teach in London, sailing this July. His address will be do S. A. House.
London.

Ballard (39-41) Is very keen, as Chairman, to make a success of the
Pietermaritzburg Branch of the Old Boys Club. His address is 10 Bank Street

Pietermaritzburg. Will Old Boys in that area please rally round.

Congratulations to D. Beatty (51-54) on having come first in the country

in the first year printing apprentice examination.

J. S. Bertram (26-32) and D. Clark (21-27) are joint Circuit Stewards of the
Zululand Circuit of the Methodist Church. Both take a leading part in public
life there.

M. H. Beckett (25-28) through reasons of Ill-health has given up his life
long service with the Bank and is now seeking some new occupation in the Durban
area.

J. L. Barratt (25-32), whose, 100 yards record has at last been broken, paid
his first visit to Botha's Hill in January, and was most impressed by all that he
saw. He is foreman of the reduction plant on the East Geduld Mine. Barratt
no longer plays sport actively, but is organiser for the Skid Kids in his area—an

effort to prevent juvenile delinquency by giving the boys organised activities.
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F. S. Borgwardt (50-54), we hear, is at Wits, studying for his B.A. degree.
P. Burger (45-48) is back with the Natai Mercury, after three years in
Engiand.

P. R.Charter(39-41) writes to say that since his write-up in the last Magazine
he has been visited by many Old Boys. If Boswell's Circus comes to your area—

as it is bound to do—please look up the Manager! We do not guarantee free
admission to the Circus, but it is worth trying.

N. R. Cross (52-55) is at present an Official Learner on a gold mine at
Weikom, with the possibility of a bursary which will enable him to take a Uni
versity Degree.

D. G. Cox (51-55) is in Pietermaritzburg, studying for the Natal Law Cer
tificate, after which he will sit for a Practical Conveyancing and Notaries Exami
nation.

J. A. Clarkson (40-43) has left Kingswood College, after many years, and is
now teaching at Clifton Secondary School, in East London.

O. K. Clarkson (44-47) is with the Standard Bank in Salisbury and hopes
to go overseas for a while.

F. J. Carter(51-52) is making a living as interior Decorator. We understand
that not only is this work very interesting, but that there is great scope for it.
C. G. Carelse (48-53) writes from Chingoia, Northern Rhodesia. After

working for a while at Buiawayo, and then at Masabuka, he is now on the Copperbelt. He has visited the Belgian Congo, where no-one ever goes to bed over the
week-ends, and has hopes of working his way over to Europe.

Dr. H. A. Cowen (43-47), who is a qualified dentist, has had a year with the

City Health Department, Johannesburg, and is now in partnership with Dr.
Skinner. He is also taking a part-time post-graduate course, specialising as an
anaesthetist. He relates pleasant memories of choir-concerts in by-gone days!

A. K. Carter (48-51), under the name of Kendrew Lasceiies, has been doing
well in ballet in London. He is the youngest S. African male ballet dancer to have
achieved his A.i.S.T.D. Cecchetti, London. He was with the Mesta Brooking
studio in London for nearly two years, and later taught there. Studies took him
to the Sadler's Wells Ballet, to Paris and to Italy. Carter has returned to South
Africa for a few months, but intends going back to London in February next.

H. P. Dingley (47-52) found the Navy so interesting for his A.C.F. training
that, when last heard of, he was taking an officers' course and had been recom
mended for a commission.

B. J. P. Duranty (42-43) has appeared on the sceme again, after many years

of farming in Natai, Northern Transvaal and Rhodesia. He is now travelling for
Caitex, with headquarters in Pietermaritzburg, and includes Botha's Hiii in his
itinerary.

V. H. Dawes (52-55) is employed as pharmaceutical apprentice at T. M.
Ailin's, Berea Road, Durban. He will have two years' apprenticeship at the shop
and will then have to go full-time to the Tech. for three years. He anticipates
a difficult course, but finds the work most interesting.

C. Tudor-Davics (49-50) is working twelve hours a day, seven days a week,
on the designing and programming of the supply system for the 702 Computer

(Electronic Brain) which they have installed at the Base in Oklahoma City.
We understand that salaries and cost of living are very high.
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p. du Toit (51-54) has left Wits and Is taking the Official Learners' Course
on Durban Deep Mine. He hopes to obtain a Bursary which will help him along
to a mining Degree.

P. K. Daniel (51-54) had a few months with Dunlops, and then reverted to
reporting, as he had always hoped to do. He Is now with the Natal Mercury.
For sport he has been getting a number of games with Berea Rovers sides.
S. T. Fish (47-50) continues to do excellent work in the Youth Movements
of the Cape. He is office secretary to the C.S.S.M. and has further duties in the
Scripture Union and S. and V. Camp departments. He finds life full of worth

while interest and derives especial pleasure from the Camp Life and Beach Mission
work, some of it back in his home Province of Natal.

F. L. Farquharson (49-52) is in his 3rd year B.Sc. at Natal University. He
spent July with Game, Parks and Fisheries at Umgeni Dam, doing research work
for a thesis on Plant Physiology, and earning some money helping with Fisheries
research. His object ultimately is to do research work of this nature.

C. Groenewald (52-55) is now studying at N.U. He writes most apprecia
tively of his days at Kearsney and the encouragement given to all that he attempted
to do.

"Joe" Hansen (47-50) played for North Eastern Districts at cricket during
the past season.

G. C. Harrison (41-44) is with the Engineering Department of the Shel'

Co. of S.A., designing plans over at Island View. He reports that the following
Old Boys are also with Shell: I. I. Ives (40-44) R. Barnes (40-43), K. Williamson
(46-50) and D. G. Hudson (36-38).

B.S. Harrison (48-51) has completed his four-year course at the Agricultural
High School, Mooi River, where he won the Murray Dairy Shield for the best
stockman. He has now taken up an appointment as assistant to a prominent
farmer at Howick.

I. I. Ives (40-44) wrote from the Shell Offices in London, in January, to say
that he was expecting to return to South Africa in June. We have had no later
news.

O. W. K. Jackson (49-52), beard and all, has given up his work on Wattle

in Rhodesia, and gone to the U.K. to try his luck. Severe back trouble has put
a stop to heavy exercise, but he hopes that treatment and lighter work in London
will put him right.

A. Kinsey (52-55) is now at the Gilbert Rennie School, Lusaka.

T. J. Lloyd (43-44) is depot manager of the Shell Co. at Rosmead, Cape.
Dr. R. le Grove Smith (36-42) is in private practice in Cala, Cape. His
father, our former school chaplain, is retiring from the ministry and has bought
one of the houses on the Kearsney College Road.

H. Lund (45-49) paid a quick visit to the school in May, together with his

friend Athol Jennings, the South African miler. Although he is now engaged in
diamond research work, we hope he may not be entirely lost to his former love,
the teaching profession. Lund is secretary to the Johannesburg Branch of the

Old Boys Club and is most anxious to revive interest there. Will Old Boys
please note this. His address is 120 de Korte St., Clifton.

A. P. Lowe (32-38) has caused a great surprise by giving up farming in his
home district of Dundee, and has accepted a post with the Agricultural Department
at Lusaka, in Northern Rhodesia. His post is a lonely one, at Mululaikwa, but

the country is wild and interesting, and there are lions about. After six years
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he will be entitled to fully-paid six-month's leave in England. Tony's first Im
pressions are that, once the loneliness has been overcome, he is going to enjoy
the work, while his wife acts as teacher to their children.

C. Lee (48-52) obtained his B.Sc. degree in Maths and Physics at Natal Uni
versity. Being then awarded a scholarship from Metropolitan Vickers he is
now taking a further course in Electrical Engineering.

A. Lee (36-40) and P. Lee (36-41), though agents for rival firms in Durban,
live in the same fiats and remain good friends!

About J. Mudie (51-54) we read "He is doing very well at University,

getting a first class in each of his four first year subjects, and an addition to his
bursary. At his mid-year examinations he was either first or second in most
of his subjects, out of several hundred writing, so one assumes that his ground
work at school was very thorough, and his masters are to be congratulated!
Our congratulations!

V. C. Milne (52-55), whom we think very unlucky to have missed his First
Class Matric by less than one per cent.. Is working in the Non-European Affairs
Dept. of the Johannesburg City Council, as a clerk.
R. W. Macartney (31-32) is manager of Caltex Ltd., Salisbury.

I. McGregor (47-52) has taken his B.Sc.(Geology) at Aberdeen University
and has been invited on to an Honours course. He captained the Aberdeen

University 1st XV and played for the combined Scottish Universities.

D. Nightingale (24-31), whose son is at Kearsney, spent three months
in England last year, having treatment in Manchester for leg-trouble. He was
there during the Springbok Test Match and reveals that the heat rivalled Zululand
at its worst. We are glad to hear that his health has greatly improved.
C. L. Oliver (44-49) is working for a sugar farmer at Upper Tongaat.
Lieut. K. Oliver (44-46) is still with the R.A.F., at Singapore.

H. Ovenstone (52-55) has obtained a post with the Natal Tanning Extract
Co., Ltd.

D. E. Perry (53-55) is working in his father's store in Stanger. While In
the A.C.F. course at Potchefstroom he met a great many other recent Old Boys.

H. H. Penberthy (48-49) hat returned after nearly two years overseas,
during which time he travelled in England,the Continent,the U.S.A., and Jamaica.
While in London he worked for nearly a year with a firm of accountants. Settling
down to Durban is proving difficult.

J. C. Pettit (51-55) has left for Northern Rhodesia, where he is taking a
training course on the Nchanga Copper Mine. After this is complete he hopes
to attend a Canadian University—seven years all told.

O. D. D. Putteriii (45-46) has been transferred to the Federal Government
and is now working as a technician in the Salisbury Automatic Exchange.

P. R. Randall(47-52)who taught for a few weeks at Kearsney at the beginning

of the year, is President of the Students' Representative Council at Natal Uni
versity.

N. Reeves (31-35) has taken a bold step, in which we wish him the best of
good fortune. After 19 years with the Standard Bank, health reasons have
compelled him to give the work up, and he has bought a sugar farm near Eshowe.
The farm and buildings are, we hear, somewhat derelict, and much work and
courage will be required in the years ahead.
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D. Roberts (51-54) is In his second year B.A. at Natal University, specialising
In History. His Interest In play-producing remains keen.

G. M. H.Shires(46-50) is in his final (fifth) year at Onderstepoort and hopes
to pull the wool over the examiners' eyes once more at the end of this year.
He writes, "Unfortunately I have been elected as Head Student for 1956 and

although the title sounds most elegant it boiis down to taking ail the responsibility
and keeping all the House correspondence and business up to date," After
qualifying. Shires hopes to practise veterinary work in Durban.

B. L. Stanistreet (43-45) wrote In January to say that he would shortly
be sailing for England for an Indefinite time.

G.W.Shuker(41-48) writes from Louisiana State University,"My Doctorate
thesis, together with additional courses in Physicai Chemistry, keeps me pretty
busy ... I stiil have my short-wave set, and together with the Natal Mercury,
keep up my cricket news... At the beginning of this term I went down to MardI
Gras in New Orleans, the biggest attraction of the year down here, i have also

had 'Dinner at Antoines,' the world-famous restaurant. I may be finished
studying here at the end of summer and then I hope to move to the University
of Caiifornia, at Berkeiey, for one semester, to take some specialized courses."
R.Tolken (50-54) took a leading solo part in "Lilac Time", presented by the
Pinetown Choral Society.

The new Total Oil sign (French Oli Co.) is now becoming well-known in
South Africa. Readers wlil therefore be very Interested to iearn that A. B.
Theunissen (29-3i) has been appointed Secretary and Administrative Manager

for this company,for the Union and Rhodesias. He wili be required to organise
the whole of the administrative side of the company, from Cape Town to Kitwe,
A great responslbiiity and honour, on which we congratuiate him. We would

also remind him that Kearsney needs an Assembiy Hall, on which we are quite
prepared to display the Total Oil sign.

K. B. Theunissen (34-37) has moved to the Secondary School, Utrecht,
where he is in charge of the English throughout.

J. W. Taylor (51-54) has gone to England for a period of probably not less
than five years. He flew across in April and applied for the position as scientific
assistant at the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, near Reading. There
is the possibility of his going across to Woomara. He writes," England is just
fine. It was a proper summer's day today. Clouds which never seem to cross

the sun, green fields, so much greener than those I had grown used to, rolling
hills, patchwork fields, Newbury racecourse, bees droning in the hedgerows,
incessant song of the birds. Including the cuckoo. In fact a typical English summer
day, even to the roar of the American planes overhead."

R- A. J. Taylor (41-47) has been appointed vice-captain of the Natal Rugby
Rev. B. J. Woods (40-43) is doing pioneering work at the first Presbyterian
Church to be built at Vanderbiji Park. He has helped to build the church with

his own hands, and In spite of difficulties of getting about, is building up a good
and loyal congregation.

J. F. Woods (49-52) now standing 6ft. 3ins., Is with the Natal Tanning
Extract Co. at Sevenoaks, Natal.

W. A. Whitward (51-55) is studying Engineering at Natal University.
K. M. Williamson (46-50) is with Shell Co., Durban, and has continued his
success as
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Christmas time, of his mother.
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D. Wheelright (44-48) ran in the Comrades Marathon, for the second time.
We had imagined that once would have cured him.
R. L. Wicks (45-49) has been transferred from the Union Castle Mail Steam
ship offices in Mombasa to their offices in 3 Fenchurch St., London, where he
expects to remain for two years. He is glad of the change, for life in Mombasa
has not been particularly stimulating.
When H. N.Walker (38-45),travelling with the Springboks in New Zealand,
was called upon to sign his name upon an ancient rugger ball, he found his own
father's unfaded signature already on it! His father played for the Springboks in
New Zealand in 1921. He was also confronted with his father's photo in a
Hamilton shop window.
The following Old Boys have sons at present at Kearsney:

F. S. Beckett, D. Clark, P. H. Hind, J. N. Hulett, G. C. Hulett, D. R. N. Night
ingale, G. S. Roberts, L. T. Polkinghorne and Dr. H. H. Stott.
EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS

I have just returned from a very illuminating and interesting trip overseas.

My travels took me to England, where I spent nine months, and justified my
existence by working as a furniture salesman, a door-to-door salesman, represen

tative for a firm of cash-register manufacturers, and finally as a shop assistant
in a stationery store. I earned little but learned much.

Through a friend I was able to work my passage over to Canada on a grain
vessel. I spent six months in Toronto with two other South Africans. The work

I did there was very lucrative, mostly manual labour. I started in a timber yard,
but found that furniture-removing paid better. To my delight I met three
ex-Kearsney boys: Basil Speed and the two Hirsts. They were all turning out
for local rugby union sides.
From Canada I travelled down to Niagara Falls and New York. The fairy
land wonder of this great city is quite staggering. The rush, noise and price
of everything is fantastic, and I regard my week there as the most wonderful
part of the whole trip. I sailed back to London and crossed over to Paris. Despite
the cold, it was unbelievably beautiful. The gaiety and ebullience of the French
blends so attractively with the culture and history that one finds in the city.
(The writer is now back in South Africa, on the staff of the Cape Argus, Cape
Town.—Ed.)
G. S. PIKE

The following came from Newton Walker, who is travelling
with the Springbok Rugger side In Australia and New Zealand, and
has alread)' represented his country.
It is only a week since we left South Africa, but what has happened since is
definitely worthy of a letter. On Monday I had a phone call from Brian Vowles,

who left Kearsney in 1942. It was strange to hear someone call me by my school
nickname of"Skrik"once again, especialiy as it was Bryan who first gave it to
me! He has been living in Melbourne for nearly three years.
The Australians are very friendly people, extraordinarily fond of their cock
tails and beer. We have been very well entertained since we arrived, so much
so that Dr. Craven has requested that some of our engagements be cancelled.
Sydney is a huge place. Houses are built very close together, with very little
room for gardens. No doubt this is due to the fact that every member of the
family has to do his share of the household chores.
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Canberra Is beautiful and well planned. They have started building from
the outskirts, working towards the town centre. Consequently at present the
place looks disjointed and scattered, but the completed plan looks good.
My kind regards to all at Kearsney.
H. N.WALKER

After leaving Kearsney I went farming in Cornwall for two years. After
this I went as second pig man with the McLean's Toothpaste people In Oxfordshire
(this news fills us with apprehension.—Ed.). I enjoyed my seven months with them
Immensely, and then the family bought 14 acres of an old estate In Surrey. Here
I helped to look after the farm for two years, while my father busied himself
repairing the buildings and cottages. To cut a long story short, I became ex
tremely Interested In the building side of the business, and decided to come into
the construction side of the work. My father Is a director of a large construction
firm, and had just been made managing director of Taylor-Wood row In Canada.
I worked for a short time on the first Atomic Power Station at Calder, in Cumber
land, and then came across to join my father In Canada.

After some experience with different firms in Canada, I am now looking
after the engineering and building of a 275-acre housing project.
At sport... I played for village teams in Oxfordshire and In Surrey, and had
some good seasons, the best being 1954 when I took 96 wickets (medium fast)

for an average of 7. All my cricket was played, of course, on turif. In Canada
I graduated up to the Gracechurch first team.
My brother Roger is now at Toronto University and yesterday played for
for the 2nd XI, making the first 50 of the season. He is taking a Chemical Engin
eering Course at the University.
While playing Rugger last season we met Basil Speed, who Is living in Toronto,
but may move on to Vancouver, then Mexico, and finally back to South Africa.
We also met Gavin Pike, who was on his way hime.
Bob HIRST

On March 21st, 1954, I landed In New York and spent six months In the
States, most of It In the East and Mid-West, on pedigree beef cattle, forestry
and plain sight-seeing. In September I flew from Miami to Nassau, en route for
Jamaica, armed with a letter of Introduction from Louis Bromfield to a friend

of his In the British West Indies sugar Industry ... I spent five days In Jamaica
before flying back to Nassau. Had a week In Nassau, went broke, had to borrow
money from the Governor, and flew back to England.

My total resources were now £1, but on the very next day I found employ
ment with Booker Bros. Sugar Co., and on October 26th the Company sent me
out to their estates In British Guiana, South America. I spent one year In B.G.,
resigned, and sailed for England In December, 1955.
I feel that I must now get my degree. I have been to Cambridge and inter

viewed the Dean of Corpus Christi, and the Adviser of Overseas Students.
There is a possibility of my getting a grant for £2,400 from the Hertfordshire
County Council, which will help me through, if I am fortunate enough to be
accepted.
Of Kearsney Old Boys here: Bishop Is In London; Peter Warmback and
Roberts were here, Ian MacGregor, when he last wrote was playing rugger for
Aberdeen University. Owen Jackson, having done extremely well In Rhodesia,
Is on his way to the U.K.
M. J. HINDSON
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I left S.A. last November on a cargo boat, and arrived at Melbourne at the
beginning of December. This is a beautiful cit/, but as I had to fly for Sydney the
same day, there was no time to look round. Sydney Is a large city, and i spent
four days there, spending a large amount of money In merely getting around ...
From Sydney I flew to Auckland, landing at Whenuapai, and from there flew to
Gisbourne and on to Wairoa. There I worked on a 3,000 acre sheep farm for
six months, getting experience and £6 lOs. Od. a week, i missed the Springbok
mud-bath at Whangarei, but saw them win a fair to poor game in Auckland,
3—0. I went to Newton Walker's hotel, met him,and told him I would be writing
to you ... This is a lovely country, but one certainly has to work hard for a living,
i have really learnt what "work" means. The more 1 see of the land, the more 1
tfke it. Next year I hope to work my way across to America.
C- J. VALINTINE
Zuiuland Letter

Empangeni is growing so fast that local residents are beginning to get lost.
There are new faces everywhere. It is likeagold-rush—orshouid I say "pineapple".
We have an enormous pineapple factory now. I have always been ready to doubt
the project—i still do; but have you tasted the products? They are the finest
pineapples I have tasted. I have eaten tinned pineapples from all over the world,
but nothing to touch these. There are miles and miles of plantations.
We have our own air service, too. I flew down the coast to Durban recently.
It was most interesting to see the Tugeia pouring Into the sea, to see Sinkwasi
Beach and Stanger Beach from the air. it took us half an hour, i think of the
time when we left here at 6 a.m. and arrived in Durban at 6 p.m., exhausted and
covered in dust.

St Lucia Bay is transformed. It was dying a slow death—a muddy stretch
of water. We used to spend our time pushing boats off submerged sandbanks.
Now a dredger has gone into action; mountains were moved, and a river diverted.

The river and estuary are now blue as the sky, and the fish are pouring in again.
You catch fish almost as fast as you can throw in the line—murder, in fact.

As for Old Boys' news. Ronnie Weightman was playing cricket at Vanderbijl Park; he collapsed while bowling, and died immediately. Ralph Poynton is
one of the directors of the local air service.

Denzil Clark and Jack Bertram are

never home, being on so many committees and doing so much welfare work.
Arthur Whitmill is back in the district, with family. They tell me he has had
a terrible motor smash and is hardly recognisable.

John Harding is still working for a living. He is married and has a little boy
of about 2. Des Staniiand has a quarry, to supplement funds. Denis Beningfieid is no longer a doctor, but working the farm. Lediie Hume has a son to
run his farm some day—he is a month old at present. Lediie has just won the
closed Zuiuland Tennis Championships.
Michael Pope is second in command of the Umfolozi Sugar Company—cutting
some 150,000 tons of sugar cane. At times he is in control of seven white men
and 600 natives, and has lots of sugar cane troubles. Recently he played in the
Zuiuland polo team which won the junior section at Noodsberg. His brother
Charles is growing sugar cane at Mtubatuba. i have heard that Mortifee and his
wife, who had been living in Cape Town, have now set up home in Canada. Ossie
Tedder has completely recovered from a Jeep accident which kept him out of
action for a year. He was returning from a fishing trip after heavy rains, in the
dark on a bend he failed to see that a bridge wasn't there, and ended in the raging

stream. Laurie Howeils is doing nicely at farming near Richards Bay, but fills
in his time selling fertilisers. Graham Shuker is in the U.S.A. taking a doctorate
in Agriculture.
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Graham Balcomb pays frequent visits to Maputa with his plane. He is
helping with the building of the Methodist Mission hospital there. He has a
lorry bringing up supplies from the railhead, which is 8 hours away, and often
takes builders and architects up from Durban to Maputa. Report has it that he
is the world's safest pilot. Railton Foss is also doing weii—his farm is reputed
to be one of the best-run on the flats.

As for me, we have just installed a £27,000 irrigation scheme. It works
beautifully, and we are now ready to meet the droughts which have a habit of
upsetting progress. My wife has just presented me with our third daughter.

Too many women in this house, but we may as well fill up Epworth until Kearsney
has room for more!
J. D. RAW

EDITORIAL NOTICES

The Kearsney Chronicle is published twice yearly. The present cost is
3s. 3d. per copy.
Old Boys' Subscriptions; £5 5s. Od. Life, or lOs. Od. Annual. Magazines
are posted to all in good standing, whose addresses we possess.
A great many Magazines are returned "Unknown". Will all Old Boys
endeavour to keep the Editor advised of address changes.
The Editor thanks a great many schools, in South Africa and overseas, for
their school magazines.
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THE PRIMROSE PATH

We were rather impressed by the story Rev. E. Rogers, of the
British Conference, told about the"experts" who tried to increase

the output from an English factory. Taking as their guinea-pigs a
set of girls who were engaged on a specific piece of work, they
proceeded to make life easier for them: they improved the angle
lighting, the height of the benches, the comfort of the seating:
they gave the girls tea-breaks, and they reduced the hours per week.
Every item of improvement brought an increase in production.
When perfection appeared to have been reached, the experts
one week-end removed all the improvements, and said, " Now
watch!" The girls returned to find the former poor lighting, the
old tables, uncomfortable chairs; their tea-breaks were taken away,

and they were told that their working week was to be lengthened—
and the output continued to go up!
It turned out that these girls had imagined that their efficiency
was being tested, and that they ran the risk of losing their jobs.
Ail the improvements had had no bearing on increased production.
Rather shame-facedly the "experts" had to admit: "We forgot
we were dealing with human beings."
Sometimes we wonder whether our educational experts don't
suffer from a similar hallucination, that improved conditions will

inevitably mean improved output. We find bigger and better
classrooms, modernised lighting, more comfortable seating, new-style
blackboards, brighter walls, pictures, text-books that become more
and more attractive in their presentation, classroom technique

designed to produce better goods. All the drudgery and hardship
is gone. School becomes a Paradise compared with the good old
days of Dickens and Wesley, or even of thirty years ago.
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And the result?

Is It all so much better than before?

Do the

schools now turn out three times as many scholars as in days gone
by? Are the exam results so much better? We are rather sceptical
about "learning made easy". Many a great scholar has grown up
In ill-lighted rooms, on ancient and uncomfortable benches, with
poor text books (by our standards). Inadequate material, and under

a tyrannical master. School was not a very attractive place. Yet
In contending with these very handicaps, the subject developed a
great sense of determination, he acquired perseverence, and built
up a strong fighting personality. A spoilt student can show many
of the characteristics of the spoilt child, notably an absence of
Intestinal fortitude.

Life can be made too easy and attractive. The old bed of nails
had something to be said for It. It was most uncomfortable, indeed
It was, but In surmounting Its unpleasantness (like flannel next to

the skin) one's ego got quite a boost and one's will-power was
strengthened. It Is not the primrose path which makes the man—
It's the man himself.

MRS. DORA MATTERSON

Dora Matterson passed to her rest on Friday, 20th July, and so
one of the kindest and most gracious of ladies has gone from our
midst to that Home where there Is no sorrow or pain.
Some of us knew " Mrs. Mattle" for thirty years, and never
In all that time did we hear her say an unkind word about anyone.
Quiet and unassuming, she never sought the limelight, and entirely
subordinated her own needs and desires to those of others.

Content

always to serve rather than to lead, humble in spirit, she was an
example and Inspiration to all of us. In her complete unselfishness.
Her husband, Mr. R. H. Matterson, our former Headmaster

and present friend, is a man of many parts. In the life of the Church,
in the S.O.E. Society, and in social life. No-one could have had a
more loyal and faithful wife. Though crippled and in pain in her
later years, she accompanied him to all parts of South Africa and was

with him at every function, whether a Quarterly Meeting or a game
of bowls. She was indeed a devoted partner.
To Mr. Matterson, thus bereaved, and his two daughters,
we express our deep sympathy, but we rejoice that Time, which can

soften the bitterness of grief, can never remove the memory of
one so widely loved.
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PRIZE GIVING

We have usually been fortunate with our weather for Prize
Giving, but this year's non-stop rain would not relent for once.
A very miserable day welcomed our visitors, who none the less
packed the hall to capacity.
The Chairman of the Board of Governors, Mr. P. Hind, presided,
and was accompanied on the dais by other members of the Board,
by our distinguished visitor. Professor Durrant and his wife, and
by the Headmaster and Staff. Mr. Hind made the necessary intro
ductions and then called upon the Headmaster to make his report.
"This year," said Mr. Osier,"marked the end of a decade since the last
Headmaster retired. During this time some 500 boys have passed through the
school. The next decade will of necessity have to be one in which our vision
must be focused more on the essentiai soundness of our educational principles
and practices. We shaii have more time to attend to the more spirituai springs
of thought and feeiing. We shali foiiow Paui Kruger's advice to retain what is
good in the oid, but accept aiso the best that is in the new.
"Detaiied statistics for the year are:
"Our numbers are 23 Day Boys and 282 Boarders. Of these, 200 come from
Natal, 54 from Transvaal, 16 from the Cape, 15 from Northern Rhodesia, 8from
the Orange Free State, 5 from Southern Rhodesia, 4 from Basutoiand, others 2.
" We are indeed fortunate in the possession of a good and stable staff. The
only changes this year have been in the return of Mr. Viijoen who at the end of
his year of study leave obtained M.Ed, degree. We warmly congratulate him.
Mrs. Hough and Mrs. Reece joined us at the beginning of the year and their ex
perience in primary teaching has been of great help where help was most needed.
"During the year Mr. Ciegg and Mr. Quarmby both took six months welldeserved leave. To Mr. and Mrs. Storm who took over Giilingham House so
efficiently for the first six months we owe no little debt.
"We are extremely sorry to lose the services of Rev. Cantreii who as College
Chaplain has left the imprint of his direct and strong influence on the school
these last few years. We are deeply appreciative of his sound teaching and the
sincere friendship he extended to both staff and boys.
"The results of the Public Examinations were satisfactory. In the Matri
culation we obtained;
I First Class Pass.
12 Second Class Passes

3 Third Class Passes.
In the Junior Certificate we obtained:
15 First Class Passes
9 Second Class Passes
18 Third Class Passes

Five of the First Classes were awarded Natal Provincial Bursaries, viz. M. J. R.
Castleden, I. M. Chalmers, D. Homer, E. A. Hermanson and R. J. Robbins.
"In the Taaibond we obtained:

7 Hoer passes
12 Laer passes
44 Voorbereidende passes
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"The health of the school has been good. We are glad to have Dr. Morton
of PInetown as the School Medical Officer.

His services have been invaluable.

"The most important achievement this year has been the addition of Pem
broke House which has enlarged the College by some sixty boarders. The House
has now been in operation for a year and we at the College are most grateful
to the Board of Governors for their vision and well-justified faith. It is a modern
and well-planned boarding house and a great asset. It has also brought the
original scheme for the College one important step nearer.

"Some useful improvements have been effected in the grounds during the
year. A store-room has been built to house sports gear, the Smith Oval has

been widened, the trees obscuring the Chapel removed, and the new swimming
bath plant finally installed.

"To the ladies who have taken on themselves the provision of the proscenium
we also express our grateful appreciation.
EXTRA-MURAL ACTIVITIES:

"The cultural life of the school is wide and embracing. In Music the stan
dard of piano performace has been higher than at any previous time. There are

more boys with a real Interest in it and more talent. Early in the year Anthony
Hoad broadcast in the area final of a nation-wide piano competition and he and
other boys have taken part in concerts inside and outside the school. The

Music Society continued its meetings and had a combined meeting at Epworth
in the second term.

"The Choir has as always been a great asset. The influx of juniors this year
has had a beneficial effect upon the Choir, giving a bigger selection of trebles
and a better tone. With plenty of volunteers for tenors and basses, the Choir
welded into a bigger and better unit than the school has had for many years.
This was first shown in the good lead given to Chapel singing; then came the
school concert which was of a high standard and wide variety; and finally the
presentation of carols at the end of November. Our thanks go to Mr. Reece
and to the boys, especially T. Polklnghorne, M. Swinton, H. TImm, and A. Lefson,
who have served the choir faithfully year after year.
"The Kearsney Parliament has had a good year. An average of 60 mem

bers have attended regularly, and competition between the Cabinet and Opposi
tion has been very keen, with cross-benchers taking more and more interest.
Some seniors have developed great fluency and confidence (Winder, Cohen,

Deenik, Baynash, Black, Hoad and Foxon). The crowning event of the year was
the defeat of the Durban City Parliament, the panel of judges being presided over
by the Editor of the "Sunday Tribune ", Mr. Gordon Makepeace.
" Mrs. Stella Lutley and Mrs. Vere-Davis are to be congratulated on receiving
a warm tribute for the work of the Art Department from Miss Wyatt Stayt,
the Provincial Art Inspectress, who examined this section during the year.
Parents will have had an opportunity to see for themselves the work done by
the boys, most outstanding of whom have been: Massam, Chalmers, Gebbie,
le Lievre, Barker and Nightingale.

"The Dramatic Society this year undertook two major productions. The
first, staged on 8th and 9th June, consisted of a series of scenes from three Shake

spearean plays:" Macbeth "."Henry V"and" Richard II ". These are the plays
set for study this year by Forms III, IV and VI respectively, and were presented
by the forms concerned, all with considerable success.
"The production of a full length Afrikaans comedy 'Die Wildsboutiie'
was both an ambitious achievement and a'splendid success. Mr. Burger and the
boys are to be warmly congratulated on this stimulating effort which has done
much to advance the standard of Afrikaans in the school. The audiences were

delighted by the acting.
" On the extra-mural side of the College life we also have active members
of the Astronomical Society, the Chess Club and the Yacht Club, all of which have
had an interesting and fruitful year.
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SPORT

The activities of the Sports Committee have been directed primarily

towards the improvement of the fields generally and the provision of additional
facilities for the storage of equipment.

"Earlier in the year two corners of the Oval were extended to give a larger
playing area for Cricket and eventually additional lanes for the athletic track.

Unf(^tunately it was found necessary to re-lay completely the turf wicket on
the Oval at considerable expense to the Sports Fund. Judging by results so far,
it would appear that we have at last found the answer to some of the many prob

lems in this connection.

"A new store-room providing some 400 square feet of storage space has
been constructed into the bank near the Memorial Pavilion. This structure of

re-inforced concrete will ensure that valuable equipment will be adequately stored.
"A move has been made toward the construction of a squash court near the
Pavilion but this project will take time to complete as it will depend on how soon
the necessary funds can be raised.

"Other improvements have been the terracing of the bank of the Oval
the gift of a canvas cover for the turf wicket, and the making of additional cricket
practice nets on the cricket ground.

"Rugby. The high-light of the season was the visit of our brother school,
Kingswood College. This is the first occasion on which our schools have met on

the Rugby field and the game was one of the finest that we have seen at Kearsney.
It has been decided that Rugby fixtures between Kingswood and Kearsney will
be played annually.

"Athletics. A high standard of performance was maintained with five

records being established on Sports Day. Kearsney was placed second by one
point in the Annual Coast and District Schools' Athletic Meeting in Durban in
September.

Cricket. Under M. Hulett, who has scored more runs in this year than
have been scored by any other cricketer in one year, the 1st XI has been built
into a good combined team. They undertook a tour of Griqualand East during
the Michaelmas holidays and apart from their successes proved outstanding
ambassadors.

®

Tennis. Throughout the year great interest was shown in tennis and as

this IS such a social asset later in life, it was particularly gratifying to see the large

number of boys who played and the improvement that took place in their play.

"Svvimming. The Swimming Team did well in the Durban and District
TOmpetitions after which four boys were selected to take part in the Natal

Championships. Arnold won the Natal Schools' Junior Diving title and came
second in the South African Schools' Championship Gala at Bloemfontein.

"Life Saving has received concentrated attention this year. Three teams
and Kearsney won the Milner Smyth Shield. We are now ready to teach every
boy in the school who wants to come along, the fundamentals of life saving

competed in the competitions in Durban which were open to all schools in Natal
CADETS

The Cadet Corps has had a year of routine activity, and it is difficult to
make it anything else since the Defence Department can supply neither the
instructors nor the equipment necessary for the carrying out of more specialized
and more interesting training. The standard of efficiency shown in the Annual
Inspection Parade in September was very favourably commented on by the In
specting Officer, Colonel C. S. Leisegang, Officer Commanding the Natal Com

mand. The hardest-worked section of the Cadets is, of course, the Band, and I
do want to pay them a tribute for the very great amount of time and effort that
ttiey have put into their job. In unselfish service, members of the Band are
second to no other group in the school.
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"Our increased numbers have made it more difficult to give each boy as
much shooting practice as he ought to have, but nevertheless the results of^the
Imperial Challenge Shield Competition that has recently been completed, show
that the standard of past years has been maintained, and I regard this as very
gratifying. I. Bjorkman, the Shooting captain, has set a fine example not only
of keenness, but also of willingness to help at the Kange almost every afternoon,
and he deserves special commendation for his service to the School in this respect.
CHAPEL

"One way of judging the importance of something is to imagine that it
did not exist, and then consider the difference its absence would make. If this

principle were applied to our Chapel it would bring home to us very forcefully
the immense value we derive from it, both as a corporate body and as individuals.
The instinct of worship is one of the roots of human nature, and to encourage
its expression is an essential part of the education and training of young people.
A place set apart for the worship of God is not a luxury but a real necessity,
and If money has been spent on making that dedicated place noble and dignified
In structure and furnishing, it is money well spent.

"I make these remarks because 1 know that at the time the Chapel was opened
just over five years ago, there were some who felt the Governors had been ex
travagant in providing a building of almost cathedral-like dimensions, and I

wish to assure you now,that as time goes on, it becomes more and more apparent
to me that the Governors built better than they knew. The gain in our spiritual
and devotional life has been immense, and I am convinced that it will grow even
stronger with the years. Evidence of this is to be found in the vigorous strength
of the Fellowship Class which our Chaplain conducts every Thursday afternoon,
and It is to be found also In the faithfulness of the many who attend the weekly
Prayer Meeting conducted by the boys themselves on Wednesday evenings.
If there were no Chapel, these groups would still exist, I hope, but I doubt if
they would be as alive and as influential as they are now. We thank God for

our Chapel. It is rapidly becoming. Indeed I think it has already become, the
heart of the School, and its influence on the young lives daily assembling there is
beyond measure.

" Nor is It too big. On a number of occasions during the year, every pew
Is filled and additional seats have to be carried down from the class-rooms and

from this Hall. On Remembrance Sunday last month, the Chapel was packed
to the walls and many of the boys had to stand throughout the Service. The
congregation must have numbered at least 800, and very privileged did we feel
to have so many joining us in our tribute to those Old Boys of the School who
had made the supreme sacrifice. Other occasions when the Chapel was filled to
capacity were the Carol Service last Friday and the Circuit Rally Service on the
last Sunday in September. The Service for the Recognition of New Members,
held in May, also saw every pew full.

"There are some acknowledgements that I must make: The generous gift
of a dozen additional pews from Mr. R. T. Polkinghorne; a beautiful font from Mr.
and Mrs. R. Leslie in memory of their son, Roy; and a cabinet to house the Com

munion set is to be given by Mrs. David Lewis in memory of her son, Tony Rose.
"Our debt on the Chapel has now been reduced to £950.

"Emanating from the Chapel Committee have come steps towards the
practical expression of Christian Living. Projects embracing aid to orphanages,
Africans, The Valley Trust, the Old Age Home, sporting faciiities for Africans,
and European children, have been usefully initiated and got under way under the
lead of the Head Prefect.

"I should like to take this opportunity of thanking the Head Prefect, T.

Polkinghorne, for his high sense of duty and his understanding control, as also
H. Timm, W. Nelems and C. Foxon, the other school prefects. We owe them
much this year.
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"As we step over into the next decade we should try to realise those things
which we still need: 3 Classrooms: a Great Hall and administrative block In the

Campus, and finally, a new house to replace Junior House which will fix the limit
to our numbers which the Board of Governors has wisely decided upon.

"To sum up may I say that the 60 per cent, increase in educational population
over the last ten years in this Province has also been reflected here at Kearsney
and not without some measure of real success. Kearsney has made an effective
contribution to this Province and I hope to our country.

"Finally I should like to express warm thanks to the Chairman of the Board
of Governors, the Secretary and Mr. W. N. Cornelius for their invaluable help
to the College, as also the Board itself; also to the staff, the Bursar, the Prefects,
Boys and Non-European staff who have made my work light to carry.
"In conclusion I should like to remark that for some time now we have had

speeches and addresses by important men of thought. Each has added faggots
to the piie, warning us of the tremendous strides of the technical scientific training
of the Communist Countries and admonishing us to leave no stone unturned to
gear our own wheels of education to the scientific shaft.

" Big business, the advance of atomic research, has all highlighted this need.
Bursaries to engineers, scientific and technical students, the lure of high salaries
and the prospects of rapid promotion have underlined this emphasis.
"But we may well pause and wonder whether this may not be reaching a
danger point. If all the best brains are to be siphoned off into technical and
physical channels we may be left with only the second best for the liberal arts,
the humanities, social science. This is dangerous for many may be tempted out

of their natural aptitudes to take up more materially prosperous careers. A
nation needs more than technically proficient scientists, it needs men and women

of leadership who can make tolerant and wise judgements, whose sympathies
and understanding are deep and wide. Men and women who can help in solving
that vast and complex field of problems which rise in human relationships. This
is important for in the future we need new dimensional thinking and feeling above
all else.

"Is there any long-term reason why we should unnaturally strain our demo
cratic and liberal traditions stretching back to Socrates, and follow in the narrow

steps of the Soviet Union? Should we not try to preserve the freedom which
the individual has always had,to choose a career unweighted by the blandishments
offered these days to those who enter engineering, mining and scientific occu
pations.

"That this danger is already being realised, is seen by the introduction of
science courses widened by studies in the iiberal arts; as also in the widening
of liberal arts courses to include studies of science techniques and science edu

cation. But this only serves to show that we should try to remember always
that our main aim as educators is to develop men of individuality, character and

personality, and not infiuenced too much by the clamant cries for more and still
more scientists, engineers and technicians. In Africa where the racial tensions
are sharp and serious we have great problems to face. If we can demonstrate that

hatred cannot unite humanity and materialism never set man free, we can contrbiute a uniting ideology that will help to solve 20th Century Man's greatest
problems."

After the conclusion of this report, Mr. Hind called upon
Professor Durrant to address the school, after which Mrs. Durrant

presented the prizes. On behalf of the school the Head Prefect,
T. Polkinghorne, presented Mrs. Durrant with a bouquet and thanked
her for her presence. He went on to express his appreciation of
all that Kearsney had done for him, and wished it good fortune in
the future.
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The following Is the gist of Professor Durrant's speech:—
"I want to begin by paying a tribute to the private schools, which play an
indispensable part in the intellectual and moral life of South Africa. They con
tinue, in a sense, the tradition of the English 'public schools ', but they have
shown remarkable powers of organic growth within the South African situation.
They have already contributed much; and In the future we shall need them more
than ever, as centres of moral and Intellectual independence in a world where
standardisation, uniformity, and the pressure of the State grow ever more
menacing.

" Much has been said in the past about the'public school tradition'as it is
called in England. That tradition has been attacked and defended, praised and
derided. It would be presumptuous In me to enter into that debate today.
But there is one virtue in the tradition which I want to talk about today because
it Is an unfashionable virtue, and it is one for which the private schools In South
Africa are pre-eminent—I mean the virtue which the Romans called 'pietas',
and which Is illustrated immortally in the story of the'plus Aeneas'who when
setting out among the ruins of the old to build a new nation, bore his aged father
on his back. 'Pietas'—' piety', as one must translate it—does not mean a blind
adherence to the forms and habits of the past. It does not mean a refusal to meet the
future with courage and flexible good sense. But it does mean that no good can come
of an ungenerous rejection of the past, or a contemptuous attitude to what has nour
ished our fathers and our forefathers. What we are today Is not the product of
our own efforts and of our own abilities only; It Is a heritage which generations

gone have created for us. It is the inheritance of Chaucer, of Shakespeare, of
the English Bible, of the great religious teachers and reformers—and not of Eng
land only, but of all the great European tradition of which the English tradition
is but one branch. 'Piety'means that we must remember this, not in a mechani
cal and blind adherence to outward forms, but In the spirit and the life.
" Here I want to say to those who are leaving school that it Is not enough
to remember and respect the values that have been learned at school. No school
can do more than to offer a framework of ideals and values.

Within the frame

work of the Institution these are secure enough. At school, loyalty, truthfulness,
and a manly independence are encouraged. The test will come when these
values have to be realised—to be lived out—in the wider world where they are
not protected, and where there is a price to be paid for them. Justice is main
tained at school, but you will have to fight for Justice in a world where it is certainly
denied.

Fairness Is maintained on the cricket field.

The rules are established,

and they are respected. But you who are leaving school are emerging Into a
world where the law of the jungle too often prevails, a world of which greatest
of modern poets declares that:
'We thought to bring the world under a rule.
Who are but weasels fighting in a hole.'
"And that Indeed is what man becomes, without justice.

"The test of' piety'will come when. In the wider world, you have to choose
whether to apply'fair play', not on the cricket field or in the classroom, but
In the infinitely more difficult affairs of men. And nowhere in the world is the
challenge more acute, the need more desperate for justice and fairness, than In the
country where our destiny lies.
"There would Indeed be cause for despair If we were not conscious that
the values that such a school as Kearsney teaches are much more than educational
ideas and rules of conduct. They are of course much more than that, for they
spring from a Christian humanism which until recently was the unchallenged
heritage of the peoples of Europe and of their descendants everywhere. We in
South Africa are but a twig upon a branch of that great tree; but every leaf is
important to the tree, and If one leaf withers, the whole organism must suffer.
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The values which that tradition embodies are today everywhere under
attack. They are openly attacked, and attachment to them is derided, by men
who have nothing of comparabie value to put in their place. We are asked to

sell our heritage for a mess of pottage that is not even of our own cooking. Our

answer to this must be plain and manly. With no desire to beiittle the traditions

and achievements of others, we shall continue to respect and safeguard our own,
not in any petty or vaingiorious spirit, but with the same piety as Aeneas showed
when he bore his aged father from the ruins of Troy. And like Aeneas, though
we join in the building of a new society, we shall never forget the debt that we

owe to our fathers and their fathers, or abandon the living tradition which they
have handed down to us.

"We have been told—and by a former Director of Education In Natal—that

^e study of the English classics—of Shakespeare and Wordsworth, Milton and
Dickens—is'die indoktrinasie van ons kinders met 'n buiteiandse kuituur'
the indoctrination of our children with a foreign culture." With all respect,
I must maintajn that this point of view Is totally unacceptable. The culture of no
mind is foreign to us—whether it be Shakespeare's or Coethe's or Moliere's.
And nothing of value that the English language has produced con be in any way foreign

to uSf whether we think of Milton or of Ma^ Twain, We are, and we must remain,
a branch of the world-wide community of English-speaking peoples, and our
children must learn to live out the values of that community with loyalty and
courage wherever they may be. Any other choice would be a mean-spirited
denial of the obligation that our very language lays upon us. The poet who
wrote the famous lines:

'We must be free or die, who speak the tongue
That Shakespeare spake, the faith and morals hold,
That Milton held."

this poet was not indulging in vague rhetoric. He meant

precisely what he said; that only at the price of self-betrayal can we deny what Is
enshrined in the very language that we speak.
Of course tradition is useless if It Is fossilised in school rules,the conventions
of the games fields, in the sacrosanct * classics'that we never read; it is worse

than useless If it is made the excuse for bombast, for prejudice against others,

for a narrow exclusiveness. The test of our schooling in values is in the immediate
detail of our living. The same poet who proclaims the obligation to be free
that I have quoted wrote also of:

* That best portion of a good man's life
His little, nameless, unremembered acts
Of kindness and of love ,..

* In other words, it is the detail of living, in the decisions that appear trivial,

that a man's whole being is formed, and his future changes of direction that make
a new man: but they are very rare, and usually they do not last. It is the small
but constant pressure of everyday living that forms the man. That is why Words
worth also wrote:

* And I might wish my days to be
Bound to each by natural piety'

Natural piety'—the phrase means much more than appears at first
sight. It recognises that training and habit, the slow growth of a man's mind
from day to day—that these are more Important than sudden conversions or
flashy new ideals. It is on this very belief that the whole tradition of such schools

as Kearsney is founded, and in a world which increasingly worships money, power,
the State, and whatever is new and untested, we have more need than ever of

the good sense that lives by * natural piety '. Change there must be, and adap

tation to nsw conditions; there must be an adventurous acceptance of life. But

neither a civilisation nor a human character is credited overnight by any process yet
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patented: and in the difficulties that face any nation and any human being the best
foundation for courage is the piety that builds always on what is known and thoroughly
understood. It Is for this reason that I recommend to those who are leaving,
and to those who remain at school, a just respect for the traditions In which

they have been reared: and by this I mean not a blind and unthinking acceptance,
but by a serious and critical consideration of them. You do not keep up a tradi
tion by wearing an old school tie or by waving a flag or by boasting about cultural
achievements—you can only keep up a tradition by living It out, with'natural
piety ', In the day to day pattern of your lives.
"There is one point that I wish to add, as a word of personal advice to the school-

leavers. I remember being told at a school speech day that success was not really
important. In one sense, there is some truth in this. But in another sense it is com

pletely wrong. You must be good at your Job. Whatever it is, you must master it.
A man who does a job he despises, or does a job badly, is not a complete man. My
own experience convinces me that much of the meanness, malice, and hatred in the

world arises from the minds of men who have failed to master a serious profession,
have not become good lawyers, teachers, engineers, farmers, or even good shop-keepers.
It is from the ranks ofsuch men that the power-seekers of the modern world are drawn.

Having failed to achieve mastery in their profession, they seek mastery over other men.
The greatest danger to the modern world is the great number of politicians, organizers,
planners, administrators who, because they have no joy in an honest job of work effi
ciently done, seek instead the pleasure of organizing other people. Everybody is
capable of doing some job well: the great thing is to choose a profession that you are
going to be good at and enjoy. All else is a deception.

PRIZE LIST

Form I:
Form ii:

1st: A. P. Meyer. 2nd A. F. Zurcher. Neatness: P. B. Walsh.
Afrikaans: A. P. Meyer.
1st: A. C. Cantrell. 2nd R. A. Bouman. 3rd: E. A. P. Watson.
Neatness: R. A. Bouman. Afrikaans: A. C. Cantrell.

Form III:

1st: A. N. Chalmers. 2nd: J. C. Mulraney. 3rd: B. Martens.
Progress: T. C. Stokoe, M. G. Harvey. Industry: P. G. van Rooyen.
Afrikaans: T. R. Green.

Form IV: 1st: R. W.Simpson. 2nd: D. L. Pike. 3rd: B. G.Williams. Industry:
L. A. Pike.

Form V:
Form V:

Afrikaans: D. L. Pike.

1st: I. M. Chalmers. 2nd: D. B. Horner. 3rd: R. J. Robbins.
Industry: J. Shave. Afrikaans: D. B. Horner.
1st: J. R. Tedder. 2nd: M. D. W. Sllburn. 3rd: S. Cohen,
Industry: E, H. Besson. Afrikaans: D. Deenlk.

Subject Prizes:

Hindson Memorial Prize for Literature—Senior: M. D. W. Sllburn.
Junior: P. J. Reece.

Ben Milner Memorial Prize for Biology: A. R. Schruer.
Mathematics: J. R. Tedder
C. Moses

Latin: J. R. Tedder
A. Henderson

Biology and Geography:

Science: M. D. W. Sllburn

M' D. W. Sllburn.
Mus/'c—Senior: A. J. W. Hoad

J. R. Tedder
Art: F. C. Massam

—Junior: W. J. Hind

Modelling: M. G. Harvey
Pottery: L. B. H. Nightingale

Meritorious Service to School Societies: M. B. Swinton.

Inter-House Trophies
Scholastic: Glllingham.

Sports: FInnlngley.
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At the conclusion Mr. Oram, who was in good spirits because of
the air trip to England he was about to enjoy, very wittily thanked
Professor Durrant for his address, making pointed reference to the
fact that it was he who had moderated the English papers which

the boys had just taken. Making reference to the value or otherwise
of exams, he remarked that three influential and successful men on

the platform had been old pupils of his, none of whom had passed
their Matric.!

After the conclusion of Prize Giving, parents and friends

partook of tea in Pembroke House, and by 5 p.m. the school grounds
were deserted.

SCHOOL NOTES

Fears expressed in past years that South Africa is drying up
have certainly proved groundless. Botha's Hill has enough rain
to support the country. Of the last 36 days of term, we had rain
on 32. This washed out cricket, affected many functions, and had

only one virtue—more time for "swotting" and cool weather for
the examinations.

Talking of examinations, the Matric. and J.C. papers were either
more straightforward than usual, or our forms were better prepared.
Very few complaints were recorded, and we look for good results.
The rather sudden departure of Rev. and Mrs. J. V. Cantrell
has reference elsewhere in this issue. We were anticipating the
pleasure of Mr. Cantrell's very stimulating company for one year

more at least and his sudden removal came as something of a shock.
Our loss is Durban's gain. May we say how delightful it has been
to have with us for these three years a chaplain who could be gay
or serious as circumstances required, or who has done so much for
the spiritual life of the Circuit and of Kearsney in particuiar. We
wish him and his family much happiness in Durban.
We offer our congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Nel on the safe
arrival of son Etienne.

The death of Dr. D. G. Cherrington, on August 25th, after long
illness, came as a great sorrow to those many who knew him.
Throughout almost all our days at Botha's Hill Dr. Cherrington was
not oniy our medical adviser, but a very staunch friend of the school
and close personal friend of most of the staff. We shaii remember
a very kindly man, deeply respected and loved, and to his wife and

daughter we offer our sincere sympathies.
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A large crowd of well-wishers gathered to see Mr. and Mrs.
Oram off by plane to Italy and England on Sunday, December 9th.
This was a highly exciting moment, especially for the travellers!
They were in Rome almost within hours. By the time this Magazine
is in print, Mr. and Mrs. Oram will already have been back for some
weeks, back in the same old routine, but with wonderful memories—

and we are going to look forward to hearing all about the trip.
On August 2nd Mr. and Mrs. Wiebenga gave us a demonstration
of folk songs and dances, Mr. Wiebenga doing the talking, and
Mrs. Wiebenga the hard work. While travelling to all parts of
the world they had made a deep study of national dancing and their
production was an artistic and enjoyable one.
On September 13th, shortly after returning from the Springbok
Rugby Team Tour of New Zealand, Newton Walker, Kearsney
Old Boy, came to speak to us about the tour. As he had left New
Zealand less than a week previously, the details were very fresh in
his memory, and he gave us some very interesting glimpses of life
in the Antipodes, not to mention impressions of a very hard series
of Test Matches. The hospitality and friendliness of the people
made a deep impression on the players, no less than their singlemindedness in the matter of Rubgy football.
W. J. Hind won 2nd Prize for Piano Solo in the Eisteddford

(Under 14), playing Beethoven's Scherzando. For the second year
in succession P. Reece gained an essay award in a competition run

by the S.A. Navy League.
On October 29th Clare Tedder was married in the Kearsney
Chapel to Dr. Jacques Roussouw. A large number of Kearsney Staff
and other friends were present, and the reception was held in the
College Hall. We wish the newly-weds much happiness.
On December 26th a Kearsney Fifth Form Quiz team, consisting
of I. Chalmers, D. B. Homer, E. A. Hermanson, and R. N. Grafton,

visited Epworth and won a close contest by 43^ points to 43. We
should like to thank our sister school for their warm hospitality
for the evening.
CHAPEL NOTES

We are sorry to say farewell at the end of the year to our
Chaplain, the Rev. J. V. Cantrell, who is moving to Musgrave Road
Church in Durban. In the three years that he has been with us,
Mr. Cantrell has not only served us faithfully and well as a teacher
of the Scriptures but has also won our affection and our friendship
as a pastor and a counsellor. His wide human sympathies enabled
him quickly to get on even terms with boys and masters alike, and
we found him a companion who was good for the lighter moments
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as well as for the more serious ones. His work among us has been

much appreciated, and we wish him and his wife every happiness and
success in the new sphere to which they have been called.
The outstanding Service of the Second Half was the Remem

brance Sunday Church Parade. The Chapel was crowded beyond
capacity and many boys had to be moved from their pews and stand
in the side-aisles so that the great crowd of visitors who wished

to join us in our tribute could be seated. In addition to many Old
Boys, parents and friends, the Moths from the Hill Crest Shell Hole
and the members of the Pinetown Lodge of the Sons of England
Society also attended. The greater part of the offertory was given
to the Fund for the Relief of the Hungarian Refugees.

After the Service, the Cadets paraded in front of the Memorial
Pavilion, and this year two tributes were laid at the Plaque: the usual
one on behalf of the School by the Senior Student Officer, H. K.
Timm, and a second one on behalf of the Old Boys by the President

of the Old Boys' Club, Mr. L. T. Polkinghorne. We are very happy
indeed to include this additional tribute in the ceremony, and we

hope it will be continued in the future.
The Carol Service held on November 30th was much enjoyed

by another large congregation that filled the Chapel. The Choir
gave of their best and were in excellent form. Although it was not
yet December, they brought the spirit of Christmas very close to
all who heard them sing the simple story of the Christ-Child's
coming. We are grateful to them for all the hard work of pre
paration that this happy and successful evening involved. Those
who read the Scripture passages also deserve our thanks for their
clear enunciation and careful readings.

During the Fourth Term we were privileged to have a visit
from the Rev. E. Rogers, Secretary of the Christian Citizenship
Department of the Methodist Church in England. He spoke to
us in Chapel of his visits to the workers in the factories of England
and held our interest by his unusual story and the vigour and the
humour with which he toid it.

A fine Circuit Rally Service was held in the Chapel on September
30th, the Sunday after the School dispersed for the Michaelmas
holidays. Its purpose was to mark the close of the 150th Celebra
tions, and it was certainiy no anti-climax. A congregation of about
600 sang with joy and thanksgiving, and listened intently to an
inspiring address by the special preacher, the Rev. Leslie A. Hewson,
who came up from Grahamstown specially for the occasion.

Twelve boys were confirmed by the Bishop of Natal in the Chapel
of St. Mary's School, Kloof, in August. We offer our thanks to
the Vicar of Kloof, Archdeacon F. R. L. Brooke, for his work in

preparing them for this important advance in their spiritual life.
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Organ Recitals:
Autust 26th:

Mr. G. M. Oram.

Processional March of the Master-

singers (Wagner): Three Pieces from the Water Music Suite
(Handel); the "St. Anne" Fugue (Bach).
September 25th: Dr. Rupert Mayer (Organ) and Mr. Norman
Bailey (Baritone), both of Rhodes University: Fantasia in G
Minor (Bach); Toccata and Fugue in D Minor (Bach); a series
of songs by Mr. Bailey with an artistry that gave much pleasure.
October: Mr. G. M. Oram. Prelude and Fugue in C (Bach);
Trumpet Tune (Jeremiah Clarke); The Swan (Saint Saens);
Allegro (J. Stanley).

DIE WILDSBOUDJIE

Keen followers of sport often say that they would rather watch
schoolboy first elevens and first fifteens in action than adult teams.
Schoolboys have the benefit of youth and vigour, physical fitness,
and regular, hard training, which often more than compensate
for lack of wide experience. They play for fun, and can be watched
with pleasure ; the quality of their performance is usually good
by any standard.
Interest in schoolboy acting, however, Is, for obvious reasons,
generally confined to parents, friends and teachers. Schoolboys
lack the maturity and experience necessary for finished performances
on the stage. But there are still features of a school production
which make it well worth seeing. We all take delight in watching
a baby getting to its feet for the first time, its pleasure not unmixed
with aprehenslon. On a school stage we are often watching boys
undertaking a new experience, and tasting and enjoying the thrill
of the novelty. When, as in "Die Wlldsboudjie," the novel experi
ence for most of the cast was not only of being on the stage, but of
speaking Afrikaans on the stage, apprehension might quite easily
have clutched the audience. But it didn't. For within a few minutes

of the rise of the curtain the audience gave itself up to the sheer

enjoyment of a funny play confidently handled. Handicapped, as
many of the audience were by an unfamlllarlty with Afrikaans,
they were nevertheless kept well informed of the progress of the
intricate plot by the competent acting of the cast.
The Dramatic Society has worked hard in the last few years,
and"Festlna lente"has not been its motto, but It was a bold venture

to tackle the production of a fell-length Afrikaans play. Nobody
could have been better fitted to the difficult task than Mr. Burger.
Every detail of the production bore the marks of painstaking
thoroughness which made a considerable measure of success
inevitable.
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The play is a complicated and improbable story of poachers
hoist with their own petard, complete with romantic happy ending.
Dudley Thompson, as Oom Sarel du Plessis, made a dignified farmer
of the old school, with Ian Chalmers as his charming but slightly
jittery daughter. Her romantic attachment, Wynand Potgieter,
was played by Robert Hagemann, who needed no help from the
make-up to set the female hearts fluttering. The other eventuallyhappy pair were Elsa Meiring (Roger Grafton), and Konstabel
Pieterse (Jonathan Lowe) whose romantic blendings bore tribute
to the hercuiean efforts of the producer, but still succeeded in
evoking more mirth than sighs. Emil Coetzee had the advantage
of greater fluency in Afrikaans, and gave a really vigorous and con
vincing performance as Oom Abel Potgieter. The most amusing
performance, though bordering at times on farce, was Peter Immelman's interpretation of the bywoner. Doors Visagie. More than
any of the others, he threw himself with gusto and delight into his
part. Dudley Homer's performance as Ds. Compel was, on the
whole, the most impressive. His humour was more restrained,
his speaking and acting deliberate and well controlled. Derek
Cohen made a much too brief appearance as Katryn the native maid.
High praise must also be given to the set, the costumes, and
the lighting. This is the first full interior set we have had recently,
and was executed with most pleasing attention to detail. Too often
interiors are spoilt by shabby props or by makeshifts, but in this
nothing had been forgotten to make a comfortable and unobtrusive
background to the action.

Everyone concerned in the play, whether as actor, stage-hand,
or producer, knew the enjoyment which comes of hard work crowned
with success. The audience enjoyed it too. That is as it should be,
for the first aim of art is to give pleasure. Everyone learnt something
from it, and that also is as it should be, because art gives greater
understanding.
The Kearsney College Dramatic Society has had quite an exciting
past, and should have an interesting future to which we eagerly
look forward.

R.R.S.
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TROPHIES

Scholastic Trophy

1st Gillingham
2nd Pembroke

3rd Finnlngley

53.1%
51.0%
49.4%

LEADING SCORERS

Gillingham

Finnlngley

6S

Perry, D. H

62

S?
S?

Chambers, B. S

SO

7S

Chalmers, 1. M

76

49

Brown, P. L

4.T

66

Wepener, M. J
Simpson, R. W

Allen, L. A.

6?

SS

Pike, D. L
Nalson, S. M

76
71
SO

Forbes, B. W

SI

41

Pfuhl, W

SO

41

Mulraney, J. C

67

Chalmers, A. N. . 78

Hulett, J. R

67

Crickmay, J. M

SS

Koopal, G. J

56

Tedder, J. R.

67

VIb

Gage, A, C

,S3

Va

Robblns, R. J..

66

Vb

Spargo, D. G..

4R

IVa

Reece, P. J

IVb

Roberts, B. S.
Colllngwood,

IVc

G. J
Ilia
lllb
Ilk
lla

Pembroke

Silburn, M. D
Besson, E. H
Halnes, J. M
Homer, D. B

via

Woods, D. R.. 66
SI
Faick, O. R
V. Rooyen, P. G.56
Cantrell, A. C. 87
Bouman, R, A. RS

lib

Mackay, M. J..

69

1

Barker, G. S.

68

None

Watson, E. A. P

74

Wooller, K. J.

72

Arnold, P. H
Zurcher, A. F.

6.S

Henley, R. G
Meyer, A. P.

68

76

86

Sports Trophy

Rugby

Cricket

1st XV
2nd XV
Colts
1st XI
2nd XI
Colts

Athletics
Swimml ng

Shooting Senior
Junior

F.

G.

6
3
3
10
4
2
20
16
0
2

6
6
6
5
4
2
10
8
3
4

P.
6
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
6
0

No competition

Tennis

Total

66
157

54
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GILLINGHAM HOUSE NOTES

Housemaster: Mr. V. L. Clegg.
Assistant: Mr. R. Rutherford-Smith

Head Prefect: C. C. Foxon.

Prefects: D. W. Benporath, E. H. Besson, D. Deenik, P. R. Russell.
The purpose of these notes, which are written annually, is to
recall the highlights of the year. Without doubt one of the out
standing features and indeed the greatest highlight has been the
happy atmosphere which has been prevalent. This is in part due
to the high calibre of the prefects who shared their responsibilities
and performed their duties in a quiet and effective manner under
Foxon, who at all times displayed good qualities of leadership.
The sixth formers, after an absence of several years in Milner

House, have made their reappearance, and this year they have set

a high standard and have contributed in full towards the fine tone.
The old sick-bays have become available as studies and the kitchenette
a place where only recipes of school-boy ingenuity are invented and
tried.

We welcome Pembroke House in the competitive field of schol
astic, cultural and sporting activities. The fact that contests are
now triangular makes for keener competition.

It is pleasing to record that there is greater interest in things
cultural and all societies are well supported. Our outstanding
achievement has been the winning of the Scholastic Trophy, which is
an innovation in the life of the School. We congratulate those

boys who were responsible for Gillingham's name to be inscribed
first on this Trophy.

Prime Minister Deenik, although at times completely over

whelmed by Opposition argument, has led his Government well,
his dry humour playing a big part in overcoming attacks by members
on the Opposition Benches.

Among the dramatis personae of"Extracts from Shakespearean
Plays," names of Gillingham boys are prominent and almost the entire
cast of the Afrikaans play,"Die Wildsboudjie",was drawn from here.
The Junior Debating Team gave Pembroke a good run for their
money in the Inter-House Debate. We congratulate Mudie on
winning a book prize for an essay competition organised by the
Netherlands Embassy in Pretoria, and Lefson for receiving special
recognition for loyal services rendered to the Choir over a period
of years.
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We congratulate Finningiey on their narrow win In the Athletic

Sports and In the Swimming Gala, but record with pride that a large
number of Trophies were won by members of this House. In both
these Competitions, Gllllngham came second—a well-justified
position on the list. Gllllngham had the honour this year of having
Sllburn as Athletic Captain. This was a popular and well merited
nomination. Sllburn and Groom gave good accounts of themselves
at the Durban Districts Athletic gathering. Special mention In
Swimming must be made of Arnold who came second in the Under

14 Inter-Provlnclal diving championships earlier In the year. We
were well represented In the School's Xl's and XV's. Michael

Hulett received the coveted trophy for the " best sportsman of
the year ". Congratulations, too, on his captaincy of an excellent
First XI. The Derek Robblns Cup for Inter-House Shooting was
won by Pembroke. This Is a most elusive trophy for Gllllngham,
but we managed to regain second position. Congratulations to
the Junior Team who did splendidly In this competition.
Drum-major McKeown worked hard and deserves praise for
welding his band Into a small and efficient unit.
Our bill of health this year has been excellent and our thanks

go to Sister Brechln and Sister Anderson (In the Sanatorium) for
their unfailing care of our health. We record a special vote of
thanks to Mr. Rutherford-Smlth who on many evenings during the
year has read to the Juniors, prior to"lights out ". Mr. RutherfordSmlth has In no small measure contributed to the delightful atmos
phere In the House. Mr. Storm acted as Housemaster during my
absence on long leave and Is to be thanked for effectively carrying
on the traditions of Gllllngham.

To these lads who leave us at the end of this year we wish
"God Speed "and every success In the years that lie ahead:—
Benporath, Besson, Black, Coetzee, Cohen S., Deenik, Foxon, Garnett

(left In March), Halnes J. M., Henderson A., Horner M. R. (left in
June), Kukle, Lamb, Langton, Lefson, Macdonald, Pitts, Richards,
Russell, Sheasby, Wade.
V.L.C.
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FINNINGLEY PHANTASY

Fortune smiled upon our sporting activities this year. We
won the Swimming Gala, the Annual Athletic Sports, and the
Inter-House Cricket; the Rugby honours we shared. Our efforts
were characterised by the more enthusiastic part played by all

members of the House; this was most gratifying. We relied less
upon a few star performers than in the past, which is as it should be.
The honours in the new academic award for corporate House
effort went to Gillingham. We congraulate them. Finningley
came a poor third. We congratulate Robin Tedder who is Dux
for 1956 and prizeman in Latin, Mathematics and Physical Science.
We are no worshippers at the Shrine of Sport. It is a poor and a
false philosophy which maintains that he who is good at sport is,
ipso facto, weak academically. Excellence in games can, and should,
go with greater effort, and success in work. We all remember
Spud Ryan. Our pride in his achievements is the greater now we
learn that he has been awarded a Chamber of Mines Scholarship
to study metallurgy at the University of the Witwatersrand. Ryan's
successes in sport have not blinded him to the more rewarding prizes
to be won in the academic world.

We are happy to have a portrait of J. J. Crookes, Esq., the
donor of Finningley House. It hangs in a place of honour here. It
was a great pleasure and honour to have a visit from Mr. and Mrs.
Crookes on Speech Day.
This year we were particularly well served by our prefects,
Murray, Robb, Timm, H., and Voysey. The happy and successful
year we enjoyed was in no smail way due to Timm's ieadership.
He puts his duty first.
Our health record this year was exceptionally good. Mrs.
Sambrook continues to nurse us, indeed, often to spoil us with her
kindnesses. We are grateful to her for all she does. We hope that
MacFarlane will return to us in the new year compietely restored to

health after his serious operation. We are happy to hear he is
making good progress.
We welcomed Mr. Quarmby back after Michaelmas. He looks
"reet champion!" He and Mr. Glass do much to maintain the happy
atmosphere here.

The following played in the School 1st XV, Timm, H., who was
captain. Craven, Gage, Neiems, Newlands, Robb, Tedder and
Whittle. Cole, Hagemann, R., Murray and Timm, H. were members
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of the 1st XI. Robbins, Spargo, and Walker represented Durban
Schools In Athletics in a team of which Spargo was captain.
The following leave us this year: Bate, Baynash, Brand, Craven,
Gage, Hoad, Holme, Joubert, McDougall, Millar, Murgatroyd, Murray,
Robb, Simpson, Tedder, Timm, H., Timm, R. and Whittle.
Some go into the world to follow their chosen careers, some to
train themselves further in their life's work. To all we wish God

Speed and true success in life. We hope that their years in Finningley will have helped them to value those things in Life in which
real success lies—truth and honesty, fearlessness and justice,
humility and kindliness.
KEARSNEY PARLIAMENT

August 24th;

"That the Government is not doing sufficient

to combat juvenile delinquency." Proposed by
the Leader of the Opposition (D. Winder).
Motion carried.

August 31st;

Debate against Durban City Parliament, "That
South Africans give too much time and thought
to Politics and Sport." Proposed by Kearsney.

September 21st:

"That the Government has taken insufficient

Motion won.

steps to meet the ever-increasing shortage of

man-power in the public service." Proposed
by the member for Hermanus (D. B. Homer).
Motion carried.

October 19th;
November 2nd:

Triangular Quiz. 1st, Cross-benches, 2nd,
Opposition, 3rd, Government.
"That South Africa should have separate states
for white and black." Proposed by the Minister
for Native Affairs (A. J. W. Hoad). Motion
carried.

Meetings were interfered with by other activities, but those
which were held showed that some of the more regular speakers
are developing an outstanding skill in oratory, notably, perhaps,
D. Winder and S. Cohen, both of whom may be taking up Law and
will find this Parliamentary experience invaluable. Towards the

end of the year it was noteworthy that more and more of the junior
cross-benchers were keen to join in the discussions. The main
event of the half year was the defeat of the Durban City Parliament,
referred to elsewhere. This was a most enjoyable evening, and our
success by no means undeserved.

We offer our best wishes for the oratorical future ofthose many
of our members who are leaving us. Our thanks, too, to the ener
getic Minute-Secretary, A. Lefson.
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Debate with Durban Parliament

This was one of the highlights of the year, held on August 31st.
The motion before the House was:"That the average South African
devotes too much time and thought to politics and sport."
it was proposed by the Kearsney team: S. Cohen, D. Winder,
P. Baynash, and D. Deenik. The Durban City Parliament team
consisted of Messrs J. R. C. Mackey, Fred Eyies, Edmund Bentley,
and Major J. E. W. Beyer.
The panel of Judges consisted of Messrs H. Makepeace (Editor
of the Sunday Tribune) (Chairman), K. W. Sutler Gore (Publicity
Officer and ex-Speaker to the Durban Parliament) and G. M. Gram.
The difference in composure and stage-craft between the two
teams was apparent at once. This was ail a matter of experience
and practice. Experienced debaters from the Province's leading
Debating Society were pitted against schoolboys. They spoke

firmly and confidently, they declaimed, and certainly Mr. Bentley,
who had been English master at a well-known English Public School,
had a facility with words which we could not begin to match. But
the real point was: did they say anything? One remembers the
advice of the famous late Dr. Spurgeon:"When your argument Is
weak, shout and thump the pulpit."

This was a case of David and Goliath. The smooth pebbles
of the school team were hurled with unerring aim against the roaring
might of Goliath, and with the same result.
It was clear that the school team had thought their arguments

out concisely and had arranged them cohesively, and all four spoke
with humour. In particular they were in touch with their audience,
as the school reaction showed. In the case of the visitors one felt

that too little time and thought had been given to the substance,
and too great reliance placed upon spontaneous oratory. The

judges were not to be hoodwinked by this. They awarded the
victory to Kearsney by 292 points to 272.
This was indeed a triumph—to defeat the Durban City Parlia
ment. But as the Chairman of the Judges' panel said, speeches
must contain substance as well as oratory; they should not
be directed above the intellectual level of the listeners; without

contact with the audience, a speech has no persuasiveness.

For those who hope in the future to convince by debating, this
was an excellent illustration of the value of thorough preparation.
J.F.R.
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AFRIKAANSE VERENIGING

Alhoewel bywoning van vergaderings vrywillig is, het die vol-

gende lede van die vereniging alle vergaderings gedurende die jaar
bygewoon:—

Mayne, K. van Eeden, F. van Eeden, Crewe, C. Meyer, C.
Newlands, D. Deenik, L. Fisher.

Ons si dankie vir julie volgenswaardige voorbeeld. Mooi so!

En onthou ons maak staat op julle getroue bendetjie vir voigende
jaar.

Program vir tweede halfjaar:—
I September: Debat: ,, Dat beroepsboks verban moet word."
26 Oktober: Debat: ,, Dat Johannesburg 'n beter piek as
Durban is."

9 November: Onvoorberelde Toesprake.
G.E.B.

CHOIR

The two big events of the Choir Year are the School Concert

and the Carol Service. After six months of fairly routine practice,
devoted to voice production, breathing, score-reading, and to the
welding of fifty singers into one, the latter half of the year sees
the pressure piled on and the polish applied.

It involved a lot of hard work, most cheerfully done. It has been
said that the perfection of a performance lies in the perfection of
detail, and for the personal satisfaction of the singers, as well as
the impact on the listeners, the choirmaster was relentless in his
insistence upon quality and co-ordination! The result was ail
very satisfying, and the training involved will last a lifetime.

For the Concert we thought that for the first time on record

we were to see the dry season through, and at noon the sky was clear
and the temperature near 90". But the storm broke in mid-after
noon, and as usual the Concert coincided with the start of the rains.

A deluge, coupled with the usual thick mist, kept many friends
away, but we were delighted with the number who did turn up.
The concert was repeated in the Kloof Hall, but difFiculties over
seating and staging made the result less effective.
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The Carol Service found the Chapel full, as usual, and the choir
created the traditional Christmas atmosphere with its rendering
of carols, both old and new. Rev. J. V. Cantrell ably conducted

the services—almost his swan-song—and Mr. G. M. Oram rendered
most appropriate selections on the organ. Lections were clearly
and confidently delivered by selected boys.
Programme

Opening Hymn: O come, all ye faithful
Carols:

Prayer.
God rest you merry.
Good King Wenceslas.

Lection:
Carols:

Luke I, 26-33 (Gabriel).
There came three kings.

Lection:

Luke II, 1-7 (The Birth).

Carols:

Unto us is born a Son.
Good Christian men, rejoice.

What child Is this?

Hymn:

Hark, the herald angels sing.
Sermon.

Lection:
Carols:

Luke II, 8-14 (The Angels).
Shepherds, shake off your sleep.
Wassail Song.
Matt. 1-2, 7-11 (The Wise Men).
Nazareth.

Lection:
Songs;

The Gift.

Hymn:

Still the night.
Benediction.

It is fitting to pay tribute to those who have served the choir
for so long, and especially to the following who have been members
for six years almost without a break: M. B. Swinton, T. A. Polklnghorne, H. Timm, A. W. Lefson. Others have served for four years.

We hope that the experience and fun they have had will be an abiding
memory, and that they will use their talent in wider fields now that
they have left.
J.F.R.
The Choir Concert

15th September
PROGRAMME

The Merriest Fellows (Gondoliers) G. & S.
Piano Solo: Scherzando: Beethoven

Passing By: Purcell
Four Jolly Sailormen: German

Full Choir
W. J. Hind
Full Choir
...T. and N. Polklnghorne,
G. Groom, D. Thompson

...C.

Cherry Ripe: Horn

Knightsbrldge, C.

Edwards, C. God beer,
C. M. Anderson, M. and
D. Adams.
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Piano Solo: Grillen: Schumann

S. S. Keen

Down in a Flow'ry Vale: Festa
The Twin Duet: (The French Maid): Slaughter
The Merry Peasant: Schumann

Full Choir
R. and H. Timm

...J. Simpson, I. S. Mackay,
R. Lyne, J. Short, G.
Barker.

Piana items (I) Duet: Big Ben
(2) Duet: Minuet: Bach
(3) Trio: We Three Kings

G. Jones, J. Gebbie
M.and D. Adams

A. Zurcher, J. Gebbie,
J. Short.

Night Time on the Volga: (Andante Cantabile): Tchaikowsky ...
Full Choir
Philosophy: Emmell
J. Brown, D. Dale
Piano solo: Coleridge-Taylor, 3-4 suite
D. Pike
Good Night (Plantation Song): Gatty
Full Choir
Miserere (II Trovatore): Verdi
Full Choir
Duke of Plazo-Toro: (Gondoliers) G. & S.
.H. MIddleton, H. Beckett
W. Robb, J. Lowe.
piano solo: Crescendo: Per Lasson

A. Hoad

Gypsy Love Song: Herbert

.M. Swlnton, A. Hoad,
A. Lefson, with Choir.

In a Monastery Garden: Ketelby ...

Full Choir

"The value of a concert such as this lies in the preparation and
the rehearsals." Thus Mr. Reece in his introductory remarks
prior to the Choir Concert. An observation such as this may seem
commonplace, but it is good for us to be reminded occasionally
that a concert of this description does not spring overnight from

the conjuror's hat. It takes months of hard \work. "Each song,"
as Mr. Reece further reminded us,"sung at least fifty times during
the preceding months." What the audience hears on the night
of the performance is the result of all the preparation: the success
of the evening will depend upon the ability of the choir members
to co-operate, and upon—may I say it?—the teamwork.
The last may seem a trite remark, but it indicates what was best
In this concert. A choir does not need individual singers to be of

a high standard. In fact, individually they may have no singing
voices of which to speak. The ability to make a pleasing and joyful
noise in combination is what a choir needs.

And I think that the

Kearsney choir succeeded well in this essential. The Miserere from
Verdi's opera, "II Trovatore", however much over-ambitious the

choir may have thought itself, was, for this very reason, the most
pleasing item. So, too, could one enjoy the renderings of the
ever-popular"Passing By,""In a Monastery Garden," and"Andante

Cantabile". The choir handled well the chorus of the lovely
"Gipsy Love Song" by Victor Herbert.
All of which Is in ungrudging praise. On the debit side there
are various items to enter. The harshness and lack of musicality
of the tenors and basses spoilt " Merriest Fellows" and "PlazaToro". R. Timm's voice is too powerful against that of H. Timm,
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although this, perhaps, served to contrast"The Twins". Among
the trebles one could see many boys singing with gay abandon.

Yet in the duets they became tight-lipped youngsters who were
determined to appear like ventriloquists. Nerves, I dare say.
Finally, cannot something be done about the position of the piano?

One does not like to watch the back of a pianist while he is rendering
a solo, however much this may be the best angle from which to
conduct the choir. And 1 am sure that any performer dislikes
showing his back to the audience.
So there we have it. Mr. Reece is to be congratulated, not only
on what he has done with the choir, but also for his able accompani

ment, at the piano. The choir itself is to be thanked for a pleasant
evening's entertainment.

®

S.G.

PIANO PERSONALITIES

Whatever might be said about Finningley's two pianos in one

study—hearing"sound and sweet airs"twice over, or having one's
suffering doubled!—it certainly gives an ideal opportunity in en

semble playing for the more talented pianists and an introduction
to a new field of piano music. There is no better way of proving
the strength or weakness of one's time and rhythm, of imitating

good phrasing, or of teaching the relative importance of theme and

accompaniment, than by playing with another instrumentalist.
At present, there are a number of promising pianists in the
school, and of these only A. Hoad, and J. Sheasby are leaving us.

Hoad, especially, has made great strides as a soloist and we hope
to hear more about his playing later on. C. Coggin and P. Reece
are also doing advanced work with credit; the former, Beethoven,

Haydn, and Mozart Sonatas, and latter Chopin and the Mozart
Sonata for two pianos. Not far behind are D. Pike and C. Keen and
and J. Hind; then we come to an "outsider", B. Roberts, who has

not been in the race very long but has already narrowed the gap

appreciably. All these boys have talent enough to do very well

If they are prepared to work more and more, and it is hoped that
an even higher standard will be attained by the end of next year.

®

R.Q.

Mr. GROGAN CANEY'S CONCERT

Saturday, November 17th
What better relief from a succession of tedious American films

than a live Saturday evening concert of this kind! Arias, Lieder,
humorous songs, popular songs, folk-songs, and instrumental solos,

all made enjoyable by pleasant personalities on the stage and, for the
most part, a high standard of performance.
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This Is written in appreciation of the contributions of each
member of the party, but it would be artificial unless the writer
made mention of the items that pleased him most. First of all,

the 'cello solos. It requires plenty of skill to make a solo stringed
instrument satisfying to an audience, but to captivate an audience
of boys demands skill of a high degree, coupled with the interpre
tation of an artist who delights in his instrument. Mr. Roy Carter
has these qualities and they were nowhere more apparent than in
the delightful Rondo of Boccherini and the "undying" Swan.
It was good to hear Robin Dolton, an old boy and ex-choirmember, singing so well after only a short period of training as a
soloist, and Miss Loudon, who again gave much pleasure at the piano,
especially with the Mendelssohn "Rondo Capriccioso" which
Is ideally suited to her bright technique.

The singers were many and varied and space does not allow
mention to be made of their individual contributions, but our sincere

thanks go to them all and to Mr. Caney for organising a fine concert
and providing us with a delightful evening's entertainment.
R. Q.

VARIETY CONCERT

The concert provided by Applesammy and Naidoo and their
party gave us one of the most hilarious evenings we ever remember
and by the end of three hours the audience were more exhausted

than the artists. We were fortunate enough to have Kempton
Oliver as compere, and his exhaustless fund of dry humour had the

hall rocking. "Taiking of rocking," he said,"I had to go to gaol
for rocking my wife to sleep—you should have seen the size of the

rock. They told me that anything I said would be held against me.
I said Marilyn Monroe, but they took no notice." So the patter
went on all night. Applesammy (Ray Rich) and Naidoo (Dusty
Cracknell) put over their usual Indian scenes, their songs, and their
piano duets, at which Mr. Cracknell excelled. There was a slick

conjuring show, too. But the star of the evening was Mr. Rich's

son, Graham, who, with the help of a concealed gramophone, put
on an amazing demonstration of miming. His split-second timing,

facial and bodily distortion, brought down the house, especially
with his Figaro and with his portrayal of an operatic soprano. For
good measure he gave us Johnny Ray. This was the cleverest item
of its kind we have ever seen. Leslie Lester, plus accordian and
voice, completed the bill and proved exceedingly popular. It is

questionable whether Botha's Hill has had such a noisy evening
since the brontosaurus gave vent to its wrath in Jurassic days.
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ART AND CRAFTS

The arranging of the end-of-year Exhibition in the Library
was a happy climax to a successful year's work. Enthusiastic volun
teers busies themselves with pictures, posters, pottery, Christmas
cards and Christmas table decorations.

Interesting arguments

were overheard here and there as to the best place for some special

piece and numerous people who wandered in to look round often
joined in, many of them students of previous years whom we were

glad to see. Mrs. Vere-Davies (Miss Desseiss), Miss Garland and I
enjoyed the proceedings as much as the boys did. Two heroic
boys undertook to check up the names on the over 300 exhibits
with many groans at the carelessness of some people who cannot
remember the complete uselessness of mere initials. Mr. Tom
Metcalf and his Hobbies boys brought some excellent table lamps,
bowls, book-ends and book-shelves done in the carpentry workshop,
which were so good that we hope to have many more next year.

When everything was arranged, including a series of thirty-minute
sketches in greasy crayon, decorating the stairs, and entitled
"Safety First"—definitely hair-raising—one could realize that a

steady improvement is taking place. Most of the boys have found
some particular interest, after some trial and error, and are taking
their own individual line, with a very satisfying result. The Natal
Schools Art Competition stimulated interest both as an incentive
to work for it (giving us the mid-year exhibition pictures to select

from) and as an inspiration when seeing the output of other schools.
John Gebbie's "Market Scene" and M. Le Lievre's "Abstract Pat

tern" received Highly Commendeds, as also a pottery bowl by
A. K. Preston, in the Crafts Exhibition. Pottery by R. G. Wilkins
and others and clay models by M. Harvey were also on view.

School prizes for Art and Pottery were awarded as follows :—
Art : F. C. Massam.

Modelling: M. Harvey.
Pottery: L. B. H. Nightingale.
Christmas cards for the Headmaster's Competition numbered

about 160, mostly original designs in lino and scraper board.
Headmaster's Prize : D. G. N. Dale—Form IIB.

Form Prizes : I. S. Mackay (Lino)—Form IIA.
G. R. Stead (Scraper).
J. S. Lacey (Scraper)—Form MB.
D. Adams (Lino)—Form I.
C. E. Knightsbridge (Scraper)—Form I.

Boys attending the Art Department this year numbered 103,
being Forms I and II and some older boys attending Extra Art up
to and including Vth Formers.
STELLA LUTLEY.
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The Pottery Section, without a doubt, has Improved tremend
ously during the past year and the boys have put In some hard and
conscientious work. This was proved by the many pieces of pottery
exhibited in the Library, on Prize-Giving Day, both hand-built
and thrown. It is most inspiring to see such keenness among the
boys. Michael Harvey continues his interest In modelling and won
the modelling prize for the third time.
M. VERE-DAVIES.

DIE AFRIKAANSE KAMP

Na twee jaar is daar weer vir ons vanjaar in Oktober 'n Afrikaanse Kamp op Scottburgh gereel. Ons het dit baie geniet en
teen die end van die week het ons dit baie makliker gevind om
Afrikaans te praat, dit was nie meer iets vreemds nie.
Ons kamp het bale kleurvol vertoon onder die plesangbome
want daar was geel, groen, bruin en wit tente. Die teekamer op
die strand het ons weer baie goeie etes verskaf wat opgehelder Is
deur „ Sadies Shawl" op die speelkas.
Die aande is meestal gesellig om die kampvuur en In die groot
tent deurgebrlng. Sondagaand na godsdiens het ons krokodilstories gehoor; Maandagaand het 'n paar sopranos kom help sing;
Dinsdagaand het die bloskoopsitplekke besonder sag gevoel; Woensdagaand Is weer bale stories vertel en Vrydagaand was dit ons afskeldspartytjle In die vorm van 'n braalvlels.
Ons waardeer Rev. en Mev. Cantrell en ons hoof se besoeke

bale. Ons was bale aangenaam verras toe ons slen dat Mnr. Osier
en Anthony begin tent opslaan en gereedmaak om te oornag. Ons
hoof het alles met ons gedeel, behalwe die harde grond want hy
was slim genoeg om 'n voubed saam te bring, en het die volgende
more, tydens ons rugbywedstryd op die strand, die eer gehad om
die eerste te wees om in die rivier te val. Hierdie georganlseerde
spele op die strand het groot byval gevind en gehelp om moee
llggame met die grond te versoen. Mnre Glass en Quarmby was
ander besoekers en ,, Bonzo ", 'n groot vriendelike bond met 'n
besondere voorliefde vir 'n dunloplllo matras, was 'n gereelde
kosganger.
Die paddamanne het dit vanjaar ongelukkig getref maar die
hengelaars met stok en katrol het die kafee se yskas goed gelaal.
Ons het gesien hoe 'n agpond kabeljou 'n seun se oe kan laat rek en
horn agteruit teen 'n sandkop uit kan laat draf met die geleende
visstok styf vasgeklem.
Ons dank aan ons onderwysers, Mnre. Storm en Viljoen, vir
'n baie aangename vakansie.
DIE SEUNS
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Ons stem saam dit was vir ons ook baie aangenaam om vanjaar

met julle te kamp. Daar het 'n baie goele gees geheers; 'n vriendelike gees van samewerking en kameraadskap. Ons Innlge dank
ook aan die persone wat ons met vervoer en op ander manlere
gehelp het.

J.W.S.

THE YACHT CLUB

The club has of necessity been a little static towards the end
of this year owing to examinations. However, regular meetings
were held in the third term.

Members have been studying yacht racing rules with the use of
models and we were fortunate enough to have a lecture on racing
and tactics by Mr. Rupert Ellis Brown who with Mr. Storm gave up
an evening in order to impart some of his knowledge to us.
We should also like to extend our thanks to Mr. Neill and Mr.

Cramb for the keen interest taken by them in the club and for the
help they have given us.

For some time we have been pondering over the question of
building boats at the College and now, as Mr. Whittle has very kindly

offered to lend us a mould, we shall soon be turning out moulded

plywood " Finns " from our workshop. We shall be able to make

a start in February next year.

A further step in the progress of our club Is the introduction of
Inter-school yacht racing to Durban. We hope that this will be

an annual event. Unfortunately owing to polio precautions we
were not able to enter a team as we originally planned to do.

The club's activities for the year concluded with a trip to Durban
Bay on November 28th. A strong wind prevented saiiing, but owing
to the generosity of Mr. Shave we were able to spend a most en
joyable afternoon on his launch " Viking ".

Last but by no means least we should like to thank Mr. Osier
for the effort he has put into organising our club functions this year.
M.S.
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TUCK SHOP

The Tuck Shop records another successful financial year. The
credit balance on the 1st February when the new School year com
menced, stood at £30. The accumulated profits at the end of the
year now stand at £149 IBs. 6d. It Is proposed that these profits
be disbursed as follows:—

Donations to each of the Houses—Flnnlngley

£10

Gllllngham

£10

Pembroke
Junior House

£10
£10

Gift to Library for purchase of new books
£15
Donations to K.C.O.B.C. (£20 towards reduction
of debt on pavilion and £15 to a fund for the con

struction of squash courts)
£35
During next year additional seating accommodation, chairs

and tables, will be provided, which will add considerably to the
comfort of the boys during their leisure moments spent In the
Pavilion.

A loyal band of assistants has made the task of running the Tuck
Shop an easy one. I record my thanks to these boys: Harvey
(three years of service), Talmage-Rostron, Dewls, Molyneux,
Chalmers (Andrew), Fisher (pseudo-managlng-dlrector) and Millar.
A special word of thanks goes to Mr. Storm who took charge
of the Tuck Shop during my absence on leave.
V. L. C.

CONFESSIONAL

God of our weather, known of old.
Lord of our mist-clad Botha's Hill,

Beneath whose raging hand are rolled
The clouds and rainstorms at their will—

Lord of our climate, spare us yet.
Lest we get wet, iest we get wet.
The prospect of fine weather dies.

The sunshine and blue skies depart.
Away the morning's promise flies.
The rain and thunderstorms now start.

Lord of our climate, spare us yet.
Lest we get wet, lest we get wet,
Carols and concerts put their trust
At long long last, in weather fine.
For glorious dust that lies on dust.
For mooniight and for stars that shine.
For frantic hope and fooiish bet.

Let us repent—it's aiways wet.
Chorister.
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KILLER WHALE

I arrived at my fishing smack's mooring at the Strand at about five o'clock
on Sunday morning. It was very chilly, with a sharp breeze wafting across the
bay in stinging gasps.
The five members of my crew were already present. My brother Sarel,
who had arrived earlier than I, was already organizing the crew into activity, and
figures were scuttling across the deck.
I boarded the Savage (for that was my boat's name) and greeted everyone.
Then 1 breathed in the tangy air, revelling in the familiar saity fiavour that drifted
keenly into my nostrils. I looked up at the glittering stars hovering over us
like silent spectrums and thought how lucky I was to be alive. Merriment

flooded my senses, and I burst into song. I couid imagine the large amounts of
snoek which would literally beg us to be caught in our nets!
"How's the lumbago, old salt!" laughed Dumas, dragging a heavy net across
the deck.

"Fine, boy. And your missus?" I answered, pulling on a hefty mac.
Looking up, I thought I saw a number of clouds clustering in a heap in one
corner of the dark blue sky. They, too, seemed to be shivering from the cold
wind. A shooting star zipped with a flinging twist past my vision, to disappear
as suddenly as it had appeared. From one end of the bay to the other the silent
water was choppy, buffeting against an invisible force.
Sarel had a dreamy look on his face as he gazed unseeingly at the dawn.
I smiled to myself. "Thinking about Betty," I mused. Betty was his fiancee.
I could picture her fine face—oval and tanned with the smiling sun, large brown
eyes, jet black hair and a neat, smooth forehead. A petite nose, slightly tilted,
with a faint air of impertinence about it. Bright red, gay lips, always parted in
a friendly smile, showing the sparkling white teeth. This was Betty Delport,
daughter of Koos Delport, the tall big-boned man who was a member of my crew.
He had a weatherbeaten, brown face that was always grinning and laughing.
"He has the secret of a happy life," thought I, envying his joyous ruddy counten
ance. Although he had gone through much trouble in his sixty-four years, he
always emerged smiling, like a boat surrounded and tossed by fierce waves.
Then I looked at Johannes Dumas, my best friend. He was also a large man,
with strong, broad shoulders.
"Got everything?" shouted Sarel.

Dumas was a very temperamental sort of fellow, being liked only by those
who knew him well. I was one of the very few who did. He was a brave soldier
who had distinguished himself in the Second World War. He had got married
last year, and was a very happy man at home with his family.
The other two members of the crew were "Chummy" Zietsman and

"Paw-paw" de Vos, so named from his remarkable likeness to that fruit.
"Better have something to eat, old chap." Sarel grinned, and handed me
a few coarse, thick cheese sandwiches and a thermos flask containing hot coffee.

After i had hungrily demolished everything I went and fetched my fibre-glass rod.
I intended catching something big today, besides snoek. Red Roman, a striped
marlln perhaps!
The sun was shining brightly at us, its fiery red depths of scorching flame

shedding a blinding white light flashing on to the Savage's rugged surfaces.
By half-past two we had caught a fair amount of snoek and were fishing quietly
at anchor about ten miles from The Strand.
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The heat had lulled my thoughts into an opaque bliss, and basking in the sun
I was completely oblivious to everything around me. Something, however,
made me open one eye. I imagined I glimpsed something in the water, but
decided my eyes were playing tricks. The blue-crested swells were gently
sliding over each other, but there were no dark clouds in the smooth blue sky
and hardly a breeze was present to ruffle the surface of the water. Something
in me, however, sensed a tightening in the atmosphere, some eerie feeling which
made me apprehensive. There was dead silence on board the Savage which added
to the uncanny premonition.
"Hey, look!

A whale!"

I jerked myself upright. My crew were gazing at something about twenty
yards off in the water. Just a bulging lump of black.

"Must be a whale," said Delport,"looks big enough!"
"Expect it to be small?" asked someone sarcastically.
We ignored this retort and continued to watch. Then the whale surfaced.
I was so surprised that I stood up. It was tremendous! Feet and feet of what

looked like black rubber. But what was more was its evil and ugly appearance.
Glistening like a large glutinous toad it stared straight at us, its beady blue eyes
focussed on nothing. Its tailfin thrashed the water restlessly and effortlessly.
The whale suddenly shot a jet of water into the air which cascaded up to quite
a height before it spread and fell down on its back. It seemed to be enjoying this.
We were, anyway, and laughing out loud. Our biubbery friend was pleased with
his appreciative audience and "blew" again. This time the water shot even
higher. We laughed again.
Suddenly:"LOOK OUT! HE'S COMING FOR US!"

I felt a violent impact and a jarring crash. I dimly saw a huge spray of seething
water tumbling in turmoil around me, and felt the Savage lift clear of the water

like an angry horse bucking its rider. Then my mind reeled, spinning and twisting
like a piston. Pressing darkness flooded my senses.

The next thing I knew was that the icy cold water was digging me in the ribs,
and my legs were feebly treading water. I sank, but struggled up again, only
to have another wave submerge me. This time I swallowed half the ocean.

I gasped for breath, but only swallowed more water. I knew I was drowning
then.

I came to, finding a lifebelt around my waste keeping me afloat. I looked
around me. Sarel was treading water while putting on a lifebelt around his

waist. He saw me looking at him, and asked me whether I felt all right.
"Yes, thanks. But what on earth happened!" I blinked, for my eyes were
but of focus. I felt hysterical.
"Just as you were going under, Johannes grabbed you and fixed the lifebelt
on you."

I looked wearily around me. A few yards away I saw Koos Delport floating
in the water, and around him were also Johannes Dumas, Chummy and de Vos.
The Sovoge had turned turtle and seemed to be settling a few inches below the
surface of the water, which was now fairly calm. The poorSavoge was seriously
damaged. It seemed. A yawning hole on the bows stuck out like a cave in a
hillside.

"What happened!" I asked Sarel.

He looked surprised. "Thought you knew! The devil of a whale suddenly
rammed the boat. You went flying. We all jumped for it as the Savoge turned
over. The whale just disappeared. Wouldn't I like to get hold of it!"
Dumas shouted:"We can hold on to the boat now. She's settled."
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We swam towards it and we were soon all hanging on to the sides. You can

Imagine our desperate plight. There we were, hanging on a submerged boat for
dear life—a boat that might sink any moment, leaving us with no support what
soever. Already clouds were gathering In sullen clusters to the east, and a
lively cold breeze was flitting across the waves.
I felt terrible. I was cold and wretched and felt sick. I had received a sharp

bump just behind one of my temples which throbbed like a beating drum. Any
way, I reflected, I was lucky to be alive at all. If it hadn't been for Dumas ...
I caught his attention. "Thanks Johan ..."
"Forget it, it was nothing!"
This was the second time Johannes had saved my life. Up In Central Africa
I had been within an inch from death ...

"Look, Jan," Sarel noddel towards Koos Delport. The man didn't look

at all well. His bony face was as white as a sheet, his eyes as black as night.
Lips blue. He was gasping for breath.
Johannes said a few encouraging words to him, but Delport shook his old

head. He was shivering from the Intense cold and it looked as if he wouldn t
last out much longer.

Ten minutes later he suddenly slumped forwards Into the water before we
could stop him. He sank like a lump of lead.

"Goodbye to a brave man," I thought bitterly. After all these years of

disappointment and achievements, Koos had to die here In the open, cold ocean.
I bowed my head in reverence.

Soon the waves began to increase and we needed all our wits to prevent

them from dashing over our heads. Ten minutes later my body was numb with
the cold, stinging breeze, and I was finding it difficult to breathe. I relaxed my
hands slightly.

"Keep It up, Jan!" said Dumas to me cheerfully. His face was strained like
a whipcord, his lanky hair smothering his wet brow with trailing whisps.
Suddenly another wave broke over me. I was taken completely by surprise,
and I gulped In a vast quantity of the salty water. I came up, choking for breath.
I looked beside me, and received a stunning shock. My stomach turned cold
and beads of sweat squeezed from my forehead.
Johannes had disappeared.

Sarel was still clinging to the side of the submerged boat. He looked dis-

palrlngly at me. Zletsman and De Vos looked as If they were weakening rapidly,
especially Zletsman who was sobbing for breath.
The horror of it all struck me like a sledgehammer. My body was like a
chunk of frozen meat. So numb was It that I could hardly feel the burning cold.

My breathing was constricted and I had to suck In the air with sharp intakes.
My head was reeling.

Five minutes later a large swell engulfed us. When It had passed. Chummy
Zletsman was no longer hanging on. I caught a glimpse of a foot disappearing
in the subsiding waters, but that was all.

Soon I noticed that De Vos was dying. My brother and I, not wanting his

body also to be lost in the sea, found a strip of rope with which we fastened him
on to the boat. Soon he also died uncomplainingly.

It was nightfall. No ships were likely to be seen now. Any hope of rescue
I had originally possessed had flown away like a dove, and I resigned myself to
die In the cold. Sarel tried to keep up my spirits, but In vain.

Among other things I thought of the relations of those members of the crew
who had so tragically perished In the sea. I pictured Dumas again. I could
Imagine his strong, tanned face, his powerful character. How much he had been
through with me! But I was never to see him again. What a fatal end he had
met!
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My thoughts continued on all these lines that whole night, while the icy,
freezing blast gnawed into my flesh like a million leeches struggling for hot blood.
"Johannes! Look, a boat!" shouted Sarel the next day. He was almost
tearful with excitement.

I looked gloomily around, moving my creaking neck. But, Great Scott!

There WAS a boat, about two hundred yards away. Although I was a physical
wreck from the gripping cold I jumped up from the water. A bobbing boat was
puffing from the direction of Kalk Bay towards us.
"It's seen us!" I exclaimed.

Then the little fishing boat altered its coarse and disappeared over the
horizon.

The feelings with which we met this catastrophe are hard to describe. Our

hopes had soared right up to the crest of the wave only to be dashed down again.
My thoughts were now again concentrated on one thing—the agony writhing in
my limbs.

Sarel still tried to cheer me up, though. Nevertheless I wanted only one
thing, and that was to die out here In the vast, lonely ocean.
A couple of hours later I notices a little black speck in my vision. I pointed
it out to Sarel, thinking it might be a shark cruising towards us.
"By Jove! It looks like another boat!"

Suddenly I realised that it, like the previous one, could not see us, and would
sail away. A despondent sense of weariness crawled into my brain, dizziness
overcame me, and my head slumped downwards.

Sarel grabbed me. "Look, it's seen us!" he shouted, vigorously shaking me.
I opened my eyes. Yes, it had. It was coming at a good speed towards us,
and I could see little figures on the deck waving. But I didn't care. It was too

late now. I felt pleasantly drowsy. I slipped forward into glorious oblivion.
I came to sometime later. The first thing to meet my eyes was a tilting deck*

I was lying, covered with thick blankets, on the rough boards of a fishing smack*
I looked up. The beautiful blue sky was shining down at me, its deep colour act"
Ing like a tonic on my senses. Relief surged through my body. A numb sleepi
ness overcame me and soon I was dead to the world.

C. CCGGIN (Va)

THE CRICKET TOUR OF EAST GRIQUALAND

For the past two years we have travelled to Grahamstown where we have
had two very successful cricket tours. This year the First Eleven was invited

by the East Griqualand Cricket Union to tour that part of the country during the
Michaelmas holidays. We accepted the invitation with alacrity.
Our fixtures were arranged by an Old Boy, Mr. Dyson, who lives in Kokstad.
At eight o'clock on Monday, 1st October with the sun shining brightly we
left Durban in the school bus bound for Creighton, picking up the Maritzburg
contingent at Umlaas Road.

It was pleasant travelling through what was for most of us new country.
The conversation flowed steadily and the miles were soon eaten up. At about
twelve o'clock we stopped in front of a small tearoom in Ixopo. We all climbed
out to have a drink and stretch our legs. From Ixopo we turned off the tarred
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road on to a gravel one. After twenty-two miles of dust we reached Crelghton
and this was the worst part of the journey, for the dust poured in on all sides.
At about one o'clock we came to a halt in front of the Creighton Hotel.

We off-loaded our baggage and said goodbye to our bus which returned to school.
After a very satisfying lunch, the team was split into groups, each group going to
a different person's home. I was fortunate enough to go to the farm of a Kearsney
boy where we spent the afternoon riding his horses and swimming in the local
stream.

On Tuesday we played Creighton and recorded our first win. The match was
played on a gravel field which was something new for us. In this match we had
the pleasure of playing against Mr. Eric Eaglestone who has since recorded a
century for Natal. We were lucky enough to get him out for a little over fifty
runs.

The following day we were taken in a number of cars to Harding over another
dusty road. We played on another gravel field and managed to beat Harding.
We had one strong supporter at this game in the person of Mr. Frank Beckett,
an Old Boy. He came to a number of our matches and it was a pleasure to see
an Old Boy's tie in our midst. Wednesday night we spent in Harding.
We were up bright and early the next morning as we had to travel forty
miles through the mountains to Kokstad. The weather was unsettled as we left
but as we approached Kokstad it cleared. The game against Kokstad proved to
be very tense, but we came out on top. This was due mainly to the fine undefeated
century scored by our captain, Michael Hulett. It was an innings that was a joy
to watch. After the match we attended a dance which was enjoyed by all.

Our next two matches were played at Swartberg, the first being against

Swartberg and the second against an East Griqualand Invitation XI. This was
the only occassion on which the weather was a little unkind to us. The wind
blew hard on both days and turned rather cold on Saturday. We managed to
defeat Swartberg but were beaten by the Invitation Xt. In contrast to the
Swartberg match where we reaped a harvest of runs, our captain scoring another
undefeated century, we barely reached a hundred against the Invitation XI.
On Saturday evening we attended another dance which was a great success.

Sunday was our day of rest. We reckoned on a day of no cricket after five
matches in a row. At lunch time we were driven over to Matatiele where we

were met and shown to our various homes. Our stay In Swartberg had been the

longest In one place, being from Friday until Sunday.
Sunday afternoon proved to be a delightful one. We were very kindly
lent two cars and we drove into the mountains towards the Basutoland border,
where we swam in one of the ice-cold mountain streams.

Monday, the last day of our tour, was enjoyed by all. We beat the Matatiele
side and were entertained in the evening. We met another well-known sports
man at Matatiele, Mr. Chaplin, the Springbok polo player. I spent a very enjoyable
time on his farm where he showed me his polo ponies.

On Tuesday we were taken to Kokstad where we caught the Pullman for
Durban. We had all spent a delightful holiday and were sorry to leave.
Before I close I must say that the hospitality we received was something we

shall not forget. The whole team would like to say "thank you" to all those
people who put up with us at their homes.
I must also add a word about our manager, Mr. Best. We are all very

grateful for his encouragement and the interest he has in our cricket. The team
was a very happy one, enjoying themselves wherever they went. It was really
a worthwile team to belong to.
T. A. POLKINGHORNE
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BITTEN BY A BLACK MAMBA

While I was spending a short holiday in Northern Zululand, I met a Mr. D.,

who had been bitten by a black mamba, and this was his story.
He was walking through long grass, near his house, carrying his six-monthsold baby, when he trod upon a large black snake, about six inches below the head.

The snake at once turned and bit him twice on the left shin, before slithering
into the grass. At once he cailed to some natives standing near by to take the
baby, telling them he had been bitten by a snake; but they, as all natives do when
there is a snake about, at once fled in terror. He therefore quickly placed the
baby at the side of the road, and made for the doctor's house.

It was extremely fortunate for him that the doctor's house happened to be
only 20 yards away. Otherwise he would never have survived to tell the tale.

He was at once given a full dose of serum. Only two minutes had elapsed since
the bite. He was then taken home and put to bed.

Intense pain was immediately experienced in the bitten area, together with
slight swelling. Before long he was unable to move his limb, and paralysis set
in on the whole left side of his body. A little later his condition became worse

and he was soon unconscious. He was given further injections and taken to

hospital. On recovering consciousness he experienced a terrible tightening of
the chest and closing of the throat. He was unable to speak for some hours and

had very great difficulty in breathing—for mamba poison is a nerve poison and
usually causes death through failure of the respiratory system. Mr. D. described
the feeling as like that of double pneumonia. Towards morning the tightening
of the throat and chest became greatly relieved, and he was able to speak, though
with great difficulty. The state of paralysis continued for some considerable
time. When this finally wore off, he found he had no control over his limbs.

Every now and then his hands would twitch convulsively, leaving all his muscles
taut. In addition to this, all the joints of his hands, fingers, feet, etc. were ex
tremely painful, so that it hurt to move them. His muscles also were very
painful.

During the day his condition improved tremendously. Late In the after
noon, although he was advised against it. he got up and exercised his limbs a
little.

He received the bite on the Sunday afternoon, and on Thursday all the symp
toms were repeated,although in not so apravated aform. Thistime he remained

in bed for three weeks, during which time he improved steadily, and finally got
up feeling rather dizzy but otherwise fit and well. During the following two

weeks some of his teeth decayed and he had to have them extracted.

He is now none the worse for this experience, although every few months
or so he gets a stiff, sore feeling in all his joints which, the doctors said, was the
after-effect of the bite.

I have related this experience because very few living creatures have ever
survived a mamba bite, and Mr. D. survived only because he was bitten near to
the doctor's house. As one can't take doctors' houses round with one, it is

vitally necessary to carry a snake-bite outfit when exploring snake-infested
places, and equally necessary to know how to administer the serum oneself.
P. J. REECE (IVa)
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE SPORTS AWARDS

The Headmaster confirmed the following Sporting Awards
for the year 1956:
Honours Awards:

Rugby. P. G. B. Hulett.
Cricket. Re-award—M. N. W. Hulett.
Athletics.

New Award—H. Beckett.

M. D. W. Silburn.
Team Colours Awards:

Rugby. Re-awards—M. N. W. Hulett, P. G. B. Hulett. New
Awards—E. L. Coetzee, J. E. Craven, A. C. Gage, G. R. Groom,

M. E. Manning, C. R. Moses, J. R. Newlands, T. A. Polklnghorne,
M. B. Swinton, J. R. Tedder, D. V. Thompson, H. K. Timm,
R. L. Whipp, J. D. Winder.
Cricket. Re-awards—[A. N. W. Hulett, G. R. Groom, D. H. Perry,
H. K. Timm.

New Awards—H. Beckett, A. J. Cole, D. W. Cross,

R. N. Hagemann, A. Henderson, J. A. H. Lowe, B. G. P. Murray,
T. A. Polklnghorne.

Colours Caps. Re-award—M. N. W. Hulett. New Awards—
H. Beckett, A. Cole, G. R. Groom, A. Henderson, H. K.
Timm.

Tennis. Re-award—M. N. W. Hulett.

New Awards—J. A. H.

Lowe, B. G. P. Murray, F. E. van Eeden.

Swimming. Re-awards—K. G. Lewis, D. G. Spargo. New Awards—
A. C. Gage, R. A. Parkes, J. Shave.
Athletic. Re-awards—J. E. Craven, M. D. W. Silburn.

New

Awards—H. L. Bouman, G. R. Groom, A. Henderson, C. R.

Moses, B. G. P. Murray, R. J. Robblns, D. G. Spargo.
RUGBY FOOTBALL

The season was not a very successful one for the 1st XV, but the
2nd XV and other teams showed promise. As usual, our backs

were good, but the forwards were always too light to get the ball
back to them. On several occasions the team "folded up" In the

later stages through sheer lack of weight.
The match against KIngswood was one of the most thrilling
games seen at Kearsney for many years. Passing movements on
both sides were brilliant, and the forwards were evenly matched.
It was a delight to see such clean and open play, and It is hoped to
play this match annually, on alternate grounds.
Congratulations to all who gained colours and especially to
B. Hulett for his Honours award.
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MATCHES

8th August

vs. KINGSWOOD COLLEGE

Home

Won 6—3

In Ideal conditions Kearsney kicked off In what was to prove the finest game
in years. Our forwards were rather outweighted, but held their own well,
and got the ball back quickly to the backs.
Half-way through the first half, a quick line movement saw B. Hulett break
through and after a cleverly executed scissors movement Moses scored. This
was followed by a try by a Kingswood forward.

Play in the second half was open and thrilling, and a try by B. Hulett after

a brilliant solo run was the only score. A very large crowd of spectators, including
many Old Kingswoodians, thoroughly enjoyed the match.
Ilth August

vs. ST. CHARLES

Home

Lost 0—16

This was an anti-ciimax to the game of two days previously. The players
were clearly still tired, and our forwards could not compete with the very robust
play of the opposition. For a time they held their on, but gradually wieght
began to tell, and we could not hold out the penetrative opposition.
18th August

vs. HILTON COLLEGE

Home

Lost 0—16

Although the margin of defeat was considerable, it could not be said that

we were markedly inferior to Hilton. The teams appeared to be fairly evenly
matched, the deciding factors being the brilliance of their fiy-haif and the quick
defensive covering of their loose forwards. On several occasions our threequarters were nearly through, only to be stopped at the vital moment. As
usual, weight told in the end.

25th August

vs. MiCHAELHOUSE

Away

Lost 3—23

This was a very poor show. We had no right to lose by so large a margin,
in very warm conditions the team was thoroughly lethargic. In fact, the forwards,
except for Tedder, were lazy, and the general tackling was bad. Michaelhouse
deservedly scored at will.
1st September

vs. OLD BOYS

Home

Won 27—24

As can be judged from the score, this was an open and free-scoring game,
with the attack of both sides being superior to the defence. By the end no-one
but the official recorders had much idea of the score. The Old Boys had a powerful
team of pretty fit players, faster and heavier than ourselves, and it was touch and

go throughout as to who would win. By half time Moses, B. Hulett and Tedder

had scored (ail converted) and the Old Boys three times (two converted). Tries
by Deenik and Tedder, and a penalty by Timms found the score 24-24 with minutes

to go. In an exciting finish B. Hulett cut through for the winning points. A
very large number of Old Boys were present as spectators.
3rd September

vs. MILTON

Home

Lost 0—18

This was played in the morning of a sweltering day. The Hilton pack was
very much larger than ours, yet in spite of the heat we held them to 0-3 at
half time. After that, the collapse. Perhaps our visitors from Rhodesia are

more accustomed to playing in tropical conditions. At any rate, our forwards

were run into the ground and by the end it was only a matter of how many
tries would be scored. A feature of the play was the excellence of the Milton

full-back. Bland, who later was to distinguish himself by making top score for
Rhodesia against Peter May's battery of M.C.C. bowlers.
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2nd XV

vs. ST. CHARLES.—Lost 6-14.
vs. HILTON.—Lost 6-9.
vs. MICHAELHOUSE.—Won 9-8.

UNDER 15

To give an impression of this year's Under 15 Rugby would
involve either a forthright condemnation of a very poor record
for on results it has been the worst for many years—or a series of
lengthy explanations and excuses for their lack of success. I believe

that no purpose would be served by following either course, and
therefore will follow neither. Instead, I should like to express the
hope that those who kept up their keenness and gave their best
throughout the year will reap their just reward.
MATCHES (Second Term)
vs. ST. CHARLES.—Lost 3-8 (try by Jewitt).

vs. HILTON COLLEGE.—Lost 3-13 (penalty by Poiklnghorne).
vs. MICHAELHOUSE.—Lost 6-21 (two penalties by Polkinghorne).
G.E.B.
UNDER 14

vs. ST. CHARLES.—Lost 0-21.
vs. HILTON.-Lost 0-20.

vs. MICHAELHOUSE.—Lost 0-14.

ATHLETICS

Captain: M. Silburn.

Committee: H. Beckett, E. Besson, B. Murray, D. Robb, D. Winder.
Once again "Polio" precautions necessitated our postponing
the Annual Sports until the third quarter. Thus P. Ryan, who won
the Natal Under 19 100 yds. title last year, was unable to participate
as he left school at Easter.

A small Kearsney team distinguished itself in the Annual Durban

and District Athletic Meeting in Durban on ISth September, 1956,
the final placings being as follows;

Port Natal High School
Kearsney
D.H.S
Glenwood

55
54
51
50

points
points
points
points

We might well have taken first place, had not the senior relay
team dropped the baton in the final race after securing a lead.
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Individual performances were as follows:—
Under 14:

Long Jump : 4th D. Symlnton.
High Jump ; 4th R. Bouman.
220 yards : 1st C. Walker, 3rd J. Stock!!—26-3 sees.
100 yards: 2nd C. Walker.
75 yards Hurdles: 3rd T. Webb.
4x1 10 Relay: 1st Kearsney—53-3 sees.
Under 16:

Long Jump : 1st J. Bobbins—19ft. I In.
High Jump : 4th H. Thomas.
Shot :

2nd J. Bobbins.

220 yards: 4th J. H. Lowe.
Discus ; 2nd J. Bobbins.

4x 1 10 yards Reiay : 2nd Kearsney.
Open:
Discus : 3rd A. Henderson.

440 yards: 1st M. Sllburn—52-8 sees.
Long Jumps: 4th H. Beckett.
220 yards: 2nd G. Groom.
High Jump : 1st D. Spargo—5 ft. Sf ins.
Shot : 3rd H. Bouman.

880 yards : 2nd M. Sllburn.
NATAL

SCHOOLS INTER-DISTRICT

ATHLETIC

MEETING

IN

MARITZBURG ON 29th SEPTEMBER, 1956
Under 14 ;

100 yards: 2nd C. Walker.
220 yards: 2nd C. Walker.
Under 16 :

Long Jump : 1st J. Bobbins—20 ft. 8 Ins.
Shot: 2nd J. Bobbins.

Open :

880 yards: 1st M. Sllburn—2 min. I -9 sees.
SPORTS DAY

A violent gale prevented our holding the sports on September
22nd, as scheduled. Fortunately, however, we were able to take
the decision before the Sports started, so that none of the events
was marred by the weather.
When It was obvious that no Sports were possible, the Head
master gave permission for parents to take their boys out for the
day. Consequently they were able to watch the Currle Cup rugby
final In Durban.

It's an ill wind ...!

The Sports were eventually held in fine weather on Tuesday,
25th September. Despite the fact that it was a week-day, we had
a fair crowd of visitors for lunch and in the afternoon.

Once again we wish to express our appreciation to Mrs. Gold
man and the catering staff, to the ladies responsible for the teas,
and to Mr. Montague and the grounds staff for their efforts towards
the success of the day.
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A special word of thanks Is due to Mr. Vlljoen for the Interest
he has shown In the athletics and for his assistance In coaching
competitors.

Performances were of a high standard generally, resulting in
some very close finishes and several near records.
Records were established in the following events:

Long Jump Under 14
100 yds Under 14

D. Symlnton
C. Walker

4x1 10 Relay Under 14

Gllllngham

16 ft. 9^ ins.
1 1.3 sees.
53 sees.
21 ft. In.
54.2 sees.

Long Jump Under 16-5
J. Robbins
440 yds. Under 16^
B. Murray
With the entry of the third house, Pembroke, Into the field
there was greater competition for the Oliver Pearce Trophy, which
was eventually won by Finningley (428-^) by I l-j points, with Gillingham (417) second and Pembroke (3191) third.
At the conclusion of the day, Mr. C. Payn did us the honour
of presenting the trophies.
J.H.H.
RESULTS

Open:

100 yards: I. J. Craven. 2. M. Sllburn. 3. G. Groom. Time 10-9 sees.
220 yards: I. M. Sllburn. 2. G. Groom. 3. J. Craven. Time 23 S sees.
440 yards : I. M. Sllburn. 2. J. Craven. 3. D. Deenik. Time 52-9 sees.
BBOyards: I. M.Sllburn. 2. D. Deenik. 3. G. Newlands. Time2 min. 3sees.
Mile: I. M. Sllburn. 2. E. Besson. 3. G. Newlands. Time 4 min. 59-2 sees.

High Jump : 1. G. Groom. 2. H. Bouman. 3. A. Cole and W. Robb. Ht.
5 ft. 2 ins.

Long Jump: I. W. Robb. 2. H. Beckett. 3. D. Winder. Dist. 18 ft. 5^ ins.
Cricket Ball: I. G. Groom. 2. A. Cole. 3. M. Hulett. DIst. 85 yds. 6 ins.
Discus: I.A.Henderson. 2. E. Coetzee. 3. H. Bouman. Dist. 143 ft. 4 ins.

Javelin : I. G. Groom. 2. A. Henderson. 3. R. Parkes. Dist. 127 ft. 7 ins.
Shot: I. H. Bouman. 2. A. Henderson. 3. G. Groom. Dist. 39 ft. 1^ ins.
Hurdles: I. G. Groom. 2. W. Robb. 3. M. Storm. Time 13-4 sees.

Under 16)^:

100 yards: I. B. Murray." 2. C. Moses. 3. P. Russell. Time 10-7 sees,(record).
220 yards: I. C. Moses. 2. B. Murray. 3. P. Russell. Time 24-5 sees.
440 yards: I.B.Murray. 2.A.Gage. 3. P. Russell. Time 54-2 sees,(record).
880 yards: I. B. Murray. 2. A. Gage. 3. R. Tedder. Time 2 min. 5-9 sees.
Mile: I.R.Tedder. 2. M. Don Wauehope. 3. A. Hoad. Time 5 min. -8 sees.

Hurdles: I. D. Spargo. 2. P. Jardine. 3. R. Hagemann. Time 14-8 sees.
High Jump : I. D. Spargo and F. van Eeden. 3. H. Thomas. Ht. 5 ft. 3 ins.
Long Jump: I. J. Robbins. 2. H. Timm. 3. B. Murray. Dist. 21 ft. i in.
(record).
Cricket Ball : I. I. Bjorkman. 2. J. Robbins. 3. T. Polkinghorne. Dist.
78 yds. I ft. I I ins.

Discus : I. D. Spargo. 2. J. Robbins. 3. B. Murray. Dist. 132 ft.
Shot: I. J. Robbins. 2. B. Murray. 3. K. Lewis. Dist. 38 ft. ^ in.
Under 15 ;

100 yards : I. C. Meyer. 2. N. Polkinghorne. 3. D. Pike. Time II -4 sees.
220 yards : I. D. Pike. 2. N. Polkinghorne. 3. C. Meyer. Time 25-6 sees.
BBOyards: I.L.Allen. 2. B. Williams. 3. W. Pfuhl. Time 2 min. 17-5 sees.
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Mile: I. L. Allen. 2. B. Williams. 3. C. Jewitt. Time 5 min. 21 sees.

Hurdles: I. M. Ellis. 2. B. Williams. 3. C. Meyer. Time 15-8 sees.
High Jump : I. M. Harvey. 2. M. Ellis. 3. C. Meyer and D. Pike. Ht.
5 ft. j ins.
Long Jump : I. C. Meyer. 2. A. Dawson. 3. P. van Rooyen. Dist. IB ft.
5; ins.
Cricket Ball: I.M.Ellis. 2. G. Koopal. 3. C. Meyer. Dist. 67 yds. 2ft Sins.
Discus: I. M. Ellis. 2. C. Jewitt. 3. I. Koopal. Dist. 107 ft. 6 ins.
Under 14:

75 yards : I.C.Walker. 2. A. N. Chalmers. 3. J. Stoekll. Time 8-7 sees.
100 yards: I. C. Walker. 2. J. Stockil. 3. D. Syminton. Time 1 1 -3 sees
(record).
220 yards : I.C.Walker. 2. J.Stoekil. 3. A. N. Chalmers. Time 26 2 sees. •
880 yards : I. N. Mulraney. 2. A. v. d. Post. 3. J. MacKay. Time 2 mins.
24 sees.

High Jump : I. A. v. d. Post. 2. G. Bennett. 3. C. Walker and A. Home.
Ht. 4 ft. 8 ins.

Longjump: I. D. Syminton. 2. J. Stockil. 3. C. Walker. Dist. 16 ft.
(equals record).

ins.

Under 13:

75 yards: I. J. Hargreaves. 2. B. Meyer. 3. F. Hagemann. Time 9 0 sees.
100 yords ; I. J. Crickmay. 2. J. Hargreaves. 3. J. Laeey. Time 12 5 sees.
220 yards : I. J. Crickmay. 2. J. Hargreaves. 3. F. Hagemann. Time 28-8
sees.

High Jump: I. R. Bouman. 2. K. Wooller and J. Crickmay. Ht. 4 ft. 4 ins.
Longjump: I. R. Bouman. 2. J. Wade. 3. K. Wooller. Dist. 14 ft. 9|- ins.
880 yards : I.T.Thompson. 2. R. Bouman. 3. D. Smart. Time 2 min. 29
sees.

Relays ;
Open : I. Glllingham. 2. Finningley. Time 47-7 sees.
Under 16^: I. Finningley. 2. Glllingham. Time 48 sees.
Under 15; I. Glllingham. 2. Pembroke. Time 50-4 sees.
Under 14: I. Glllingham. 2. Finningley. Time 53 sees, (record).
Under 13: I. Pembroke. 2. Gillingham. Time 58 sees.
Tug o* War: Pembroke.
880 yards non-finalists : I. P. Drysdale. 2. R. Edwards. 3. J. Crewe and
P. Travis.

Time 2 min. 21 5 sees.
TROPHIES

Olive Pearce.—Inter-house: Finningley.
Tolken.—Inter-house Relays ; Gillingham.
For best individual events:

Hopkins.—Under 13: T. Thompson.
Pennefather.—Under 14:

C. Walker.

Grant Weston.—Under 15 : C. Meyer.
Les France.—Under 16^: B. Murray.

Hulett.—Open : M. Silburn.
Trewhella.—Flat Race : B. Murray.
Joliffe.—Fie/d Event:

J. Bobbins.

Haley.—Hurdles: D. Spargo.
Best Runner-up:
Winder.—Under 13 :

J. Crickmay.
Centenary,—Under 14: N. Mulraney.
Craven.—Under 15 : M. Ellis.

More.—Under 16^ : C. Moses.
Sulin.—Open: E. Besson.
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CRICKET

Fourth Term, I9S6

The 1956/1957 season was sent off to a good start with a most

enjoyable and successful tour of East Griqualand. We are Indeed
very grateful to Mr. L. Dyson, an Old Kearsney boy, for all his
efforts in organising the tour, and to the people In each centre who
so kindly accommodated the team, and who went out of their way
to make our tour such a delightful success. We were shown that

nothing was too much trouble. Three dances were arranged for
the team, at Kokstad, Zwartburg and at Matatiele, and, in some

cases, partners were brought 60 miles for the dances, and taken
home by our hosts. Fishing and shooting parties were organised
and we sometimes wondered whether we had come on a pleasure

trip or a cricket tour. We certainly enjoyed both.
Owing to a back Injury, G. R. Groom was unable, at the last
minute, to accompany the team, and no replacement was found.

This depleted the bowling strength seriously, but Beckett, Cole
and Hagemann bore the brunt of the attack well. N. G. Polklnghorne, from the Colts XI, was included In the team, and he played

well. The experience gained on the tour should stand him in good
stead.

The highlight of the tour was the outstanding batting by
M. N. W. Hulett, who scored undefeated centuries in two successive

innings. His first error in any innings, however, always cost him
his wicket. Other successful batsmen were Timm, Henderson,

Murray, Beckett and Lowe, and good support was given at times by
Perry, Cross, Cole and Hagemann. All bowled exceptionally well.
Hagemann, normally a change bowler, had to open the attack with
Cole, and his batting suffered as a result. The standard of fielding
was generally high.
2nd October

vs. CREIGHTON C.C.
Won by 24 runs

at Crelghton

Hulett won the toss and elected to bat on a matting wicket. Accurate

bowling kept the Kearsney score In check, and but for good Innings by TImm,
Hulett and Cross, Kearsney would have been out for a small score. Set 151 to

get, Crelghton started badly, but Messrs. E. and G. Eaglestone added 68 runs In
an entertaining partnership and thereafter, Crelghton offered little resistance.
KEARSNEY: 151 (TImm 73. Hulett 22, Cross 19)
CREIGHTON: 127 (Cole 5 for 37. Hagemann 4 for 31)
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3rd October

vs. HARDING C.C.

at Harding

Won by 2 wickets

Harding batted on a concrete pitch, covered with a mat, and compiled the
useful score of 175. Cole, Beckett and Timm bowled very well, but Groom was
badly missed. The Kearsney batsmen found it difficult to control the rising
ball, and 5 wickets fell for 60 runs. However, Murray, Lowe and the tall-enders
came to the rescue, and Cole at No. i I pushed the score on well.
HARDING; 175 (Cole 4 for 55, Timm 3 for 31, Beckett 3 for 59)
KEARSNEY: 236 (Murray 56, Cole 37, Polkinghorne 36, Lowe 22)
4th October

vs KOKSTAD C.C.

at Kokstad

Won by 3 wickets
Kokstad batted first on a new turf pitch, which played true all day. Accurate
bowling by Cole, Hagemann and Beckett made the Kokstad XI fight hard for
their runs, and good innings by Gilson (44) and Dyson (20), helped the home side
considerably. Dyson, when well set, and scoring freely, was out to a magnificent
catch at point by Hagemann.
Kearsney started well, then lost two quick wickets. Hulett's arrival put
the Kearsney innings on to a very firm foundation, and with help from Murray,
Lowe and Beckett, he eventually declared the innings closed at 262 for 8 wickets.
Hulett's individual score of 156 not out was chanceless, and included 22 boundaries.
Kokstad batted again, and at close of play were 90 for 4 wickets.

KOKSTAD C.C.: 138(Beckett 5 for 35, Hagemann 3 for 45, Cole 2for 48)
KEARSNEY 262for 8 wkts declared.(Hulett 156 *, Beckett 26 *, Perry 20)

5th October

vs. SWARTBERG C.C.

atSwartberg

Won by 142 runs
Kearsney batted first on a concrete and matting pitch, and again started badly.
Hulett, Murray and Beckett rectified matters, and Hulett repeated his Kokstad
form. He hit the ball crisply and cleanly, and was never in any difficulty. His
second century came as no surprise, it was a repeat performance of the previous
day's magnificent innings. Murray and Beckett batted well, and Beckett's
progress as a batsmen has been one of the most pleasing aspects of the tour.
Swartberg, with the exception of Kruger who opened, never settled down,
and the accurate and hostile Kearsney bowling, supported by very keen fielding,
gave the Swartberg batsmen no respite.
KEARSNEY: 301 for 9 wickets declared. (Hulett 142*, Murray 56,
Beckett 27 *)
SWARTBERG 159 (Cole 4 for 65, Timm 2 for 9, Beckett 2 for 30,
Hagemann 2 for 55)

6th October

vs. EAST GRIQUALAND INVITATION XI

at Swartberg

Lost by 139 runs

The East Griqualand Cricket Union fielded a very strong team for the Saturday
match, and they enjoyed a well deserved win. The highlights of their Innings
were a fine 74 by Mr. M. Salmon, 42 by Mr. B. Strachan and a whirlwind 51 by
Mr. C. Greyling, batting at No. 10. His partner scored 6 during that half hour.
The Kearsney bowling was accurate and never flagged, but one other reliable
bowler was needed. The Kearsney batting proved very brittle. Left two and
a half hours to score 244 runs, the Kearsney batsmen lost no opportunity of
scoring. At no time did they play for a draw, but unfortunately, too many
wickets were thrown away through bad strokes.

E. G. INVITATION XI: 244 (Beckett 5 for 76, Hagemann 3 for 68, Cole 2 for 79).
KEARSNEY: 105. (Murray 21).
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8th October

vs. MATATIELE C.C.
Won by ISO runs

at Matatiele

Kearsney batted first on a matting pitch, and were sent off to a very good
start by Henderson and Cross. Most of the batsmen scored well,and Henderson,
who played an exceptionally good innings, was most unfortunate to be dismissed
one short of his SO. He looked well set for a big score, and his dismissal came as
a surprise.

Matatiele batsmen never settled down and the Kearsney fielding In this

match surpassed all their other efforts. Five very good catches were taken, and
nothing was missed.

KEARSNEY: 21 1 (Henderson 49, Becket 37*, Hulett 27, Cross 21,
Lowe 20).

MATATIELE C.C.: 61 (Cole 4 for IS, Beckett 4 for 21).

Although we were all looking forward to home for a
or two
before returning to school we certainl)^ regretted the end of this
very happy tour. It was marked by magnificent sportsmanship
throughout. Appeals for obvious dismissals were never necessary,
and never made, and the games were played in a truly great spirit.
The Kearsney boys, and the men who played against them, have
made some firm friendships. As a goodwili tour, it was an outstand
ing success, and the team proved to be excellent Kearsney am
bassadors. Our feelings are that a repeat tour of East Griqualand
next year or in the very near future is certainly indicated.
The Old Boys match scheduled for the 13th October had to be cancelled, and
the first match of the new term was against Mr. McLean's Kookaburra XI, on the

17th. A very powerful side was fielded by the Kookaburrras, and we were treated
to some excellent batting by Messrs Booth, Wesley, annd McLean. Cole bowled
well, and was keenly supported in the field. Kearsney batting was not up to

standard, and the boys lacked the experience of the men in coping with a pitch
that kept low. Henderson, Lowe and Polkinghorne batted well for Kearsney.
Lost by 68 runs
KOOKABURRA C.C.: 148 for 6 wkts. declared. (Cole S for 46).

KEARSNEY 80: (Henderson 17, Timm 17, Polkinghorne 13*)
vs. MICHAELHOUSE

20th October

at Michaelhouse

Won by 6 wickets

Michaelhouse started badly, one opening bat being caught off the third ball
of the match. However, Gilson, well supported by Fellows put Michaelhouse

back on a firmer footing, only to see the last S wickets fall cheaply. The Michael
house scoring was slow, but the Kearsney bowling was accurate and attacking
throughout.

Rain threatened during the Kearsney innings, and it appeared as if the game
would be washed out before any decision was reached. The six Kearsney

players to bat, batted well, and the wickets fell mainly through the batsmen
trying to push the score along in the poor light. Kearsney started slowly, but
after the first eight overs runs came more freely. Henderson, Hulett and Timm
scored well, and were ably supported by Perry, Beckett and Cross.
MICHAELHOUSE 138:(Beckett 5 for 46, Cole 3 for 16, Groom 2 for 66).
KEARSNEY: 142 for 4 wickets. (Henderson 34, Timm 30, Hulett 30*,
Perry 18)
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27th October

vs. HILTON

at Hilton

Cancelled—Rain

3ist October

vs. COLLEGIANS C.C.

at Kingsmead No. 2

Draw

Collegians batted first on a good pitch In very gusty weather. Cole had
Immediate success, because of a very bad stroke by the Collegians opener to an
equally bad bail, and he and Groom lost no opportunity in pushing home that
early advantage. After 12 overs. Collegians were 6 wickets down for 29 runs.

Woodroffe and Booth then stabilised the innings, and Collegians were able to
declare at 88 for 9 wickets, leaving Kearsney 80 minutes in which to get the runs.
The slow outfield and the quick attack cut down the rate of scoring, and at
stumps, Kearsney had scored 71 for 6 wickets. Again Cole and Groom bowled

well Kearsney, and Timm played a very sound attacking innings.
COLLEGIANS 88 for 9 wickets declared (Cole 4 for 34.Groom 3 for 33).
KEARSNEY: 71 for 6 wickets (Timm 39*).

3rd November

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

at Kearsney

Lost by 5 wickets

Kearsney batted first on a pitch that kept low, and improved as it dried out.

Wessels and Downs bowled accurately, and were well supported by keen fielding.
Huiett and Groom batted comfortably, and both were a trifle unfortunate to be
dismissed. Four other batsmen were out when they looked well set, and the
Kearsney innings ended abruptly at 86.

College started badly, being 3 wickets down for 19 runs, but Lindsay, batting
very well, and ably supported by Lambert, Wessels and Downs, recovered their

position. Cole tended to pitch too many balls outride the leg stump, but other
wise the bowlers bowled well.

Henderson and Perry batted in the Kearsney second innings, and neither
was in any trouble.

KEARSNEY 1st Innings: 86 (Huiett 27, Groom 16, Downs 6 for 26)
COLLEGE: 154 (Groom 4 for 29, Beckett 4 for 52)

KEARSNEY 2nd Innings: 29 for 0 wicket (Henderson 19*)
lOth November

vs. DURBAN TECHNICAL H.S.

at Durban

Won by 7 wickets

Once again, rain Interfered with the match in the afternoon, and a decision

had just been reached when heavy rain finally stopped all play. Only Fockers,

of Durban Tech. had any success, but the Tech. Innings lasted just over 3 hours!
The pitch was true and gave no assistance to the bowlers. Beckett and Hagemann
were the most successful of the Kearsney attack, and Groom and Cole bowled

well with little success. Rain held up play for two fifteen-mlnute periods during
the afternoon. Henderson batted very well Indeed, but like the other two
wickets to fall was out L.B.W. after completing a very sound 54.
DURBAN TECH. H.H.: 73 Hagemann 5 for 20, Beckett 3 for 27).
KEARSNEY: 77 for 3 wickets (Henderson 54).

17th November

vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

at Kearsney

Lost by 47 runs

Glenwood batted first on a pitch that tended to keep lower and lower after

the first 3 hours. The Kearsney bowling was hostile and accurate. Groom bowling
15 overs for 10 runs. The fielding on the whole was good, particularly the ground
fielding, but 3 dropped catches proved to be very expensive. One such chance

enabled the last Glenwood wicket to add 34 runs, and another, early in the game
cost us 35 runs. These two chances really settled Kearsney's fate. From being
80 for 8 wickets at lunch, Glenwood went on to score 1 19 all out, due mainly to
a hard hitting innings by Olsen.
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Kearsney started disastrously, and few batsemn could cope with Bense
whofoundthree badspotson the pitch,and exploitedthemtothefull. He bowled
very well indeed, attacking the stumps all the time.
GLENWOOD: 1 18 (Beckett 6 for 59, Groom 2 for 10)
KEARSNEY; 7! (Timm 17, Bense 8 for 25).
24th November

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

at Durban

Lost by 65 runs
Durban High School batted first on a very good wicket, and capitalised
on their winning the toss. Two missed chances proved very expensive, and D.H.S.
due mainly to the Dumbrill brothers, declared their innings closed at 172 for 6
wickets. The Kearsney bowling was steady, without being dangerous, and
Beckett was most unfortunate to have two easy chances off R. Dumbrill missed,
one when he was in the twenties, and the other when he was nearing forty.
High School, however, earned all their runs, and they batted well.
Henderson and Perry opened the Kearsney innings, and were batting well,
when Henderson was out, magnificently caught at leg slip. Cross, Timm and
Hulett followed and all batted well. Perry was out to an excellent slip catch
when he had 14 and Hulett carried on, and appeared to be piloting Kearsney

out of trouble, when Timm dragged his back foot, and was stumped. Murray
did not stay long, and at 99, Hulett changed his mind during a stoke, and was
caught. The remaining batsmen put up no resistance, and Kearsney, after having
every chance of reaching the D.H.S. score, collapsed badly, and were out for 107.
Heath bowled very accurately for High School, and deserved his success. Far
more could have been achieved, had the lower order batsmen adopted a more
positive approach to their batting.
DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL: 172 for 6 wickets declared (Cole 2 for 39,
Groom 2 for 43)
KEARSNEY 107: (Timm 28, Hulett 24, Cross 17, Perry 14).
1st December

vs. STANDARD C.C.

at Maritzburg

Draw

The Standard Cricket Club won the toss, and batted on a very easy wicket.
They had little trouble with the bowling, which was accurate, but never dangerous.
Hagemann bowled particularly well. The fielding on the whole was good, but
the fielders could not stop the flow of runs; any ball past the fielder was almost
certainly a four. Mr. Bezuidenhout, who opened the Standard innings, batted
well, and was ably supported by Mr. Orchard and Mr. Holman. Standard declared
their innings closed at 184 for 4 wickets, leaving three and a quarter hours for
the Kearsney innings.
Henderson and Perry opened well, missing no opportunities, and runs came

freely. Perry was missed in the slips, but profited by the let off. Henderson
was the first out, caught behind, and Perry was out soon after. Cross and Timm
batted well, and again, Hulett looked full of runs. Murray failed again, through
not using his feet. The light deteriorated badly from four o'clock, and only
constant vigilance kept the wickets intact, and at 4.55 play was stopped by mutual
agreement.

STANDARD C.C.: 184 for 4 wickets declared (Hagemann 3 for 56).
KEARSNEY: 124 for 7 wickets (Timm 32, Henderson 25, Hulett 23*.
Perry 21).
Offord Schools Week at Durban

The 1956 "Offord Schools Cricket Week" was unfortunately
cancelled because of the serious situation caused by the Polio epi
demic.
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1st XI AVERAGES

Batting
Highest
Innings
Hulett, M. N. W.
Henderson, A.
Timm, H. K

Perry, D. H
Murray, B. G. P.

21
16
22
20

Beckett, H
Cole, A.

18
20
10

Polklnghorne, T. A.

16

Cross, D.
Lowe, J. A. H.

19

Hagemann
Groom, G. R

Not Out

Score
156*

688

54

1

73

259
354

39

269

56

247
151

1
9
3
4

37*
37
36

21

2

26
22

15

1
1

16
16

II

Total

6
1

80
104
148
141
91

59

Average
45.9
17.3
16.9
14.2

13.8
13.7
1 1.4
8.7

7.8
lA
6.5
5.9

Bowiing
Beckett, H.
Cole, A.

Overs

Maidens

198.2

25
28
17
39

168

R. N.

126.2

R

187.7

Runs

743
580

392
548

Wickets

57
39

Average

24

13.0
14.9
16.3

32

17.1

Our congratulations to M. N. W. Hulett on his re-selection for the Natal
Schools XI for the 1956/1957 Nuffield Schools Week to be held in Bulawayo early
In January, 1957, He is our sole representative, and has been selected as a bats
man and reserve wicket keeper. We wish him every success, and some good
scores to his name.

He is also to be congratulated on winning the"Immelman"Floating Trophy,
awarded annually to the Sportsman of the year.
CRITIQUE OF THE FIRST ELEVEN PLAYERS

HULETT, M. N. W. (Captain); Natal Schools, Honours, King's Cup winner,
Colours Cap. A very accomplished batsman, who is always on the look-out,
for runs. One of the most successful batsmen Kearsney has had. Scores

quickly, is capable of powerful driving, and is quick-footed. An excellent
fielder, and good wicket-keeper. Has captained the side well, and welded
the players into a keen, happy and competent team. Should have even
greater success next year.

MURRAY, B. G. P. (Vice-Captain). Team Coiours. An attractive batsman,
with a iong reach. Unfortunateiy he seidom used that reach, and faiied to
score weil as a result. A good fielder. On the whole, he had a disappointing
year.

BECKETT, H. Honours, colours cap. Developed into a good off-spin bowler,
who used any assistance from the pitch, and flighted the ball well in the air.
Always attacked the stumps, and could be relied upon to take wickets.
A quiet and capable batsman, who scored most of his runs behind the wicket.
Good fielder.

GROOM, G. R. Colours cap. A very accurate and economical medium paced
seam bowler, who usually opened the bowling. A difficult bowler for the
batsmen to get hold of, because of his accurate length. Could swing both

ways, and make the ball move off the pitch. His batting never came up to
expectation. A good fielder, with a powerful throw.
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TIMM, H. K. Colours Cap. A good Number 4 batsman, capable of defensive
or attacking batting. Could nearly always be relied upon to score. He
often pulled the team out of trouble, and put it into a good position. Unsure

of his fielding, but was fairly reliable. A spin bowler who could develop
well.

HENDERSON, A. Colours cap. A successful opening bat, and a good wicket

keeper. Was included in the first team early in the year, and seldom
failed. Had patience when required, and could also attack at any time, if
the bowling warranted it. Missed very few chances behind the wickets.
A happy cricketer.

PERRY, D. H. Team colours. A capable opener, but who was always likely to
fall to a snick behind. Usually helped to give the side a good start, but was
unable to overcome his weakness of not moving across to a short ball on the
off. A good fielder with a safe pair of hands.
HAGEMANN, R. N. Team colours. A player who started off as a batsman, but

later developed into a capable seam bowler. With his bowling successes,
his batting suffered. An attacking bowler, who was most useful in breaking
a partnership. Was never discouraged, and was always likely to take a
wicket. An attacking batsman, who batted well on occasions. A good
fielder, with an accurate throw. Should do very well next year.

CROSS, D. Team colours. Developed into a correct, defensive player. Has

few scoring stokes, but they will come as he grows. Batted Number 3
throughout the year with a fair amount of success. Lost his wicket on
occasions through trying to force the pace, something he cannot do. His
fielding must improve, and with that improvement, he should have a success
ful 1957 season.

LOWE, J. A. H. Team colours. Batted usually at Number 7, but on occasions
at Number 4. A batsman who shows promise, but is a little excitable at

the moment. With more experience should develop into a good Number 4
bat. A good close fielder, who has held some good catches.
COLE, A. Colours cap. A fast opening bowler, who has developed well during

the year. He still has to learn that the stumps must be attacked constantly,
and leg side deliveries bring no wickets. When he attacks the stumps, he
is a very dangerous bowler. Swings the ball both ways, and can move It
off the pitch. A good tail-end bat, who can score quickly if he has a little
luck. A capable fielder.
POLKINGHORNE, T. A. Team Colours. A tenacious lower order batsman,

who has batted very well at times, and has helped his team out of awkward
situations. Is usually difficult to dismiss, and has plenty of scoring strokes.
A good fielder, with a safe pair of hands. A keen cricketer, who never gives
up trying.
2nd Eleven

The 2nd XI, ably led by Don-Wauchope, Improved much this

last quarter and eventually became a well-balanced side with both
batting and bowling potentiality more effectively realised.
The most successful batsmen were Edwards, Robbins, Dowdle,

Don-Wauchope and Lefson.

Our bowlers improved much from their study of length, variety
and flight and those that must be singled out for special praise are
Moses, Jardine, Robbins and Newlands.
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pp.
The fielding was consistently good and the side enjoyed the
benefit of the regular weekly practising in this department.
The following played for the team: Don-Wauchope (c), Edwards,
Pike, Dowdle, Robbins, Jardine, Lefson, Moses, Thompson, Newlands and Thomas.
MATCHES

MICHAELHOUSE : (1st Innings) 46 all out(Newlands 3 for 7).
(2nd Innings) 105 for 4 declared (Robbins 2 for 3).

KEARSNEY : (1st innings) 87 (Robbins 23, Don-Wauchope 20).
(2nd innings) 48 for 4 (Edwards 20).
Kearsney won on the first Innings.
MARITZBURG COLLEGE: (1st Innings) 154 (Jardine 5 for 29).

KEARSNEY : (1st Innings) 68 (Lefson 12).
(2nd innings) 102 for 2 (Dowdle 44 not out, DonWauchope 34 not out).
Kearsney lost on the first innings.
MARITZBURG TECH.: (1st innings) 140 (Robbins 4 for 29).
KEARSNEY : (1st innings) 161 (Dowdle 31, Edwards 30).
Kearsney won by 21 runs.
KEARSNEY : (ist innings) 22.
(2nd Innings) 77 (Edwards 20).
GLENWOOD : (Ist Innings) 139 (Newlands 4 for 30).
Kearsney lost by an innings and 40 runs.
KEARSNEY : (Ist Innings) 27.
(2nd innings) 68 (Edwards 23).
D.H.S.: (Ist innings) 98 (Jardine 6 for 23).
Kearsney lost by an Innings and 3 runs.

NORTHLANDS: (Ist innings) 75 (Moses 6 for 13).
(2nd innings) 47 (Moses 6 for 19).
KEARSNEY : (Ist innings) 190 for 9 declared (Edwards 57, Robbins 31).
Kearsney won by an innings and 68 runs.
AVERAGES

Batting

Inn.

Not out

Highest

Total

Average

Score
Edwards
Dowdle
Robbins
Moses

Don-Wauchope
Bowling
Jardine
Robbins
Moses
Newlands

15

1

57

IS

2
1
1

44*

13

13
15

Overs
73-5

31

1

25
34*

Maidens

Runs

52-1

5

199
98
207

53

4

235

23

22
1

191

208
171
1 14
III
121

Wickets

17-3

13 2
9 3
9 3
86

Average

26

76

12

8-2
90

23
21
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3rd Eleven

The 3rd XI played regular matches against other schools, and

generally, did well. Our batting was never quite good enough to
allow our bowlers any loose balls. The most successful were
Henderson and Lees, and the most capable batsmen were Simpson,
Stiebel, Deenik and Henderson.
MATCHES

20th October

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

Lost by innings and 45 runs.
KEARSNEY : (1st Innings) 43 (Simpson 26)
(2nd Innings) 47 (Stiebel 20).

MICHAELHOUSE: (1st Innings) 135 (Henderson 4/23, Simpson 3/19,
Lees 3/34).
27th October

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Lost by innings and 100 runs.

KEARSNEY: (1st Innings) 49 (Simpson IS, Bouman 13).

(2nd Innings) 52 (Symlnton) 19.
COLLEGE : (1st Innings) 201 for 9 wickets declared (Henderson 4/42).
lOth November

vs. DURBAN TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL

Drawn—Rain.

KEARSNEY: (1st Innings) 78 (Lefson 16).
TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL : (1st Innings) 47 for 0 wicket.
17th November

vs. GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL

Lost by I wicket.

KEARSNEY : (1st Innings) 1 14 (Deenik 27, Stiebel 18, Robb 17).
(2nd innings) 96 for 6 wickets (Bouman 15).
GLENWOOD : (1st Innings) 136 (Lees 6/33, Henderson 3/39).
24th November

vs. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

Won by 31 runs on 1st innings.

KEARSNEY : (1st Innings) 122 (Henderson 38, Simpson 20).
(2nd Innings) 65 (Deenik 32).
D.H.S. (1st Innings) 91 (Henderson 5/30).

(2nd Innings) 67 for 5 wickets (Lees 5/28).

Under 15

This division has maintained a steady improvement since the

beginning of the year. Although there is a good deal still to be
achieved, it Is pleasing to see that, as some of the batsmen gain more
confidence, they are developing more scoring shots. C. Jewitt,
J. Hulett, P. Reece and C. Meyer have made much progress in this
direction. On the whole our bowling stil l lacks accuracy and variety

although there are some promising signs. J. Hulett, C. Meyer and R.
Osborne have been the most successful bowlers.
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N. Polkinghorne has proved a keen captain, who has set a good
example in the field. He hits the ball extremely hard and should
make many runs next year.
As a whole the division has shown tremendous keenness and

enthusiasm which accounts for their improvement in performance.
20th October
vs. MICHAELHOUSE
MICHAELHOUSE : 228 (Koopal 4 for 38).

Away

KEARSNEY : 78 (Reece 18, Williams 17).
Lost by ISO runs.
3rd November

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Home

MARITZBURG COLLEGE : 219 (Meyer 4 for 64).
KEARSNEY; 74.

Lost by 145 runs.

lOth November

vs. DURBAN T.H.S.

Away

T.H.S.: 24 (Meyer S for 4, Williams 3 for 3).
KEARSNEY : 82 (Hulett 37).
Won by 58 runs.
17th November

vs. GLENWOOD

Home

KEARSNEY: 103 (Meyer 26, Reece 26).
GLENWOOD : 105 for 9 (Hulett 5 for 47).
Lost by one wicket.
24th November

vs. D.H.S.

Home

KEARSNEY : (1st innings) 83 (Polkinghorne 45).
(2nd innings) 82 (Meyer 27, Polkinghorne 41).
D.H.S. ; 174 for 3 declared.

Lost by an innings and 9 runs.
1st December

vs. NORTHLANDS

Home

NORTHLANDS : 71 (Hulett 4 for 27, Osborne 5 for 7).
KEARSNEY : 164 (Crewe 45, Jewitt 59).
Won by 93 runs.
BATTING
Inn.

Polkinghorne

12

Jewitt

Crewe
Hulett

.....
-

12
12
12

N.O.
—

—

—

1

H.S.

Total

Ay.

68
59
45

265
131

22- 1

130

37

105

10-8
96

10 9

BOWLING

Meyer
Hulett
Osborne

0.

M.

R.

Wl

Av.

96
96
71

25

18

16

219
302

9

240

12 2
13 1
17 1

193

23
14

UNDER I5B

13th October
vs. NORTHLANDS 2nd XI
KEARSNEY : 88 (Crewe 44).
NORTHLANDS: 94 (Koopal 6 for 26).
Lost by 6 runs.

Away

20th October

Home

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

KEARSNEY; 49.
MICHAELHOUSE : 209 for 7 declared.

Lost by 160 runs.
3rd November

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Away

KEARSNEY: 60.

MARITZBURG COLLEGE : 89.

Lost by 29 runs.
lOth November
vs. GLENWOOD
KEARSNEY; 102 (Ellis 20, Travis 19).

Home

GLENWOOD ; 26 for 4.

Match drawn. Rain stopped play.
Under 14

The fortunes of this team have depended on the performances

of three players. Syminton is a much Improved bowler who, when
he concentrates on length and accuracy rather than speed, gets
results. The wIcket-keepIng of Webb shows real promise and has

been the outstanding feature of this cricket. Stokoe has not had
the results expected of him, chiefly on account of developing a
fault fatal to survival at the crease—playing forward shots without
the left foot leading the way.
October 13th

vs. NORTHLANDS

Away

KEARSNEY ; 29 and 73 for 6 declared.

NORTHLANDS ; 37 and 94 for 8 (Syminton 4 for IS).
Lost.

October 17th

vs. WESTVILLE

Home

KEARSNEY ; 63 for 6 declared (Syminton 22).

WESTVILLE ; 49 for 7 (Syminton 3 for 13).
Drawn.

October 20th

vs. MICHAELHOUSE

Away

KEARSNEY ; 27 and 26.

MICHAELHOUSE: 22S for 5 (Crowe 4 for 40).
Lost.

October 31st
vs. CLIFTON
Home
KEARSNEY ; 40 for no wicket (Stokoe 18 n.o., Syminton 18 n.o.).
Rain stopped play.
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November 3rd

vs. MARITZBURG COLLEGE

Home

COLLEGE; 101 (Syminton 5 for 20) and 131 for 6 declared.

KEARSNEY: 83 and 43 for no wicket (Syminton 28 n.o.).
Lost on 1st innings.

November lOth

vs. GLENWOOD

Home

GLENWOOD : 122 for 2 declared.
KEARSNEY : 23 for 3.

Rain stopped play.

November 12th

vs. WESTVILLE

Home

KEARSNEY : 65 for 4 declared (Crowe 20).

WESTVILLE : 66 for 7 (Syminton S for 16).
Lost.

November 17th
vs. GLENWOOD
GLENWOOD : 229 (Syminton 4 for 49).

Away

KEARSNEY : 36 and 28.
Lost.

November 24th

vs. D.H.S.

Away

D.H.S.: 216 (Crowe 5 for 68).

KEARSNEY : 6! and 52 for 2 (Stokoe 28 n.o.).
Lost on 1st innings.
December 1st

vs. CORDWALLIS

Away

CORDWALLIS : 167 (Syminton 4 for 28).
KEARSNEY : 85 (Webb 30).
Lost on 1st innings.
UNDER I4B

November 2ist

vs. CLIFTON

Home

vs. MERCHISTON

Away

CLIFTON : 120 for I.
KEARSNEY: 34.
Lost.

December 1st

KEARSNEY : 59 and 37.

MERCHISTON : 60 (Dyer 6 for 14) and 13 for 4.
Under 13

Five consecutive matches were cancelled, two through weather
and three through other teams defaulting. Two others were stopped

by rain. This was very disappointing, as the players, young as they

are, were beginning to show better form. The only real strokeplayer was Chalmers, with 27 vs. Kloof and 48 vs. Merchiston.

Others showed defence but little scoring skill. Most of the team

seemed able to bowl, with Simpson the best. He took eight con
secutive wickets vs. Kloof. Fielding was always keen. With some

of the team still under 13 for the forthcoming year we look forward
to some good results.
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HOUSE MATCHES
1st XI

PEMBROKE: 61 (Perry 5 for 23).
GILLINGHAM : 43 for 4 wickets (Dowdle 17).
Drawn—rain.

PEMBROKE : 64 (Cole 7 for 14).

FINNINGLEY : 74 for 3 wickets (Bouman 22, Timm 17 n.o.).
Finningley won.

FINNINGLEY : 155 (Hageman 64, Murray 36).

GILLINGHAM : 105 for 2 wickets (Lowe 46 n.o., Edwards 29 n.o.).
Drawn—rain.

2nd XI

GILLINGHAM : 89 for 5 wickets (Langton 26) declared.
PEMBROKE : 58 (Richards 6 for 20).
Gillingham won.

FINNINGLEY : 106 (Spargo 24).

PEMBROKE : 73 (Brown 27, Kapp 7 for 27).
Finningley won.

FINNINGLEY vs. GILLINGHAM ; No play—rain.
COLTS XI

FINNINGLEY : 82 (Reece 34).

PEMBROKE : 30 for 0 wickets (Banks 17 n.o.).
Drawn—rain.

FINNINGLEY : 73 (Millar 21, Reece 18).
GILLINGHAM : 48 for 6 wickets.
Drawn—rain.

GILLINGHAM vs. PEMBROKE : No play—rain.

CAKE MATCHES
Senior

This term's test matches were spoiled by rain, and very few decisions were
reached. However, the keenness never waned, and the games were certainly
enjoyed by both players and spectators.

Pembroke House won the Senior competition, their most successful

players being the Captain W. S. Robb, Kapp, Henderson, Middleton.

Gillingham and Finningley gave battle on all occasions with S. Cohen,
Langton, Deenik and J. H. Lowe well to the fore for Gillingham, and Fisher
and Immelman, doing well for Finningley. The most outstanding achievement
during the term was a good 101 not out by Deenik.
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Middle

Only two matches were played during the last term, all others being washed
out. Gillingham and Pembroke won one each, and Finningley suffered defeat
on each occasion. The most successful players were Bayman, Harvey, Mulraney,
who took 8 wickets for 12 runs in one game, Panton and Wiseman.
Junior

The Junior competition was won by Gillingham, with Pembroke second
and Finningley third. Good performances were put up by Mathison, Stranach,
Hinch, O. Lund and White. The bowling was always on top, and in one game
Finningley broke the record for the lowest score, being all out for 4 runs.
However, all games were thoroughly enjoyed, and very keen competition
prevailed throughout.

SWIMMING

This term was devoted mainly to Life-SavIng and Certificates,
with coaching on Mondays carried on as usual.
The 1956-57 Life-Saving Competitions were held this term and
once again we succeeded in winning the Milner Smyth Shield.
Because the age limit for this team was fixed on January 1st, 1957,
a substitute had to be found for Roberts, top scorer in the 1956
competition. The team consisted of Bennett, Syminton, Shire and
Chalmers, with Bennett, the substitute, as top scorer in the 1957,
competition. The senior team lost their marks on water work.
A number of candidates have also entered for the bronze
medallion and instructors' examinations. In connection with life-

saving I would like to thank Mr. T. Metcalf for valuable help and
services.

There are also a number of entries for honours, first and second
class certificates.

Congratulations to D. Spargo, K. Lewis, J. Shave, R. Parkes
and A. Gage on being awarded their team colours. Congratulations
and best wishes also to P. Bowman on his selection as one of the

South African Life-Saving Team competing in Australia; he was

presented with a colours tie before he left.
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TENNIS

Captain: B. Murray.

One is generally tempted to commence a magazine report
with the words "We have had a successful year ..." 1 feel that 1
should be somewhat presumptuous to begin this year's tennis report
like that. True it is that we have been active: the number of boys
playing in the tennis divisions is larger than in any previous year.
Mrs. Bobbins has again been with us during the winter terms,
assisting with her valuable coaching. And we took part in the
matches for the Brian Denness Trophy, which Maritzburg College
won this year. In the course of these matches we beat Hilton College
(4j to S-j) and Harward (8 to 0).
But we are very much up against the weather at Botha's Hill.
This is especially so during the summer terms. This last quarter,
for instance, so few have been the days on which the courts were
dry, we have been unable to play off the championships for the Payne
Shield, the Polkinghorne Cup, and the Hulett Trophy. Thus no
awards have been made this year. It is hoped that matters will
improve once we have one or two courts with concrete surfaces.
Team colours were awarded this year to B. Murray, M. Hulett,
F. van Eeden and J. A. H. Lowe.
S.G.

CADET NOTES

The promotion of Lieutenant J. Storm to the rank of Captain
has been notified, and we offer him our hearty congratulations.
The Annual Inspection on September 17th passed off very well
and earned words of praise from the Inspecting Officer, Colonel
C. S. Leisegang D.S.O., Officer Commanding Natal Command.
Student Officer H. K. Timm who was in charge of the Parade deserves
special commendation for the efficient manner in which he discharged
his duties.

I wish to thank him and the other student officers for

the earnest attention which they have given to their work throughout
the year.
It is a pity that no Course is being held in January to prepare
cadets for Student Officer rank next year.
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Although the Band put in an immense amount of work right
from the start of the year, they failed to win the Durban and District
Competition in September. The Competition was held under a
new set of conditions, and it would seem that they were unduly
onerous, at any rate for a Band whose leading members were called
upon to take responsible positions in cricket and rugger games
as well. Preparation for the senior section of the Competition
has become a full-time job, and this has severely handicapped us.
One large Durban school did not enter its band this year, so only
ourselves and Glenwood took part.
Lieutenant P. Metcalf has put forward some simpler ideas for
1957, and I am glad that his recommendations have been accepted.
So next year's Band need not be discouraged. It is likely that more
schools will enter the senior section, and I hope it is also likely that
we shall have a very good try at bringing the silver bugle back to
Kearsney again.
I am sorry that A. J. McKeown's two years' hard work as DrumMajor did not bring him and his Bandsmen victory, and I want to
thank him and them for all the long-continued efforts they have made.
They have set a fine example of loyalty, willingness and perseverance.
In recognition of their meritorious service the following have been
awarded the Band silver tie-pin consisting of a mace on which is
superimposed a drum and a bugle and the letters "K.C.": DrumMajor A. J. McKeown, Staff-sergeant P. Russell, Sergeants A. Dowdle,
A. Henderson, M. Hulett, Corporals D. Black, E. Coetzee, R. Edwards,
N. Polkinghorne and Lance-Corporals D. Spargo and N. Pike.
The Imperial Challenge Shield Shooting Competition was fired off during
the last term and produced excellent results. More cadets took part than in
any previous year, and since it is generally a case of"the more the worser,"
the fact that the average individual score was half a point better than last year
is very gratifying. 200 boys fired (an increase of 30), and the average, including
handicap allowance of two points per boy for the 100 who counted, was 87-61.

Marksmen (88 and over) numbered 37, and first-class shots (83-87) numbered
33. The highest scorer and thus the winner of the Ken. Trotter shield was
I. A. Bjorkman with a score of 99 (including handicap).

The Robbins' Cup Inter-House Competition also produced excellent
shooting. Pembroke won the Trophy with a score of 902, Giliingham was second
with 891 and Finningley took third place with 848 points. No handicap allow
ance is given in this Competition and the following are the net scores of those
who gained 90 and more :—
Pembroke ; Bjorkman 99, Evans 98, Brown P. L. 96, de Jongh 94,
Middleton 90, Moon 90.

In the Junior Team Jewitt scored 95.

Giliingham : Hulett M. 96, Pitts 94, Thompson 91. Junior Team :
Lewin 94.

Finningley: Murray 90. Junior Team : Munger 94.

I. A. Bjorkman has been Captain of Shooting, and I want to
thank him for the splendid service he has rendered and the fine
example he has set. He thoroughly deserved the award of a silver
spoon.
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Major P. F. Foylan White of Durban has very kindly given to the
School the Sword of Honour which was presented to him in 1926
by his fellow-officers of the S.A.R. & H. Brigade in appreciation of
his distinguished services as Adjutant of that Regiment. He con
tinued to serve it for many years afterwards, and indeed was " up
North " during the Second World War. He was evidently a fine
and enthusiastic soldier, and it is his hope that the gift of the sword
will stimulate the interest of the senior Cadets in the Detachment.

We shall probably use it as an Award of Honour at the Annual In

spection Parade, and we appreciate the gift very much. Major
White is a friend of Mrs. Brechin, Matron of Gillingham, and through
her he has taken an interest in Kearsney for many years. I am told
that he and his wife have been frequent visitors to our various
functions. I am sorry that he is not known personally to the School
in general, but perhaps we can remedy that on another occasion.

I very much regret that in the Cadet Notes of this time last year
I failed to make an acknowledgement of the gift of a new ceremonial
Banner for the Band. The donor was Mr. L. A. Ovenstone and I

do apologise to him for the oversight. I did of course write to
him at the time to tell him how much we appreciated his interest
and generosity. The banner is a beautiful piece of work and the
Band is delighted with it. We fully expected it to bring us victory
when it was used for the first time in the 1955 Competition, but
alas the hope was not realised! Hamish Ovenstone, now an Old

Boy, was a member of the Band for several years, and shared our
pride in the new Standard when it was first carried at the Kingsmead
ground.

G. M. ORAM, Major.
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KEARSNEY OLD BOYS' CLUB
Officials 1956-57

President: L. T. Polkinghorne
Vice-President: J. H. Charter

Secretary: P. Metcalf
Treasurer: M. J. Rodda

Members of Executive: J. A. Chick, J. H. Hopkins, G. Hulett, H. A.
Groom, B. Theunlssen.
Durban Branch

Chairman: J. W. H. Howarth, 6 Cliff Road, Westville.

Secretary: L. R. Slater, 33 Edmonds Rd. Glenwood.

Johannesburg Branch

Chairman: D. G. Gardner, 224 Louis Botha Ave., Orange Grove.
Secretary: H. Lund, 51 Mount Ethne, Banket St., Hillbrow.
Pietermaritzburg Branch
Chairman: G. Ballard, 59 St. Patrick Rd.

Secretary: P. Rodda, Natal University.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

held at Kearsney College, September 1st, 1956
Resume of Minutes:

Tribute was paid to the memory of the late Mrs. R. H. Matterson and
R. W. Weightman.
Chairman's Report:
Memorial Plaque has been remounted on a sloping stone.
Remembrance Sunday:

Agreed that a wreath be laid on the Plaque on behalf of the Old Boys' Club.
Retrospective Award of Honours.—As no basis could be found for such
awards, agreed that the matter be dropped.

Club Tie.—New tie now available at Payne Bros., Durban.
Finance.—£1,000 had been paid to the School Development Fund. £193
still outstanding on Pavilion Fund. £40 now in Squash Court Fund.

Sport.—Meeting expressed pleasure at selection of H. N. Walker (Rugger)
and A. Bouman (Olympic Life-saving) for South Africa.
Arising from Chairman's Report, the Chairman of the Durban Branch,
Mr. F. Chick, presented a cheque of £50 from his Branch towards reduction of
Pavilion debt. This reduced debt to £143. The Meeting earnestly hoped that
Old Boys would do all they could finally to liquidate this account.
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Treasurer's Report:
Revealed about £1,500 in accumulated account and no liabilities.

Arising.—It was felt that although the Club would associate itself with
the building of a School squash court, it was morally bound first to pay off the
balance owing to the Pavilion Fund.
Endowment Fund.—Trustees reported 67 policies in operation, of average
value £58. Seven new policies (totalling £350) taken out In the past year.
FOUNDERS' DAY

There were more Old Boys than ever for the afternoon matches
on September 1st, and it was good to see some"old faces"for the
first time for very many years. We were sorry that more did not
stay for supper.
Two matches were enthusiastically played and watched spas
modically, for Old Boys were more engaged in exchanging greetings
and reminiscences than in attending to the finer points of the games.

The Old Boys 2nd XV won, largely owing to the demoralising effect
of an early try from full back by Bob Foss, who last played Rugger
before the War. Some players were perhaps not quite fit, notably
one who called three cheers for the referee at half time! The School

won the 1st XV by about 27-24, but we lost count. It was a good
game with high quality play on both sides.

This war having been completed, refreshments filled the gap till
supper, which was quite sumptuous. We did not count the numbers
present, but our fifth and sixth forms, plus Old Boys, nearly filled
the hall. There was the usual jollity, not always decorous. Mr.

A. Hopewell, M.P., spoke on courage, and proposed the toast for
the School. The Head replied briefly.
We were very glad that Mr. Matterson was able to be present,
for the first time for several years, and deep sympathy was felt
towards him for his recent bereavement.

After the dinner, some went to the A.G.M., others to "The

Frogmen ". After the A.G.M. was over, there was further frater
nizing in Pembroke until a late hour. All told, a very pleasant day.
J.F.R.
REPORT FROM TRANSVAAL BRANCH

During 1956 we have held a number of functions which, we hope, have
served to set the branch on its feet once again. Following a period of compara

tive inactivity we have had visits to the branch by Mr. Osier, and Mr. Matterson
and Mr. Reece, and as a result of these visits there has certainly been an improve
ment in spirit in the branch.
Mr. Osier was able to join with us at the "Get Together" held in the
Victoria Hotel during July and this proved to be one of the biggest gatherings

of Old Boys seen in Joahnnesburg for some time. We were glad to see Martin
Shelton at this meeting too. He was visiting the Rand as Captain of the touring
U.C.T. Golf Team.
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On Saturday, September 8th, twelve Old Boys and Mrs. Attlee (who Is
an "Old Boy" really!) met Mr. Matterson and Mr. Reece for afternoon tea

out at the Old Johannians Club and a very enjoyable two hours was spent chatting
with them.

Our Annual Dance was held at the Old Johannians Club that evening In
conjunction with the Old Kingswoodlans, but this was not the success we had

hoped for, and, much as we dislike admitting It, It will obviously be a long
time before we can venture as far as organising a dance of our own to which we
shall be able to invite representatives from the other Old Boys' Clubs In town.
The following members were elected to the committee at the A.G.M.
held in August
Chairman : D. G. Gardner.
Vice-Chairman : I. F. Jackson,

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer ; I. A. D. Lund.
Members: T. H. Collins, R. G. C. Ford.

Generally speaking we have had a fairly successful year In spite of the fact
that only about 36 of our 100-odd members have taken any active Interest In
the Club. However, we look to 1957 for bigger and better meetings and
attendances.

OLD BOYS' NEWS

Engagements

F. Chick, A. Bulman, E. Colie)', B. Hagemann.
Marriages

M. Khaled, I. D. MacGregor, D. Rich, R. A. J. Taylor, R. W.
Woods.
Births

G. Bailard (daughter), D. Barker (daughter), V. Collingwood
(daughter), P. Charter (son), V. Dicks (daughter), A. H. Doidge
(son), J. Davey (son), A. Raw (daughter), H. N. Walker(son), H. A.
Groom (daughter), K. Balcomb (daughter), B. Batcheler (son),
F. Jex (daughter), N. Tytherleigh (son), B. Nieuwoudt (daughter).
Death—D. Morrison

We deeply regret having to record the sudden and tragic death
of David Morrison (43-48) in mid-October.

He was one of Kearsney's most successful pupils. Although
his earlier days had been spent largely on beds of sickness, from the
time of his arrival at Kearsney he was never anything but top of his
form, ending as Dux of the School, with a First Class Matriculation
pass. He played Rugger and Cricket moderately well, but excelled

at Tennis and Athletics, where he held the Open Long Jump record
for many years.
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David was a quiet and reliable prefect in Finningley. The loss
of both his parents proved a testing time, from which he emerged
calmly and philosophically, not wishing that either should suffer
longer from their infirmities.

After leaving Kearsney he failed to keep contact with us and

we knew little of his movements. To his friend, Ian Morgan, we
are indebted for the information which follows.

He entered Natal University in Durban in 1949, and took his

B.Sc. in 1951. He then went to Wits University, took an Honours
B.Sc. and did some lecturing early in 1953. In September, 1953,
he went across to Cambridge University, taking Mathematics and
then Social Anthropology, obtaining a B.A. degree in 1955.

He returned to S. Africa in October, 1955, and began lecturing
In Statistics at Wits this year.
With so much success behind him, a great future ahead, and no

financial worries, his sudden passing came as a very deep shock
to all who knew him. We shall always remember a very gifted and
charming young man.
SPORT

During recent months we have recorded the following successes in sport,
and should be glad if Old Boys throughout the country would bring our records
up-to-date for us :—

Rugby.—H, N, Walker (38-45) played for the Springboks against Australia
and New Zealand.

Olympic Sports.—P. Bouman (48-53) has the honour of being our first
Olympic representative, being selected for the Life-Saving team.
Cricket.—J. S. M. Fox (40-43) played for O.F.S. against the M.C.C. and
batted well. D. Leather (44-47) was 12th man for Rhodesia vs. M.C.C. P. David

son (41-42), L. Dyson (44-47), W. Jacobs (39-44), A. R. King (45-48), D. Perry
(S3-55) and K, Rock (34-39) played in the Natal Country Districts Tournament,
D. P. Davidson was selected for the Combined team. B. Stewart (43-48), J.
Atkinson (47-50) and D. Murdoch (51-54) taking leading parts in Durban League
cricket. G. Jacobs (30-37) continues his flow of centuries in Pietermaritzburg,
and C. Dukes (50-55), after a score of over 200 for Eston, made 55 in his first
innings in League Cricket in Pietermaritzburg.

R. Brown (46-51) is studying accountancy and hopes soon to be qualified.
Next year he has already been promised a post as Pursar on the Cunard liner
Caronia—an easy way to see the world and be paid into the bargain.
D. Beckett (34-42) is Depot Manager with Caltex, Ladysmith.
M. A. Blackburn (45-48) has left the mines and is now with an insurance
company in Pietermaritzburg.

^
Ballard (39-41), Chairman of the Pietermaritzburg Branch, writes,
"I'm a little disappointed in the turn-out over this our first year. However,
I'm still hopeful for the future, especially after the last monthly'Get Together,'
when ten chaps attended. Incidentally, this is held at the Plough Hotel on the
first Friday of each month. Will Midlands Old Boys please note!"
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M. J. Collins (47-50) and D. Sclanders (45-50) hitch-hiked 6,000 miles
from South Africa to England. We will report any details we receive from them.
E.(49-51) and B.(54-55) Colley are engaged in electrical work In Salisbury,
and R. Colley (SI-S3) is working there in a garage.
R. Cochrane (51-52) is assistant Section Manager on the field staff of the
Triangle Sugar Estates, Fort Victoria, Southern Rhodesia. He seizes the oppor
tunity to do a good deal of fishing and wild-game hunting.
When J. H. Charter (33-37) was asked what he was now doing, his reply
was,"Everyone." Readers have been warned I

T. Collins (31-33) continues to work with Lightbody's, Johannesburg,
but now devotes much of his time, money and interest to developing a mineral
mine near the City.

P. Charter (39-41), while visiting Durban as manager of Boswell's Circus,
seized the opportunity to have his son christened in the Kearsney Chapel.
P. du Tolt (51-54) is on the Durban Deep Gold Mine.
R. Dolton (47-52) gained second prize for Men's Oratorio singing at the
Natal Eisteddfod. He was one of a party brought up to Kearsney by Mr. Grogan
Caney, and sang very pleasingly. We are glad that his Choir days were not
wasted.

B. P. Dingley (47-52) is now sugar-cane farming at Gingindhlovu.
K. W. Erasmus (52-54) is taking his B.Sc. course and hopes to train as a
teacher,

K. Eddy (49-53), we hear, intends to join the ministry and will be proceeding
to Rhodes University.

M.T. Eastwood (46-49) is structural engineer at"Twisted," Johannesburg.
J. W. Howarth (24-29) is working in the Group Areas Department of the
Durban Corporation—an interesting and involved occupation.
A. J. E. Howarth (53-54), son of the above, is working with the engineering
firm of R. A. Piper (23-25), and studying in the evenings at the Tech. He has,
as a sideline, taken his pilot's licence.
D. O. Hall (47-52) having taken his B.Sc. Agriculture, with honours in
Horticulture, is hoping to have possibly two years at an American university
furthering his studies.

J. Ireland (46-51) travels widely for his father's outfitters firm in Johan
nesburg. He took your Editor for an interesting drive to the magnificent
Wanderer's Club of which he is a member.

I. F. Jackson (41-44) is doing Civil Engineering in Johannesburg.

J. Leigh (49-53) has taken his B.Sc. at Wits.
O. Leibbrandt (47-50) is with the audit department of Escom, a job which
takes him travelling far afield. Anyone who went to see the Kalanag Show
may not have recognised the fact that the interfering policeman was none other
than Leibbrandt I

H. Lund (45-49) is working hard as the Branch Secretary of the Old Boys'
Club, and Old Boys on the Reef are asked to give him their full support.
M. J. Leask (47-50) has taken his M.Sc. (Physics). Last year he was on the
short list for the Shell Scholarship, and is now applying again for this, the Rhodes',
and the Elsie Ballot.

Dr. R.le Grove Smith (36-42), with wife and two sons, is in general practice

at Cala, C.P. Later he hopes to do a special course in anaesthetics.
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T. Metcalf (48-51), now on the Kearsne/ Staff, has been one of the leaders
of the many groups of Youth Workers engaged In building churches and manses

on the Zululand Mission Field. He takes services regularly in the Durban
County Circuit.

J. M. Nelems (51-56) flew to Canada at the end of the term. He has to

take a Canadian Matric. before going on to the university there.
P. J. Ryan (53-56) reached ihe final in the Western Transvaal 100 metres,
competing with the pick of the country. He was chosen to run for a combined

O.F.S., Western Transvaal and Griqualand West team to compete in the Johan
nesburg Festival in August. He has gained a Mining Bursary enabling him to
start a B.Sc. (Metallurgy) course at Wits.

D. Rich (46-50), recently married, writes,"Speaking as an Old Boy of the
College 1 would like to thank the members of the Staff for the welcome the
Old Boys always get when they return to the School."

C. Russell (47-48) is drawing a high salary travelling for Moshal Gevisser
in the North-Eastern Transvaal.

W. S. Schermbrucher (54), who is taking Law at Cape Town, made the
decision to enter the Anglican Ministry, after a B.A. Tripos in Religious Know
ledge at Cambridge. Later news is that he cannot afford the expense involved
and is applying for the post of Latin Tutor in the residence at Driekoppen,
Mowbray.

D. Theunissen (49-54) writes a long and interesting account of life with
the A.C.F. Those who grumble at one and a half hours of Cadets a week will

surely envy him his seven hours a day for three and a half months, beginning at
6 a.m. daily I Falling selection as a pilot he joined the Safety Equipment Mus
tering Department and had an interesting six weeks' course at Swartkops. Most
of the work appears to have consisted of folding parachutes and dinghies. This
coming year Theunissen hopes to take Agriculture at Natal University, Pietermaritzburg.

J. W.Taylor (51-54) had hoped to enter an Atomic Research Establishment
in England, but finding little encouragement therefrom decided to return to

his first intention—catering. He has had several months study of hotel manage
ment at the Kingsley and later hopes to go to Switzerland and possibly to Canada.
His present rooms overlook the British Museum.

J. Voysey (47-50) is doing work in Native Housing Construction for the
Johannesburg Municipality.
Capt. C. C. van Keyserlingk (27-30) has been transferred from Welkom
to his home town of Eshowe.

While H. N. Walker (38-45) was touring New Zealand with the Rugby
Springboks he was asked to sign his name upon an old rugger ball and was aston
ished to find on it the faded signature of his own father, also a Springbok in 1921 I
P. D. Warmback (48-49) has returned from two years in England, so full
of experience that we wish he would write to us fully about it. We know that
he tried his hand at fifteen different jobs in England and the Continent, lived

for some months at Windermere, in the Lake District, saw films being produced
at Elstree, and worked for three months with "Typhoon" Tyson, the England
fast bowler and Peter Loader. He is now travelling through Zululand and
Pondoland as a chemist's representative.

H. N. Winder (47-51) is with Marine Insurance and anticipates going to
Mombasa after his finals in March. He continues to show enthusiasm and skill

with the Field Events In the Natal Athletic Championships.
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EXAMINATIONS

Just before going to press we noted the following examination successes
at Natal University:—

D. O. Lowe (47-52), B.Sc. Agriculture (Hons, in Horticulture).
D. H. Lowe (50-53), B.A.
D. H. Stranack (45-50), B.Comm.

Will Old Boys please let the Editor hove details of Examination Successes for
recording in the "Chronicle."—Editor.
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s. d.
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29th .
August. .1956

E. J. Accountant
PYCROFT,(S.A.)
Chartered

I have examined the Books, Accounts and Vouchers of your Club and certify that in my opinion the foregoing acccounts are properly
drawn up so as to exhibit a true and correct view of the state of your Club's affairs.
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